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ABSTRACT 

Research has shown increasing interest in the influence of learner psychology on 

second language acquisition (e.g. Ellis, 2019; MacIntyre, Gregersen & Mercer, 2019). 

This research has demonstrated that motivation, focus, and feelings of autonomy and self-

efficacy are particularly important in creating the necessary conditions for learning to 

occur (e.g. Dörnyei, 2009; Norton & Toohey, 2011; Piniel & Csizér, 2016; Robinson, 

1995, 1997). When these factors converge, a learner can experience flow, which has been 

described as the “optimal experience” of engagement (Csíkszentmihályi, 1975, 1990, 

2008) and has been linked to language learning succes (Hong et al., 2017). Existing 

research has shown that student-centered, open-ended, authentic, and competitive 

activities tend to generate more flow than their opposites (Egbert, 2003; Zuniga & Rueb, 

2018). However, these studies are scarce and have focused on a very limited quantity of 

immediate language-class activities, thus excluding many other possible flow experiences 

from consideration.  

To expand this line of research, this study seeks to determine what types of 

language-class activities generate the most flow, as well as which of the theorized 

psychological components of flow are most strongly associated with such experiences. 

Eighty-two North American undergraduate, intermediate-level (estimated CEFR 

B1/ACTFL intermediate mid-high) students of French, Italian, German, and Spanish 

completed a questionnaire about their lifetime language-learning experiences. First, the 

participants rated a list of activities on perceived overall flow using a Likert scale. Next, 

they rated the same activities on four theorized psychological components of flow 

(enjoyment, focused attention, control, positive challenges) also on a Likert scale 
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(Csíkszentmihályi 1975, 1990, 2008; Egbert, 2003; Zuniga & Rueb, 2018). Finally, they 

answered open-ended questions about salient language-class experiences.  

The results of this study support the hypothesis that student-centered, open-ended, 

authentic, and competitive activities would generate more flow than their opposites 

(teacher-centered, closed-ended, inauthentic, and non-competitive). The results also 

revealed that enjoyment and challenges best predict flow. While competitive activities 

were shown to be particularly strong flow generators in the quantitative analysis, the 

qualitative analysis of the open-ended survey responses showed student-centered 

activities to be particularly associated with high-flow experiences, though usually in 

conjunction with other flow-generating categories. When taken together, these results 

suggest that, in order to create learning-favorable conditions through flow, teachers 

should use activities that belong to as many flow-generating categories as possible while 

also paying special attention to students’ perceptions of enjoyment and the challenges-

skills balance.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

It is unlikely that many language teachers would struggle to think of a time when 

their students were unmotivated and unfocused. It is also unlikely that many language 

students would struggle to think of such a moment. This student disengagement not only 

makes for a negative experience for both students and teachers, but also inhibits student 

learning due to the integral role that attention and iterative practice in the learning process 

(e.g. Robinson, 1995, 1997; DeKeyser, 2007; Suzuki, Nakata & DeKeyser, 2019).  

As a result, teachers and researchers have found themselves asking where this 

lack of motivation comes from and what can be done about it. In an attempt to explain the 

source of motivation, Dörnyei (2009) proposed the theory of the “L2 Motivational Self 

System,” which connected a growing body of psychological research on the “self” to 

other second language acquisition (SLA) motivational research that contended that 

successful language acquisition depended on factors found deep within the individual.   

Psychologists have proposed that there is not only a current self but also possible 

future selves (Markus & Nurius, 1986). Among these possible future selves, there is the 

ideal future self, which is what someone hopes to become (Higgins, 1987). If students 

believe that an activity will help them to become their ideal future selves, they are likely 

to feel motivated to do it. On the other hand, if they believe that completing the activity 

will not move them toward their ideal future selves, or will instead move them toward 

future selves that they do not want to become, they are unlikely to feel motivated to do it.  
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In the SLA realm, this ideal self is often described as that of an individual who is 

integrated into a valued target language community (Gardner, 2001). Given their diverse 

experiences and identities, different learners will naturally value different target language 

communities. However, the integration model holds that, no matter what this valued 

target language community may be, learners will keep their eyes on the prize of 

integrating into it, and as a result, will find those activities that help them accomplish this 

goal most useful and thus most motivating.   

While Gardner (2001) was thinking more about second language learners than 

foreign language learners when he proposed this theory, Dörnyei (2009) emphasized that 

a version of this theory could be applied to both second and foreign language contexts. 

After all, while foreign language learners may not need to integrate into the community 

that surrounds them, they do seek to connect with target-language communities in work, 

travel, and leisure. This, in a sense, is another type of integration, which likewise informs 

learners’ judgements of activities and leads them to feel more motivated to do those they 

feel will help them accomplish their goals.  

In contrast to Gardner’s (2001) and Dörnyei’s (2009) mostly individualistic 

visions of the self, Norton & Toohey (2011) proposed a more community-focused 

version. They contend that all students, as a result of their life experiences, come to class 

with ideas of the communities they want to fit into. Drawing upon cultural theory, Norton 

& Toohey call these communities “imagined communities,” which they define as groups 

of people who may or may not have met each other who share a common identify 

(Anderson, 1991; Norton & Toohey, 2011).  
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 Although Anderson (1991) originally proposed this framework to explain 

nationalism, an imagined community does not have to be a nation (but it can be). Any 

group of people can be an imagined community, from people who live in a certain area, 

to people who share a certain interest, to people who work in the same profession. As one 

might expect, language learners, for reasons related to their own perceptions of who they 

are (their identities), are likely to feel stronger affinities for some imagined L2 

communities than for others. 

When learners get to class, they judge what happens there through the lens of the 

imagined communities to which they see themselves belonging. If they see a clear 

connection between what they are doing in class and their current or future membership 

in imagined communities, they are likely to feel “invested” (Norton Peirce, 1995; Norton 

& Toohey, 2011) in their learning. This feeling of investment, like motivation, paves the 

way for interest, focused attention, and learning. On the other hand, if learners do not see 

the connection between what is happening in class and their current or future imagined 

communities, they are likely to feel uninvested and not learn optimally.  

In light of this, it is extremely important for teachers to understand learners’ 

perceptions of their future selves as members in imagined communities in order to ensure 

language learning success. This does not mean that teachers should not try to help 

students expand their horizons and see other possible imagined communities, but it does 

mean that teachers must take extra care when doing so. This includes clearly explaining 

why it is useful while also tying it into what learners know and care about.  
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This is necessary because, according to Fredrickson (2001), learning only occurs 

through a “broaden-and-build” model, wherein individuals do not start from zero but 

instead broaden their awareness in the presence of positive emotions. Sociocultural 

theory provides additional support for connecting the unknown to the known. This is 

because, according to sociocultural theory, learning only occurs in the zone of proximal 

development (ZPD), where learners are pushed just past their current skill level through 

the supportive mediation provided by others while using their past knowledge and 

experiences as support.  

If learners are faced with something that lies entirely outside of their 

experiences—something for which they have no framework to understand—they are 

likely to raise affective barriers, experience anxiety, and not internalize this out-of-reach 

content (Damasio, 2012). Poor mediation (or insufficient scaffolding) can also cause a 

similar effect, thus preventing learners from internalizing what they otherwise could have 

with better mediation (Swain, Kinnear & Steinman, 2015).  

Along with the lack of focus that has been described, this anxiety is a major 

problem for language learning. Research has repeatedly shown that anxiety can sabotage 

language use and acquisition by raising defensive affective barriers and redirecting focus 

(e.g. Horwitz, Horwitz & Cope, 1986; Gardner & MacIntyre, 1993; MacIntyre & 

Gardner, 1994; Phelps, 2006). However, research has also shown that there are different 

kinds of anxiety, each with very different effects on language learning, and that there are 

measures that can be taken to combat “bad” anxiety.    
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Piniel and Csizér (2013) say that it is important to pay attention to two kinds of 

anxiety. The first is what likely comes to mind when many hear the word “anxiety.” This 

is strong debilitating anxiety, which hinders performance. On the other hand, there is 

weaker facilitating anxiety, which actually helps learning as it keeps learners motivated 

and pushes them to a higher level of performance. This suggests that teachers should not 

worry about—and perhaps should even encourage—facilitating anxiety while at the same 

time working to reduce debilitating anxiety. However, in order to do so, they must 

recognize what distinguishes them so they can foster facilitating anxiety without crossing 

the line into debilitating anxiety. 

Both kinds of anxiety stem from a complex combination of learner identities and 

experiences and the situation at hand. Anxiety is closely tied to learners’ perceptions of 

self-efficacy—that is, their beliefs regarding their abilities to do what is necessary to 

accomplish a task (Bandura, 1986). If learners believe they have the skills to accomplish 

a task that lies within their ZPDs, and can see a way of moving forward to complete this 

task, they are far more likely to succeed than if they do not. Otherwise, they are likely to 

experience the debilitating anxiety that will prevent them from completing the task. Self-

efficacy is beneficial to motivation and investment, which are beneficial for learning. 

While a certain portion of self-efficacy, like anxiety, is tied to the individual 

students’ personalities and backgrounds, teachers can also boost learners’ feelings of self-

efficacy by reassuring learners of their abilities while presenting accessible yet 

challenging activities that lie within their students’ language-learning ZPDs. If the 

students can adapt the activities to their needs and interests, there is even a higher chance 
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that the students will believe in their self-efficacy. In addition, activities that learners find 

enjoyable are also likely to both reduce anxiety and help focus and motivation/investment 

(Piniel & Czisér, 2013).  However, this relationship is cyclical rather than linear, as 

reducing (debilitating) anxiety also helps to increase enjoyment and focus.  

Dewaele and MacIntyre (2014) suggest that increasing enjoyment is far more 

important and feasible than decreasing anxiety. For them, much foreign language class 

anxiety (FLCA), is inherent to the student, and as a result, the teacher’s power to reduce 

it is limited (though not nonexistent). On the other hand, they find that the teacher can 

have considerable influence on foreign language enjoyment (FLE) by carefully choosing 

interesting activities that fit students’ ZPDs and creating a positive classroom 

environment that promotes self-efficacy. Interestingly, they found that high anxiety does 

not necessarily inhibit language learning success provided that there is also high 

enjoyment. This makes sense when considered through the lens of facilitating and 

debilitating anxiety. 

Notably, Dewaele’s and MacIntyre’s (2014) and Piniel’s and Czisér’s (2013) 

studies also represent SLA forays into positive psychology, an area that has shown much 

promise and is very worthy of further study, as others suggest (e.g. Ellis, 2019; 

MacIntyre, Gregersen & Mercer, 2019). Given Dewaele’s and MacIntyre’s (2014) and 

Piniel and Czisér’s (2013) findings that debilitating anxiety can sabotage language 

learning and facilitating anxiety and enjoyment can improve it, it seems reasonable to ask 

if there is a theoretical framework that at the same time takes into account: a) the interest 

and/or FLE that fosters motivation and investment, b) the focused attention that has been 
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shown necessary for intake, c) learners’ self-efficacy over tasks, and d) the necessity to 

limit debilitating FLCA through the use of the ZPD. 

Such a framework exists, and it is called flow (Csíkszentmihályi, 1975). While in 

a state of flow, learners are fully-focused on an enjoyable activity that is neither too easy 

nor too difficult. This means that learners find the activity both purposeful and accessible 

given their skills. The activity lies within learners’ ZPDs and is not anxiety-inducing. In 

addition, the learners feel agency over the activity, meaning that they not only believe 

they have the appropriate skills to accomplish it (self-efficacy), but that they have real 

decision-making power that allows them to adapt it to their needs (Csíkszentmihályi, 

1975, 1990, 2008). As flow is a highly-positive emotional experience, affective barriers 

are lowered, learners’ minds are opened to learning, and attention can be given to the task 

at hand (Damasio, 2012; Fredrickson, 2001; Robinson, 1995, 1997; Phelps, 2006).  

Furthermore, the highly positive nature of the flow experience encourages learners to 

come back again and again, providing opportunities for the practice that has been shown 

to be necessary for language learning to occur (DeKeyser, 2007; Suzuki, Nakata & 

DeKeyser, 2019). 
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CHAPTER 2 

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW 

Flow theory explained  

Flow, like other theories that have already been mentioned, has its origins in 

psychology. Mihályi Csíkszentmihályi first theorized flow in 1975, when he defined it as 

a mental state where “action follows upon action according to an internal logic that seems 

to need no conscious intervention by the actor” (p. 36). In other words, the person doing 

an activity is intrinsically motivated to do the activity and is completely immersed in it. 

As a result, this person is not focused on stopping and can keep going and going.  

However, it should be noted that this does not mean that a person having a flow 

experience is not paying attention to what s/he is doing. In fact, it is quite the opposite, as 

flow requires extremely focused attention. When Csíkszentmihályi says that there is no 

need for “conscious intervention,” he does not mean that the person does not have to 

think about what s/he is doing. Instead, he means that the person is self-motivated to stay 

on task, as shown by this quote from a poet who lost his sense of time while in flow: 

You’re right in the work, you lose your sense of time, you’re completely 

enraptured, you’re completely caught up in what you are doing…when you are 

working on something and you are working well, you have the feeling that there’s 

no other way of saying what you’re saying. (Tardy & Snyder, 2004)                            

 

  But where does flow come from and how can it be recognized? According to 

Csíkszentmihályi (1990), flow occurs when people are participating in their favorite 

activities. This is because these are the activities that individuals find most satisfying, and 

as a result, are most intrinsically motivated to perform. Csíkszentmihályi (1975) remarks 
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that “play is the flow experience par excellence” (p. 37). He understands “play” broadly 

to include any activity that one might want to do voluntarily.  

While not all flow-generating activities foster creativity, Csíkszentmihályi (1997) 

explains that create activities can be particularly strong generators, as can be seen in the 

composer or the researcher who becomes engrossed in his or her work. He explains that 

creativity is powerful for several reasons: (1) most of what is interesting in life comes 

from creativity; (2) the results of creativity are lasting; and (3) engaging in creativity 

makes us feel like we are “living more fully than during the rest of life” 

(Csíkszentmihályi, 1997, pp. 1-2). In other words, creativity can be highly fulfilling and 

fulfillment is what drives flow. 

However, while Csíkszentmihályi repeatedly emphasizes that people find their 

favorite activities to be the most flow-generating (1975, 1990, 2008), he also emphasizes 

that intrinsic motivation and a sense of purpose must be present for flow to occur. In this 

way, it is fathomable that an unenjoyable yet purposeful activity could still generate 

fulfillment and flow. For example, if a graduate student has accepted a tenure-track job, 

s/he is likely to be motivated to finish his dissertation and to find flow while working on 

it—even if s/he does not enjoy this task—and he is also likely to feel fulfillment in 

knowing that s/he has reached a significant milestone and contributed to research. 

While there are patterns in the types of activities that tend to generate flow, the 

fact that people have different skills, interests, and motivations means that the same 

activities will not generate flow for all (Csíkszentmihályi, 1975). However, despite the 
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subjective nature of flow, all flow experiences share certain characteristics 

(Csíkszentmihályi, 1975, 1990, 2008).   

The first—and perhaps most salient—characteristic of flow is enjoyment. After 

all, flow is the state in which people feel most happy (or fulfilled), and Csíkszentmihályi 

(1975), in fact, first proposed flow as “a theoretical model for enjoyment” (p. 35). He 

explains that a person who enjoys an activity is self-motivated to do that activity, and 

finds it both purposeful and intrinsically rewarding (1975). However, as shown by the 

example of the dissertation, it is possible to find flow in unenjoyable activities so long as 

they are fulfilling. This fulfillment, depends on the perceived purpose of the activity. 

The second characteristic of flow is focused attention (Csíkszentmihályi, 1975, 

1990, 2008). This is only possible when people find an activity purposeful and see a clear 

goal. While rules help to focus attention on achieving a goal, the ideal specificity of the 

rules varies from one person to the next. That is, while some people find flow when given 

very clear guidelines, others find flow when the guidelines are more general and allow 

room for more creativity. Although a flow-generating activity does not have to be a 

game, Csíkszentmihályi (1975) says that games can be very strong flow generator due to 

their clearly-defined objectives and the rules that focus attention on these goals. 

This leads to the third characteristic of flow: control (Csíkszentmihályhi, 1975, 

1990, 2008). In order to experience flow, people must feel a sense of self-efficacy over 

the activity. In other words, they have agency over the activity. This is most likely to be 

the case when one has decision-making power over how to do an activity, thus allowing 

him or her to adapt it to his or her skills and interests. This means that space for creativity 
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can help an activity generate more flow, as Csíkszentmihályi (1997) suggests. However, 

as previously mentioned, too much freedom can be overwhelming for some. 

Herein lies the fourth and final flow component: a good balance between skills 

and challenges. In order to feel self-efficacy, one must believe that s/he has the skills 

necessary to complete an activity. For this to be possible, the activity must lie within the 

individual’s ZPD. If the activity is too hard, it will cause debilitating anxiety (Piniel & 

Csizér, 2016), while if is too easy, it will cause boredom (Csíkszentmihályi, 1975, 1990, 

2008). Neither is compatible with flow, and neither is conducive to learning. In fact, a 

person who is experiencing boredom or anxiety is experiencing what Czimmermann and 

Piniel (2016) call “anti-flow,” which they describe as the opposite of flow. While 

boredom leads to a lack of attention and interest, debilitating anxiety both raises 

defensive affective barriers and distracts attention from the activity at hand. 

As can be seen, the characteristics of flow are not independent but are instead 

tightly interwoven. In sum, these include: (1) enjoyment, (2) highly focused attention, (3) 

being in control over the accomplishment of the activity, and (4) the presence of 

challenges that align with a person’s abilities. If any one of these components is missing, 

an individual will not experience flow. While individuals’ diverse abilities and interests 

mean that the specific activities that cause flow vary from one person to the next, certain 

types of activities tend to be very flow inducing. These include playing games and 

engaging in creativity.  Since its conception in 1975, flow theory has been sporadically 

applied to SLA (e.g. Aubrey, 2017; Egbert, 2003; Zuniga & Rueb, 2018), where 

Csíkszentmihályi’s (1975) theory remains at the heart of this research.  
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Flow in dialogue with educational psychology   

The relationship between flow, emotions, and cognition 

Flow shows important points of contact with several educational psychology 

constructs. Most notable among these are emotions, cognition, and motivation. While it is 

important to understand that flow is not synonymous with any of these, it is also 

important to understand that all three of them are involved in flow experiences.  

Since the 1990s, researchers in psychology and linguistics have asserted that 

knowledge is rooted in bodily states, which may be physical or mental (e.g. Barsalou, 

1999; Glenberg & Robertson, 2000; Lakoff & Johnson, 1999; Parsons et al., 1995). As 

knowledge is “embodied” in these states, it is impossible to learn without their mediation 

of its acquisition and use (Niedenthal et al., 2005). This is because the same part of the 

brain, the amygdala, plays a role in both emotions and learning (Phelps, 2006).   

Among such bodily states are emotions and feelings. For James (1890), an 

emotion is a bodily response to a mental stimulus. When this bodily response is strong 

enough to be detected, a person consciously feels an emotion as a feeling state 

(Niedenthal et al., 2005; Zuniga & Rueb, 2018). Together, these emotions and feeling 

states help to regulate and individual’s mind and body to promote a state of stability 

known as homeostasis (Castiglione, 2015; Damasio, 2012).  

Flow is an emotion but not a feeling (James, 1890; Niedenthal et al., 2005; Zuniga 

& Rueb, 2018). This is because flow is a reaction to a stimulus that cannot be consciously 

perceived in the moment due to the fact that attention is focused on the task and not on 

feelings or emotions. In this case, the stimulus is a motivating activity that aligns with 
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learners’ views of their future selves in society (Dörnyei, 2009; Norton & Toohey, 2011) 

and is just the right difficulty to encourage self-efficacy (Piniel & Csizér, 2016) and 

avoid boredom (Csíszentmihályi, 1975, 1990). As flow is an emotion, and emotions 

mediate learning by opening and closing affecting barriers, flow, too, mediates learning.  

The relationship between, flow, emotions, cognition, and learning  

Based on past experiences, humans learn to associate stimuli with emotions in a 

process called emotional learning (Phelps, 2006). This means that, in the interest of 

promoting homeostasis, individuals will do what they can to re-engage with those stimuli 

that produce positive emotions while avoiding those that produce negative ones. Given 

that a flow-generating activity (a stimulus) promotes the highly-positive emotion of flow, 

individuals will seek to re-engage with this activity because they know it will be a 

pleasant experience (Csíkszentmihályi, 1975, 1990).  

This repeated engagement means repeated opportunities for learners to sharpen 

their skills through what DeKeyser (2007) calls “practice.” He defines practice as 

“specific activities in the second language, engaged in systematically, deliberately, with 

the goal of developing knowledge of and skills in the second language” (p. 1). This 

practice may be meaning- or form-focused. However, in order for practice to be effective, 

it must be structured to match language-learning goals and performed frequently. In this 

way, learners can develop procedural knowledge, which, with even more practice, leads 

to automaticity (Suzuki, Nakata & DeKeyser, 2019). This automaticity is the overarching 

goal of communicative, task-based, and action-based language teaching as it allows 

learners to be autonomous language users.  
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 However, DeKeyser’s cognition-focused approach to practice neglects the 

important influence of emotions. He says that learners engage in practice to develop 

knowledge and skills without exploring what belies these decisions. Yet, the Douglas Fir 

Group (2016) states that “L2 learning is an emotionally driven process, one that requires 

minimally that [the learners] be motivated to participate with others in particular contexts 

of action, in classrooms and society at large” (p. 28).  

This means that, in order for practice to be effective, the learners must see the 

connection between what they are doing and their possible future selves as members of 

target-language communities (Dörnyei, 2009; Norton & Toohey, 2011). Otherwise, they 

are not likely to see the purpose of this practice, and will raise defensive affective barriers 

that will inhibit learning (Damasio, 2012; Fredrickson, 2001, 2013). This is because 

affective barriers work as a defense method and are thus deployed when a person—

consciously or not—detects a threat to homeostasis (Damasio, 2012). 

According to Frederickson (2001), productive learning only occurs through a 

“broaden-and-build” process, where learners build upon prior knowledge and skills in 

order to advance. She explains that, within this framework, developing the skills targeted 

by an activity can only happen when affective-barrier-lowering emotions like joy and 

interest are present (Fredrickson, 2001). Joy encourages creativity, play, and limit 

pushing (Ellsworth & Smith, 1988; Frijda, 1986), while interest, a distinct emotion from 

joy (Fredrickson, 2001), encourages exploration, expansion, and growth 

(Csíkszentmihályi, 1990; Izard, 1977; Ryan & Deci, 2000; Tomkins, 1962). Both favor 

behaviors that can help learners to develop their skills. However, if negative emotions 
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dominate over positive ones—or the positivity ratio is low—learning through broaden-

and-build is less likely to occur (Fredrickson, 2013; Trevino & Webster, 1992).  

When viewed through the lens of broaden-and-build theory, practice must 

generate joy, interest, or both if learning is to occur (Fredrickson, 2001). From this 

perspective, flow is good for learning because it requires interest (otherwise the learner 

will not focus on the activity) (Dörnyei, 2009; Gardner, 2001; Norton & Toohey, 2011) 

and it promotes joy (due to the satisfaction that one achieves while in a flow experience) 

(Csíkszentmihályi, 1975, 1990, 2008). While the fact that attention is focused on the 

activity while in flow means that learners are not conscious of their flow in the moment, 

they do recognize this joy when they are asked to reflect on their experiences, as shown 

by Csíkszentmihályi’s Experiential Sampling Method (1975, 1990, 2008).  

 The same task-focused attention that inhibits individuals from recognizing flow in 

the moment also contributes to learning (Robinson, 1995, 1997; Robinson, Mackey, 

Gass, 2012). This attention has both emotional and cognitive components (Phelps, 2006), 

and in the words of the Douglas Fir Group (2016), is “emotionally gated” (p. 36). Due to 

this emotional gatedness, people will only focus on what they believe to be important 

(Niedenthal & Kitayama, 1994). The more emotionally charged (or emotionally salient) 

something is the more likely it is to attract attention (Hansen & Hansen, 1988; Niedenthal 

& Kitayama, 1994; Öhman et al., 2001; Todeva, 2009). This is true both of stimuli that 

generate positive emotions and stimuli that generate negative emotions. That said, the 

presence of strong negative emotions can cause cognitive overload and distort the brain’s 

responses to stimuli (Douglas Fir Group, 2016). 
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However, despite the strong relationship between cognition and emotions, 

cognition can deploy strategies to moderate emotions. According to the Douglas Fir 

Group (2016), cognition is “emotionally attuned and can be used to regulate emotions 

through flexible strategies that are sensitive to the specific emotional context” (Douglas 

Fir Group, 2016, p. 36). This means that learners, be it on their own or with mediation, 

can learn to adjust their emotional responses to stimuli. For example, when learners are 

faced with something that they do not believe will help them to become members of the 

imagined communities they envision for themselves, both the learners themselves and the 

teacher can play a role in convincing them that the task at hand is indeed worthwhile. 

When the learners buy into the task, they are more likely to focus and learn.  

Flow in dialogue with cognitive and sociocultural theories of SLA  

Flow and cognitive SLA theories 

Attention is an important and emotionally-mediated component of both flow and 

cognitive SLA theory. For Egbert (2003), the ideal type of attention in SLA flow is 

“characterized by intense concentration and automaticity” (Egbert, 2003, p. 504). 

According to Suzuki, Nakata & DeKeyser (2019) repeatedly practicing the targeted tasks 

is a good way to develop this automaticity. However, given that attention is “emotionally 

gated,” it is important for learners to see the usefulness of the practice for it to work 

(Dörnyei, 2009; Douglas Fir Group, 2016; Norton & Toohey, 2011). 

 One frequently discussed theory of attention in SLA is the “Noticing Hypothesis.” 

This theory arose from a study where a language learner (Schmidt) was found to use the 

structures that he had mentioned noticing when writing in his diary (Schmidt & Frota, 
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1986). According to Schmidt (1990), it is not possible to learn without an awareness of—

or noticing—of language features. Learners can notice on their own, and they can also 

notice with the intervention of a teacher who calls their attention to specific structures. 

While it is possible to learn without metalinguistic knowledge, it is not possible to learn 

without attention to the language (Robinson, Mackey, Gass & Schmidt, 2012). However, 

noticing is only likely to occur when the learners believe that there is something 

important to be noticed (Niedenthal & Kitayama, 1994).  

This noticing hypothesis has given rise to focus on form in SLA. Proponents 

maintain that attention must be focused on language forms—that is, the words and 

structures that input contains. (Ellis, 2016; Morgan-Short, 2012; Robinson, 1995; 

Schmidt, 1993, 1995, 2010; Swain, 1998) Without this specific attention, they believe, 

learners are unlikely to acquire language structures.  

However, grammatically-focused instruction is not universally accepted. Peter 

Robinson (1997) cautions that too much focus on form can provide distracting 

interruptions from the larger task, while also reducing the authenticity of interactions. 

Others say that focus on form is unproductive and unnecessary, and instead advocate for 

tasks that focus on reception and/or production of communicative messages but not 

specific grammatical structures (Krashen, 1982; Prabhu, 1987; VanPatten, 2003). That 

said, an absence of focus on form(s) does not necessarily imply a lack of attention, and 

some research suggests that uninterrupted, free production tasks that focus on meaning 

rather than form(s) are indeed better for flow (Abbott, 2000).  
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While it is generally accepted that some sort of attention to language is needed for 

learning to occur, it is clear that focus on form is a difficult balancing act that requires 

teacher attention to learner goals. Although form-focused instruction can provide the 

feedback that some learners find necessary to stay on track while completing a task—and 

as a result, maintain flow—some learners will find it to be more distracting than helpful. 

This means that, if task- or action-based teachers opt to focus on form, they should be 

cognizant of students’ needs, and they should be sure to do it in a way that elicits feelings 

of usefulness and sharpens focus on a meaningful task rather than distracting from it.  

While focused attention is important for learning to occur, it should be noted that 

this is no guarantee of learning success. Or perhaps more correctly, it is no guarantee that 

the desired learning outcomes will be met. For example, it is highly possible that learners 

will draw erroneous conclusions and acquire incorrect language structures. In doing so, 

they are likely to use these incorrect structures in their own production. Although one 

could argue that the learners did “learn” something—because there was intake—it is 

highly unlikely that the learning goal was to acquire inaccurate structures. 

Likewise, it is fathomable that a learner might experience flow and learn 

something that, while correct, is not very useful in and of itself. If learners play a high-

flow verb conjugation game, for example, they may be able to recite verb forms more 

confidently, but they are unlikely to be able to use these verb forms automatically without 

being provided with authentic contexts in which to do so (Ellis & Shintani, 2014; Suzuki, 

Nakata & DeKeyser, 2019; Willis & Willis, 2007).  Therefore, it can be said that flow 

creates conditions that are favorable to learning but does not guarantee learning. For 
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learning to occur through flow, it is not only important that learners find an activity 

interesting, attention-focusing, control-inducing, and adequately challenging, but also that 

it be well designed for the desired learning outcomes to be met.  

Within the framework of today’s task- and action-based language teaching 

approaches, learning can be defined as developing the savoir-faire to complete 

meaningful actions. In order for learners to develop the skills necessary to complete these 

actions, they must complete meaningful tasks in class (Ellis & Shintani, 2014). This 

means that non-meaningful, grammar-focused activities, no matter how flow-generating 

they may be, are insufficient for reaching these learning objectives. Although it may not 

be fair to say that these activities have no place in task- or action-based language 

teaching, it is fair to say that they alone are not enough given that they do not provide 

opportunities to practice the targeted authentic tasks.  

The inadequacy of grammar-focused activities alone within a task- or action-

based framework can be explained by skill learning theory (DeKeyser, 2007; Suzuki, 

Nakata & DeKeyser, 2019), which holds that in order to develop procedural knowledge, 

and later automaticity, it is necessary for learners to practice doing what they hope to 

achieve automaticity in doing. In a task- or action-based approach, this might include 

such tasks as finding an apartment, going to the grocery store or planning a trip. These 

tasks require a web of procedural knowledge that goes beyond grammar structures. 

Furthermore, it is not enough to practice once: practice must be frequent and adequately 

spaced. That is, if students do not regularly practice doing the target tasks, they cannot 

expect to reach the desired level of automaticity (Suzuki, Nakata & DeKeyser, 2019.  
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Skills learning theory, as mentioned previously, is highly compatible with flow. 

Because flow is a highly-positive experience, and people learn to return to repeat positive 

experiences, it provides opportunities for learning to occur through practice. However, in 

order for this to happen, the activity must be both interesting and similar to the end goal 

that learners are working to achieve. Otherwise, the learners will not want to return to the 

activity and the activity will not prepare learners to do what they will have to do. 

Flow and sociocultural theory 

 Flow theory not only shows strong links to cognitive SLA theories but to 

sociocultural theory (SCT), too. While cognitive theories are most interested in how 

individuals develop on their own, SCT investigates how individuals learn—or “make 

meaning”—through their interactions with others. Perhaps the strongest connection 

between SCT and flow theory involves the zone of proximal development (ZPD). The 

ZPD refers to what one can learn while interacting with a teacher or more skilled peer 

who provides adequate mediation (Swain, Kinnear & Steinman, 2015; Vygotsky, 1978).  

 In order to learn in this ZPD, learners must actively engage with something that is 

partly known and partly new (van Lier, 1996). In other words, if something is too 

familiar, it is likely to be ignored for being uninteresting, whereas if something is too 

unfamiliar, it is likely to be ignored for being too foreign. This novelty and familiarity are 

not static. Instead, they can be adapted as learners interact and modify the task to fit their 

needs and ZPDs (van Lier, 1996). Furthermore, the greater the variety of interactive tasks 

learners engage in, the more likely they are to notice language elements and the more 

likely they are to develop a diverse linguistic repertoire (Douglas Fir Group, 2016).  
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 The ZPD, especially when considered through van Lier’s (1996) lens, shares 

many parallels with flow theory. According to Csíkszentmihályi (1975, 1990), an activity 

is only likely to generate flow if it is challenging enough to push an individual to a higher 

level of performance but not so challenging as to cause debilitating anxiety. This is most 

likely to happen when the activity strikes a balance between the new and the familiar (as 

van Lier [1996] says is necessary for learning). Furthermore, flow requires that 

individuals have enough autonomy over the activity at hand to adapt it to their needs. Van 

Lier (1996) says that this, too, is necessary for learning to occur under sociocultural 

theory. However, while the ZPD is much like the “flow channel” that exists between 

anxiety and boredom (Csíkszentmihályi, 1975), there is one significant difference 

between the two: while reaching the ZPD necessarily requires mediation from teachers, 

peers, or even non-human resources, reaching the flow channel does not. 

 That is, flow experiences can be had individually or in groups. While the first 

flow experiences that Csíkszentmihályi (1975) described involved people engaging in 

solitary activities, later studies in psychology and education have shown that group flow 

experiences, in which there is significant interaction among individuals, can be 

particularly powerful. SLA flow studies (e.g. Aubrey, 2017; Egbert, 2003) have revealed 

that flow was found in face-to-face and computer-mediated chats, respectively.  

More recently, Zuniga & Rueb (2018) directly studied the impact of groupwork 

and peer interaction on flow to find that interaction-based activities completed in groups 

of at least three generated the most flow. This was particularly the case if the activities 
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were also competitive or games. (The authors, however, do not describe the difference 

between these two seemingly similar categories). 

 These findings are unsurprising when interpreted through the lens of sociocultural 

theory. When students work in groups, stronger students can provide scaffolding to help 

weaker students to accomplish the task (Wells, 1999; Wood et al., 1976). Slightly larger 

groups make it more likely that there will be a stronger student who can help a weaker 

student. However, if students work in pairs that are not strategically created, it is possible 

that both students might be weak and unable to figure out the task, and if groups are too 

large, it is easy for weaker students to fade into the background. 

This teamwork can also work to help learners develop a sense of community 

(Dewaele, 2014). However, in order for games to be successful, it is important that there 

be a community of practice where peripheral participation is legitimized (Lave & 

Wenger, 1991). That is, a community where those students who do not currently master 

the language-use standards of the community are still seen as welcome and valuable. 

Otherwise, it is possible that weaker students might feel excluded and uninvested.   

The teacher’s role in creating flow 

 While all students bring experiences and identities to the classroom—identities 

formed by their interpretations of their own place in the world—teachers have significant 

power over these identities and can over students’ language learning success (Douglas Fir 

Group, 2016). In order for maximum learning to occur through flow, teachers must 

understand student identities and be careful to position all students as good yet different 

learners so that they feel the investment necessary to learn with an open mind. Teachers 
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should also seek to create communities of practice that welcome and value all (e.g. 

Broeckelman-Post et al., 2016; Bucholz & Sheffler, 2009; Dorman et al., 2006). 

 Research shows that, beyond the classroom environment, teachers also have 

significant power to influence positive emotions and learning through their activity 

choices (e. g. Curci, Lanciano, & Soleti, 2014; Egbert, 2003; Garrett & Young, 2009; 

Zuniga & Rueb, 2018). In doing so, they should attempt to reduce foreign language class 

anxiety by reassuring students of their abilities and choosing enjoyable activities (Piniel 

& Csízér, 2016; Dewaele & MacIntyre, 2014), but should pay even more attention to 

foreign language class enjoyment, which is more within their control (Dewaele & 

MacIntyre, 20149. This is because much anxiety comes far more from the learners’ 

experiences—including their language skills and personalities—than from what is done 

in class (Dewaele et al., 2017; Dewaele & MacIntyre, 2014).   

In addition, when considering how to maximize learning through flow, it should 

not be forgotten that, while all flow experiences are characterized by a combination of 

enjoyment, focused attention, being in control, and a balance between challenges and 

skills, the specific activities that trigger flow vary from one individual to the next 

(Arnold, 2011; Csíkszentmihályi, 1975, 1990). This means that, in order for every student 

to achieve flow, teachers must be cognizant of these differences, and they must get to 

know their students’ unique experiences (Dörnyei & Ryan, 2015; Gregersen & 

MacIntyre, 2014). 

 While those activities that tend to cause flow for the greatest number of students 

are a logical place to start—that is, those activities that are competitive (games), 
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authentic, student-centered, and at least somewhat open-ended—teachers should also be 

sure to provide something for everyone. Luckily, a diversity of activities can be 

beneficial for individual students. This is because varied activities help to keep class 

novel by continuing to create appropriate, new challenges while in turn generating 

positive emotions, and focused attention.  Furthermore, engaging in more varied activities 

means that students are more likely to possess more diverse linguistic repertoires 

(Douglas Fir Group, 2016).  

The current state of SLA flow research  

Now that flow has been connected to other SLA theories to demonstrate that it 

creates conditions that are favorable to learning, it is useful to consider how flow has 

been studied in SLA thus far. Like Csíkszentmihályi’s and his colleagues, these 

researchers have studied flow through observations, questionnaires and interviews 

(Csíkszentmihályi, 1975; Nakamura & Csíkszentmihályi, 2009). While some measured 

flow in just one way, others heeded Csíkszentmihályi’s (2008) recommendation to study 

flow from multiple perspectives.  

This section will focus particularly on the types of activities that have been shown 

to generate flow. For the purposes of the present study, the word “activity” will be used 

to refer to tasks and exercises together. According to R. Ellis and Shintani (2014), a task 

focuses on meaning while an exercise is designed to practice specific language items. 

One of the earliest applications of a concept related to flow in SLA is Krashen’s 

(1982) “forgetting principle.” It states that “the best input is so interesting and relevant 

that the acquirer may even ‘forget’ that the message is encoded in a foreign language” (p. 
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66). While this statement shows some points of contact with Csíkszentmihályi’s (1975, 

1990, 2005) flow, it is not fully equivalent. This is because Krashen’s (1982) description 

of being immersed in an interesting activity only considers two out of four flow 

components: enjoyment and focus. In other words, while he refers to enjoyment and 

focus, Krashen (1982) makes no reference to control or positive challenges. However, 

Krashen did consider challenges in his Input Hypothesis, which emphasized the need for 

input only slightly beyond students’ current level (that is, a good level of challenges) 

(Krashen, 1981, 1982). Yet, neither the “forgetting principle” nor the Input Hypothesis 

mentions control, which is unlikely to be found in the teacher-centered receptive 

activities that Krashen proposes. 

    Turbee (1999) took Krashen’s theory a step further by looking at production-

based activities. Specifically, he looked at multi-user object-oriented domains (MOOs). 

In these online games, users work toward game-related goals, while also engaging in 

spontaneous conversations with members of a community that includes both their 

classmates and members of target-language communities. In addition, they try to perform 

better than other players to win the game. Here is a participant’s response to the MOO 

that depicts a flow experience:  

I’m really enjoying the Moo. I haven’t figured out all the commands, but I keep 

playing with it. When I first started I was hooked. I almost forgot to go to class 

and another time I was late to a class because I was on Moo. Whenever I get into 

a good conversation I like to stay and chat. Its (sic.) great to see how fluent 

Spanish speakers speak or in this case write. I had to cut down my time on it just 

because its (sic.) so addictive!!! I could easily spend an hour on it a day, but I 

have four other classes to think about! Sorry I was late! (Turbee, 1999) 
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All four flow components (enjoyment, focus, control, and challenges) are here. 

The student directly says she enjoyed the MOO and also mentions getting “hooked” 

(focus). The fact that she likes to “stay and chat” and can have “good conversation” 

shows that she is in control over the accomplishment of the task (she can converse how 

she likes), and the presence of commands that have yet to be figured out show that the 

student feels there are attainable challenges to be met. As flow theory would lead one to 

expect, this MOO is student-centered, open-ended, authentic, and competitive. It is 

student-centered because the student controls her gameplay, open-ended because she can 

say what she wants in the conversations, authentic because the conversations are focused 

on making meaning, and competitive because performing better than others is an 

expressed goal of the MOO.  

Egbert (2003) expanded on these findings in her study of high school Spanish 

students’ flow experiences. Her study consisted of seven in-class tasks performed over 

the course of a quarter of a school year, and the data were collected through Likert scale 

questionnaires, observations, and stimulated recall interviews. Two of these were online 

chat tasks with native speakers, which provided opportunities to make meaning while 

interacting with target language communities, as did Turbee’s (1999) MOO. However, 

the two chat tasks differed in their authenticity—that is, how much they were designed to 

elicit meaningful, purposeful communication (Ellis & Shintani, 2014; Willis & Willis, 

2007). While one was a scripted chat on dietary habits, the other was a more open-ended 

chat on artists, where the students had more freedom to generate their own questions and 

follow-ups. 
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Among the seven tasks she studied, Egbert (2003) found the most flow-inducing 

to be the unscripted artist chat. In fact, all but one of the thirteen students in the class 

reported this task to generate the highest possible level of flow. This corroborates 

Turbee’s (1999) findings, which suggested that student-centered, open-ended, and 

authentic activities would generate a lot of flow. (Egbert included no competitive 

activities). When compared with the scripted chat, the unscripted chat was more student-

centered because the students controlled the task through the questions and follow-ups 

they asked; more open-ended due to the unlimited possible conversation outcomes; and 

more authentic because it focused on promoting unscripted, meaningful communication 

rather than on eliciting certain structures or producing display knowledge. Accordingly, it 

is unsurprising that the less student-centered, less open-ended, and less authentic scripted 

chat would generate less flow. 

Likewise, the two lowest-scoring tasks both required reading a passage and 

answering closed-ended, comprehension-based questions that had one or a few correct 

answers. This is unsurprising given that these activities, like the scripted chat, possess 

very different characteristics from the unscripted chat. Both reading tasks were very 

closed-ended (there are one or a few right answers) and inauthentic (they focus on 

displays of knowledge rather than meaningful communication). In addition, both reading 

tasks were very teacher-centered because the teacher controlled the pacing and allowed 

the students very little control over the means of accomplishing the tasks.  

Aside from demonstrating the value of student-centered, open-ended, and 

authentic activities for generating flow, Egbert’s (2003) study is important in SLA flow 
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research thanks to its deconstruction of flow into four components: (1) challenge and 

skills, (2) attention, (3) interest, and (4) control. However, there are some significant 

limitations to this study. One of these is the small list of seven tasks, while another is the 

small sample size of one Spanish class. Both limit the generalizability of this study. Also, 

while the students were interviewed, there was no opportunity for them to provide open-

ended written responses, which may both provide more opportunities for reflection, as 

well as an opportunity to reach all students. There was also no apparent opportunity for 

students to mention flow experiences outside of the seven tasks included in the study.   

Therefore, future studies would do well to both include more respondents and a 

wider selection of activities. It would also be useful if the activities were chosen in such a 

way as to allow for comparisons between contrasting categories such as student-centered 

vs. teacher-centered, open-ended vs. closed-ended, authentic vs. inauthentic, and 

competitive vs. non-competitive. In this way, better generalizations could be drawn about 

which activities generate flow. While Egbert’s study did include activities belonging to 

most of these categories, one notable omission is the lack of competitive activities, which 

Turbee (1999) and Csíkszentmihályi (1975, 1990) suggested to be strong flow generators. 

More recent studies also corroborate Turbee’s (1999) and Egbert’s (2003) 

findings and directly link flow to learning. Hong et al. (2017) studied Southeast Asian 

students learning to recognize Chinese characters via an adaptive learning computer 

game, which, while structure-focused and thus less authentic than Turbee’s (1999) MOO 

was still student-centered, open-ended, and competitive. Hong et al. (2017), like Turbee 

(1999), found the (competitive) computer game to be potentially very addictive, thus 
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inducing both flow and learning, as measured by the fact that students who experienced 

more flow learned more Chinese characters. However, they also found that, for this to 

occur, the student must be intrinsically motivated, as shown by measurements of effort 

obtained from the game. That is, the student must see value in the activity and be self-

motivated to do it (Deci & Ryan, 1985). In other words, the activity must be enjoyable. 

This corroborates Csíkszentmihályi’s (1975, 1990, 2008) assertion that a sense of 

intrinsic rewards is necessary for flow to occur. 

In addition to showing the importance of student-centered and competitive 

activities for generating flow, this study is groundbreaking because it specifically linked 

flow to learning. That is, those students who achieved more flow also progressed further 

in the computer program and, as a result, learned more characters. However, the fact that 

this study only considers one activity could be considered a limitation, as could the fact 

that this is a form-focused inauthentic activity rather than a task that promotes 

meaningful language use (Ellis & Shintani, 2014).  

In another recent study, Aubrey (2017) did not look at computer games or online 

chats, but he did examine the meaningful, purposeful intercultural communication that 

both Turbee (1999) and Egbert (2003) found to be flow-inducing. In this study, one group 

of Japanese students of English as a foreign language (EFL) only interacted with other 

Japanese students to complete communicative tasks, while the other group was paired 

with international students who all had a more advanced level of English than they did. In 

fact, some of these international students were native English speakers.  
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Aubrey found that, when writing in their diaries, Japanese EFL students paired 

with fluent international students reported far more flow than those paired with Japanese 

EFL peers. Those paired with international students both found the activities enjoyable 

and appreciated the additional challenges and the subsequent sense of accomplishment. In 

addition to stressing the importance of attainable challenges, this study corroborates 

Egbert’s (2003) findings regarding the importance of activity authenticity for flow. As it 

seems, the students found conversations with fluent speakers to be more purposeful—and 

thus more enjoyable—then conversations with their classmates. This could be because 

the students saw their future selves (Dörnyei, 2009; Norton & Toohey, 2011) 

communicating with fluent speakers and believed this activity was more useful in helping 

them get there. 

While all of the aforementioned SLA flow studies only considered individual 

activities, Zuniga & Rueb (2018) focused on activity characteristics to allow for more 

accurate generalizations of what generates flow. In this study, four hundred twenty-four 

A2-B1 level students of French as second language (FLS) in Montreal completed a 

fourteen-item, Likert-scale-based flow questionnaire, inspired by Egbert’s (2003) study, 

after they completed each of four teacher-chosen activities. This questionnaire contained 

items related to for flow components: challenges-skills balance, attention, interest, and 

control.  

The teachers completed a questionnaire with details on the structure of the 

activities they chose, and using these details, the researchers coded the activities for 

twelve different task characteristics considered in the literature (Ellis, 2003; Nunan, 
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2009; Samuda & Bygate, 2008; Zuniga & Simard, 2016). Some of these included 

whether the task was a game or not, how information was distributed, the task modality 

(listening, spoken production, spoken interaction, reading, writing), the learning styles 

the task catered to (visual, auditory, kinesthetic), and how the students were grouped 

while completing the task (in groups of more than two, in pairs, or individually).   

 Unsurprisingly, Zuniga & Rueb (2018) found competitive games to be very good 

for flow. This is in line with Csíkszentmihályi’s (1975, 1990) findings, as well as with 

other SLA flow studies (Turbee, 1999; Hong et al., 2017). They also found that flow is 

most often achieved when the activity is completed spontaneously (that is, without 

planning), in groups of more than two, and in a way that allows for spoken interaction 

and movement. This sounds much like the interactive activities that sociocultural theory 

promotes (e.g. van Lier, 1996; Vygotsky, 1978).  

Given that these are characteristics of many common classroom games, these 

findings provided further support for the flow-generating potential of games. In addition, 

they corroborate Egbert’s (2003) and Aubrey’s (2017) findings that student-centered, 

open-ended, and authentic spoken interaction activities are good for flow. Another 

interesting finding of this study is that the participant’s French level had no significant 

impact on their flow experiences. That is, A2 and B1 students of French experienced flow 

under the same conditions. 

Zuniga’s and Rueb’s (2018) study is certainly noteworthy in its use of a large 

participant pool and its consideration of activity characteristics. In fact, it is the only 

existing study that allows for meaningful generalizations that will help teachers to modify 
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activities to elicit more flow. Yet, it does come with certain limitations. Although this 

study is very comprehensive, it may in fact, be too comprehensive for many teachers, 

who might find it difficult to keep twelve variables in mind when designing classroom 

activities. These categories included: game, competition, planning time, feedback, time 

limit, collaboration, novelty, information gap, evaluation, modes (listening, spoken 

production, spoken interaction, reading, writing), cognitive styles (visual, auditory, 

kinesthetic), and the distribution of the participants (individual, pair, group) (p. 268). This 

begs the question of whether these variables could perhaps be reduced to less without 

diminishing their reach.  

Also, while it is interesting to know that students are most likely to achieve flow 

while completing spoken interaction activities, most would agree that the four other 

modes (listening, spoken production, reading, and writing) are also important for 

language development. Yet, given that many variables and levels of variables proved 

statistically insignificant this study provides few suggestions to help generate flow in 

these modes other than to gamify activities by adding an element of competition, make 

them group activities, eliminate planning time, and incorporate movement. All other 

variables and variable levels proved statistically insignificant. However, if teachers 

gamify all activities, they risk creating a negatively competitive atmosphere that isolates 

weaker or shyer students. In addition, while the questions that the participants answered 

to rate activity flow were based on flow components, Zuniga & Rueb (2018), like others, 

did not consider which flow components were most predictive of flow.  
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That said, Tardy and Snyder (2004) investigate flow components a bit more 

deeply as they studied flow from the teacher’s perspective. According to 

Csíkszentmihályi (1996), there is good reason to believe that the teachers’ and the 

students’ descriptions of flow experiences would show considerable overlap because 

students and teachers feed-off of each other’s positive energy (Tardy & Snyder, 2004).  

Through their interviews, Tardy and Snyder (2004), found that teachers believed 

flow to occur when there is high interest (enjoyment) and involvement (focus), when 

discussion is authentic and purposeful, and when spontaneity (control) is encouraged. 

This aligns with the previously mentioned studies, and highlights the importance of 

enjoyment, focused attention, and control. However, it does not fully consider challenges, 

and it does not seek to determine which of these other three flow components are most 

important.  

In her questionnaire-based study of task complexity and modality, Cho (2018), on 

the other hand, only considered challenges. While she found that a good challenges-skills 

balance was necessary for flow (as anticipated), she did not look at the influence of the 

other three flow components. Dewaele and MacIntyre (2014), by contrast, only 

considered enjoyment as their study focused on FLE and not on flow.  

That said, Dewaele’s and MacIntyre’s (2014) study was remarkable in that it 

included an extremely large (n=1746) and linguistically diverse sample size, and 

considered lifetime language-class experiences rather than only immediate experiences.  

In asking the participants to describe when they had experienced the most foreign 

language enjoyment (FLE), the researchers found that role plays and debates were most 
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likely to generate FLE. In the way that they are presented in the sample responses, both 

of these activities could be categorized as student-centered, open-ended and authentic, all 

of which are categories of activities that other research has shown to generate flow (e.g. 

Aubrey, 2017; Egbert, 2003; Turbee, 1999; Zuniga & Rueb, 2018). However, the 

information presented does not allow one to decide if they were competitive. 

Justification for this study  

The literature has described flow as an “optimal experience” whose key 

components are (1) enjoyment, (2) focused attention (3) control over the activity and (4) 

a balance between abilities and challenges (Csíkszentmihályi, 1975, 1990). It is also 

known that flow creates conditions that are favorable to learning, including focused 

attention, an ideal challenges-skills balance, and a desire to reengage with the activity. 

However, despite flow theory’s genesis in the 1970s, SLA flow studies have been rather 

sporadic. This means that many questions about SLA flow remain.   

While the current literature provides some idea of what kinds of activities tend to 

generate flow—that is, those that are (1) student-centered, (2) open-ended, (3) authentic, 

and (4) competitive—the existing studies have significant limitations. One such 

limitation is that most studies included very small numbers of participants, who were all 

from the same educational context. (Aubrey, 2017; Egbert, 2003; Hong et al., 2017; 

Turbee, 1999). In other words, they were all studies of students enrolled in the same 

course. While this is understandable given logistical constraints and the desire to limit the 

influence of additional variables, Csíkszentmihályi (1975, 1990) emphasizes that flow 
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can occur in many contexts, and it would be useful for a study to provide a broader 

perspective.   

While Dewaele and MacIntyre (2014) used a much larger participant pool than 

the other researchers in studying the lifetime language-class experiences of 1746 

linguistically diverse participants (showing no significant differences in experiences 

across languages), they do not systematically consider the relationship between activities 

and flow, and do not have participants rate specific activities.  

Furthermore, instead of considering flow experiences completely, they only 

consider one flow component: enjoyment. However, while other studies look at more 

than one flow component, and examine activities more systematically than Dewaele and 

MacIntyre (2014), they are limited in their reach because they only consider one or a few 

immediately-completed activities (e.g. Aubrey, 2017; Egbert, 2003; Hong et al., 2017; 

Turbee, 1999). As a result, their conclusions are less generalizable than Dewaele’s and 

MacIntyre’s (2014).   

Zuniga and Rueb (2018) made what are perhaps the most generalizable language-

class flow conclusions. This is because they both used a large participant pool (n=424) 

and categorized activities based on their characteristics. However, like all previously 

cited studies, except for Dewaele and MacIntyre (2014), they only considered immediate 

class activities that likely do not represent the breadth of possible classroom activities. 

(The activities are not described in the chapter). 
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 In addition, it is reasonable to question the validity of Zuniga’s and Rueb’s 

categorization scheme for describing flow, given that most of their categories did not 

show statistically significant effects. As it seems, their categories “jeu” and 

“concurrence” (game and competition), which obtained very similar scores, could easily 

be combined into one, and some of the other statistically insignificant categories could be 

substituted with other categories that the literature has been shown to be good for flow.  

Zuniga and Rueb (2018) explain that competitive games are beneficial because 

they are open-ended and student-centered. Furthermore, they portray spoken interaction 

activities, one of the few other categories that obtained a statistically-significant result, as 

authentic due to the opportunities for negotiating meaning that they provide (273). In 

light of these conclusions, and the previously cited literature, it seems fair to include 

these three categories in a study of language-class flow.  

 In order to measure flow more accurately, it would be useful to use multiple 

measures. Egbert’s (2003) study is groundbreaking in that it had students rate the flow of 

activities by rating four flow components: (1) challenge and skills, (2) attention, (3) 

interest, and (4) control. (Zuniga & Rueb [2018] adopt this methodology).  

Yet, Egbert (2003) only looks at one Spanish class, only includes seven activities, 

and does not categorize activities. Furthermore, it does not fully consider the relative 

weight of the components. That is, does flow stem more from enjoyment or more from 

focused attention?  There is currently little basis on which to answer this question as the 

only known SLA study on the relationship between flow and its components (Cho, 2018) 
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examines but one flow component (challenges). Dewaele and MacIntyre (2014) study 

enjoyment, which is a flow component, but they do not study flow itself. 

The present study seeks to fill the described gaps in the existing SLA flow 

literature as it answers the following research questions based on the lifetime language-

learning experiences of a large and linguistically diverse participant pool: 

 (1) Which specific activities tend to generate the most language-class flow?  

(2) Which categories of activities tend to generate the most flow?  

(3) Which of the four flow components best predict flow?  

  While it is hypothesized that those activities that are student-centered, open-

ended, authentic and/or competitive will generate the most flow, the current research 

provides little basis on which to predict which of these characteristics will be the most 

important. Likewise, extremely little is known about which of the four flow components 

(enjoyment, focus, control, positive challenges) are most strongly correlated to flow, and 

any hypothesis would be little more than a guess. 

In summary, given the sizable gaps in the existing SLA flow literature, and the 

expanded reach of this study, it is expected that the present study will provide significant 

insight on language-class flow experiences that will allow teachers to harness the 

potential of flow to maximize language-learning success.  
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CHAPTER 3 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Overview 

 

 The goal of this chapter is to clearly explain how this study of students’ language-

class flow experiences was conducted and why. This first section provides a brief 

overview of the experimental design and data analysis so that the reader may more easily 

follow the detailed descriptions presented in the subsequent sections of this chapter.  

 The mixed-methods study described in this work examines students’ self-reported 

language-class flow experiences from multiple perspectives in order to determine which 

activities, categories of activities, and flow components most strongly predict flow 

experiences.  

The methodology of the present study was strongly based on that of Dewaele and 

MacIntyre (2014) and Zuniga & Rueb (2018), while incorporating Egbert’s (2003) 

deconstructive approach to flow. The data were collected through a Google Form. After 

consenting to participate in the study, choosing an alias, and providing details on their 

language backgrounds, the participants—all third- or fourth-semester university students 

of Spanish, French, Italian, or German at a large public university—were presented with 

definitions and examples of flow experiences, and were then asked to use a Likert scale 

to rate how much overall flow a list of diverse language-class activities generated for 

them. Next, the participants rated the same activities based on four key flow components 

emphasized by the current literature: enjoyment, focus, control, and challenges. These 

activities included activities that the participants were known to have done in their 

current and past language classes. Finally, the participants answered two open-ended 
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questions: one about their highest-flow language-class experiences and the other about 

their lowest-flow language-class experiences. In both cases, they were reminded of the 

definition of a flow experience and presented with examples of flow experiences. 

Following the data collection, a three-part analysis was conducted to answer the 

three research questions. While the first part, which sought to determine which specific 

activities generated the most flow, was exclusively quantitative, the other two parts, 

which sought to determine which categories of activities generated the most flow and 

which flow components best predicted flow experiences, consisted of both quantitative 

and qualitative components.  

In the first part of the analysis, two different flow scores were calculated for each 

activity using the data from the second and third parts of the questionnaire. One, the 

overall flow rating, was based on the participants’ direct ratings of flow, while the other 

deconstructed flow, was the mean of the enjoyment, focus, control, and challenges ratings 

for each activity. Descriptive statistics were calculated for both flow measures, and the 

two measures were compared via linear regression and a Pearson’s r Correlation. 

Normality tests were performed as well. Once it was determined that deconstructed flow 

was a stronger (and normally distributed) measure of flow, tests of statistical significance 

were run on the activity deconstructed flow scores. Lastly, the activities were ranked 

from most to least deconstructed flow.  

In the second part of the analysis, which consisted of both quantitative and 

qualitative components, the activities considered in the first part of the analysis were 

grouped into eight categories based on their characteristics. Inner-rater reliability showed 

these categories to be 95% reliable, and Cronbach’s alpha values were also calculated for 
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each category to measure their internal consistency (reliability). Then, mean 

deconstructed flow scores were calculated for each of these categories, descriptive 

statistics were calculated, and tests of statistical significance (paired samples t tests) were 

performed. A Bonferroni adjustment was also made. The categories were then ranked 

from greatest to least deconstructed flow. In the second portion of this analysis, the 

activities mentioned in participants’ descriptions of high- and low-flow experiences were 

also categorized, and the mentions of each category among high- and low-flow 

experiences were counted. Lastly, tests of statistical significance (chi-square tests) were 

performed to see if there were significant flow differences across categories. 

In the third and final part of the analysis, which also consisted of both quantitative 

and qualitative components, a linear regression was run on each activity’s flow 

component and overall flow scores, and Pearson’s r Correlations were also calculated to 

show the relationships between flow components and flow. Here, overall flow was used 

because of its independence from the component scores. That is, overall flow is not 

calculated from these scores. In the qualitative portion of this analysis, the same 

descriptions of high- and low-flow experiences used in the second part of the analysis 

were coded for mentions of a presence of lack of the four flow components. Then, the 

percentages of high-and low-flow experiences that involved (or lacked) each component 

were calculated to see which flow components best predicted high- and low-flow 

experiences. 
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Participants and recruitment 

 

The present study’s participants were selected with two goals in mind: 1) to 

represent the language student population of the university where the study was 

conducted and 2) to make sure that the participants would have the necessary quantity 

and quality of language-class experiences to answer the study questions. 

Following the class visits, eighty-two participants decided to participate in the 

study. All were students of at least one of the four most studied languages at the large 

North American public university where the study was completed. In descending order, 

these languages were Spanish, French, Italian, and German. These are not only the four 

most studied languages at the university where the study was completed, but they are also 

among the most studied in the United States and the world (Looney, 2018; Pajak, 2016). 

As the one known SLA flow study to consider students of various languages (Dewaele & 

MacIntyre, 2014) made no distinction between language groups in its data analysis, and 

no other study has suggested that such differences are important, the responses were 

considered together without attention to the language(s) of study. In this way, the present 

study is a study about language-learning rather than about Spanish learning. This is 

helpful for teachers and teacher educators who might teach or prepare teachers to reach 

multiple languages.  

Third- and fourth-semester students of the four languages were selected to 

participate in this study because they were believed to have the ideal quantity of recent 

language-class experiences to be able to rate the activities in the questionnaire. By 

contrast, students in basic classes might have never done a significant portion of the 

activities, while those in advanced classes might have little recollection of completing the 
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activities as a result of having done them long ago. While language proficiency was not 

tested in this study, and individual student proficiency can be expected to vary, an 

analysis of the course syllabi would lead one to conclude that the chosen third- and 

fourth-semester participants would have a mean proficiency level of CEFR B1 or ACTFL 

intermediate mid-high in their languages of study. 

The participants were recruited through researcher visits to target-level classes. 

During these class visits, the researcher described flow in non-technical terms as a state 

of complete absorption in an activity and then asked the students to orally describe when 

they had experienced this in their language classes. These 5-10-minute discussions were 

not included in the study but were instead intended to stimulate the students’ memories of 

flow experiences. The researcher then briefly explained that, in order to improve 

language teaching and learning, he would be conducting a study on these experiences, 

and would need the students’ participation. The researcher distributed forms with a link 

to the study, and following each class visit, sent thank-you and follow-up emails to the 

instructors so that they could remind their students to participate. Depending on the 

wishes of the instructor, some of the class visits were conducted in English, while others 

were conducted in French, Italian, Spanish, or German. None of these classes were the 

researcher’s own. 

 As might be expected given the university’s significantly higher enrollments in 

Spanish courses, a noticeable majority of the participants in the study (52/82) were 

students of Spanish. By comparison, seventeen participants were students of French, 

eight were students of German, and five were students of Italian. Three of the eighty-two 

total participants were enrolled in multiple languages considered in the study: one in 
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Spanish, Italian, and French; another in Spanish and French; and a third in French and 

Italian. One additional participant was enrolled in a language included in the study 

(Spanish) as well as a language not included in the study (Japanese). All students, 

including those who were studying more than one language, or enrolled in multiple 

classes in one language, were asked to complete just one form. This decision was made in 

accordance with current research, which suggests that the language of study and course 

enrollment(s) are not important variables in predicting flow experiences.  

 As this is a study on lifetime language-learning experiences, current classes are 

only part of the equation. The decision to consider all language-learning experiences was 

made so that the study could account for the widest possible range of language-learning 

experiences. As the reader will see in Appendix A, the 82 participants collectively bring 

rich and varied language-learning experiences: 33 have studied at least one language 

other than the one(s) in which they are currently enrolled, and 19 either speak or grew-up 

speaking at least one non-English home language. In all, 15 different current and past 

languages of study and 15 different non-English home languages were cited. As the 

question about past language classes was open-ended, and participants responded with 

varying degrees of precision, no distinction was made between modern and ancient 

Arabic, Greek, or Hebrew in this count, and Mandarin and Chinese were likewise 

counted as one language. In sum, the participants’ language-learning experience is both 

broad and deep, thus allowing them to consider a wide variety of events in this study. 
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Data collection 

 

The data collection took place during the 2018-2019 academic year from early 

September to late April. As mentioned in the previous section, the researcher visited the 

targeted third- and fourth-semester language classes to briefly explain the study and 

invite the students to participate. He distributed a form with a link to the study, and then 

asked the students to take approximately twenty minutes to complete the study outside of 

class. Depending on the instructors’ wishes, some of these visits were conducted in 

English, while others were conducted in the target language. The study documents, 

however, were all in English so that language would be less likely to interfere with the 

participants’ understanding and self-expression. Following the visits, the instructors were 

sent emails to both thank them for their time and remind their students to participate in 

the study. These emails also included a link to the study to be sent to their students.  

The study was conducted through a multi-part Google Form (Appendix B). First, 

the students chose an alias to protect their anonymity, and then they answered a few 

questions about the languages they had learned and studied, as well as about the character 

of their language-learning experiences. Demographic data beyond language backgrounds 

were not collected.  

In the second part of the questionnaire, the students were presented with the same 

descriptions of flow that Tardy and Snyder (2004) used to guide teacher flow interviews.  

After reading these descriptions, the students rated a list of twenty language-class 

activities on how much flow they found them to induce. While the students were known 

to have done most of the activities in their university language classes, other activities 

known to be popular in K-12 contexts were also included. This, however, does not mean 
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that the activities could not be performed in other ways. Here is a sample item from this 

part of the questionnaire (Appendix B): 

 

 

Example II.1: Sample overall flow questionnaire item 

 

1. Vocab category game (such as Scattergories or Apples to Apples). 

How much flow does this activity cause for you? 

 very little        1        2        3        4         a lot 

 

After rating the overall flow of the twenty activities on the Likert scale shown 

above, the students proceeded to the third section of the questionnaire, where they used 

the same Likert scale to rate the same list of activities based on four key flow components 

described in the literature: 1) enjoyment, 2) focused attention, 3) control over the activity, 

and 4) the presence of challenges that align with student abilities (Csíkszentmihályi, 

1975, 1990; Egbert, 2003). This deconstruction of flow—inspired by Egbert’s (2003) 

study—allows for an additional, more rigorous measure of flow as well as for an analysis 

of which flow components are most instrumental in causing flow. The questions in this 

section were structured as follows (Appendix B): 

Example II.2: Sample deconstructed flow questionnaire item 

 

1. Vocab category game (such as Scattergories or Apples to Apples). 

a. How enjoyable do you find this activity? 

 very little        1        2        3        4         a lot 
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b. When doing this activity, how focused on the activity do you tend to 

be?              

 very little        1        2        3        4         a lot 

c. When doing this activity, how much control do you have?   

very little        1        2        3        4         a lot 

d. How much would you say that this activity provides good and attainable 

challenges?  

very little        1        2        3        4         a lot 

 

Yet, while the structure of this study was inspired by Egbert’s, there are a few 

differences between the two. Firstly, the flow components are measured more directly in 

the present study. While Egbert asked open-ended questions, and coded the answers to 

the flow components (as was done in the qualitative portion of this study), the students in 

the present study were also asked to directly rate flow components. Furthermore, while 

the flow components included in this study were much like Egbert’s control, focus, 

interest, and challenge, the names were adjusted slightly for clarity and precision. 

Perhaps most notably, “interest” was substituted with the closely-related “enjoyment.” 

This is because Csíkszentmihályi (1975, 1990) repeatedly uses the word “enjoyment,” 

and even calls flow “a theoretical model for enjoyment” (1975). Beyond the 

questionnaire differences, Egbert used a much smaller respondent pool (one Spanish 

class) and considered a smaller list of seven, immediately-completed activities.  

As mentioned, the twenty language-class activities that the students rated in two 

ways consisted largely of activities that the students were known to have done in their 

current and past classes. They were chosen to represent four pairs of categories which the 
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literature has linked to flow, each of which was represented by multiple activities. The 

categories (and their rationales) were as follows:  

1) Student-centered—students have more control over the means of 

accomplishing the activity than the teacher does via the decisions that they make 

and the input they provide. The teacher uses this input to affect the means of 

accomplishing the activity; vs. teacher-centered—students have less control over 

the means of completing the activity than the teacher does. Student decisions and 

feedback do not affect the means of accomplishing the activity.   

Rationale: Flow is most likely to occur when an activity is in line with both the 

interests and abilities of a student. (Csíkszentmihályi, 1975; Egbert, 2003; 

Aubrey, 2017, Hong et al., 2017). Student-centered activities allow for students to 

move through activities at a pace that aligns with their unique skills. In this way, 

they are continually working toward attainable challenges. This self-pacing 

should also help maintain the interest of more students than teacher-centered 

activities, during which the whole class moves at the same pace. Given their 

varying interests and ability levels, this pace is not likely to be right for all 

students, which means that teacher-centered activities would be expected to 

generate less flow than student-centered activities.  

 

2) Open-ended—the activity has many correct or plausible solutions or 

outcomes, rendering an answer key irrelevant; vs.  closed-ended—the activity has 
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one or a very limited number of correct or plausible outcomes or solutions that 

could be clearly listed on an answer key.  

Rationale: This pair has been included because creativity—which would be far 

more possible in open-ended than in closed-ended activities—has been shown to 

be a strong flow inducer (Csíkszentmihályi, 1975, 1997; Egbert, 2003). 

Nevertheless, this is a question of balance. That is, an activity must be open-ended 

enough to allow for both creativity and self-pacing, while presenting instructions 

that are clear enough to focus attention.  

 

3) Authentic—in doing this activity, the students bridge an information gap to 

communicate a real, meaningful message (Ellis & Shintani, 2014; Willis & Willis, 

2007); vs.  inauthentic—in doing this activity, the students mechanically display 

linguistic or factual knowledge. The language itself is more important than the 

message it conveys.  

Rationale: This pair has also been included because some studies have suggested 

that more authentic (more real-world) activities elicit more flow than those that 

are less authentic. This is likely because their associated goals are perceived as 

more worthwhile and, as a result, more motivating (which means more enjoyable 

and more attention-grabbing) than those of inauthentic activities (Egbert, 2003; 

Aubrey, 2017). 
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4) Competitive—comparing your performance to that of other students or groups 

of students is a primary expressed goal of the activity; vs. non-competitive—

comparing your performance to that of other students or groups of students is not 

a primary expressed goal of the activity. 

Rationale: Csíkszentmihályi (1975) asserts that games are very strong flow 

inducers. He explains that it is the competitive nature of games that sets them 

apart from other activities, and that this competitive element, along with the 

presence of clear goals and rules, help to both focus attention and induce flow. 

Studies have already shown games to be flow inducing (Turbee, 1999; Hong et 

al., 2017, Zuniga & Rueb, 2018). 

In sum, the teacher-centered vs. teacher-centered category concerns who controls 

the means of completing an activity, while the open-ended vs. closed-ended category 

concerns the expected outcome. That is, does the activity have a predictable, expected 

outcome (closed-ended), or are there many possible outcomes (closed-ended)? Authentic 

vs. inauthentic concerns the purpose of the activity, including whether it was designed to 

create meaningful communication or to display knowledge. Lastly, the competitive vs. 

non-competitive category concerns the dynamic between individuals or teams and 

whether they are told to compare their performance to others’.   

All of the twenty activities were assigned to exactly one category in each of the 

four pairs, as shown in Table 1. Each activity was coded twice. First, the primary 

researcher coded the entire data set independently, and then, after a brief tutorial on the 

categories and coding scheme, a colleague independently coded the same activities, 

arriving at 95% agreement.  This rate was considered acceptable, given the high degree of 
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inference required for some of the coding categories (as explained below), as well as 

Saldaña’s (2016: 37) and Bernard’s (2018: 477-480) suggestions that overall inter-coder 

agreement should reach at least 80%.  All disagreements were then resolved to arrive at 

100% agreement on each activity’s category assignments.  

While the categories are described as discrete opposites, they should instead be 

understood as endpoints on a continuum. For example, considering that the teacher has 

some role in controlling the means of accomplishing most activities, few activities are 

strictly student-centered or strictly teacher-centered. Instead, it is likely to be more 

student-centered than teacher-centered or vice versa, depending on who has more control 

over the means of accomplishing an activity. Likewise, even if an activity is focused on 

meaningful communication across an information gap (authentic), structures are still 

likely to play a role (though a secondary one) in communicating this message. In light of 

the fluidity of these categories, the activities were assigned to the categories whose 

features were more salient. Immediately after the categorization summary shown in Table 

1, the reader will find a list of the twenty activities that were included in this study, 

described exactly as they were on the questionnaire (Appendix B), and accompanied by 

additional details on their structure and categorization.  

Table 1: Activities included in the questionnaire and the categories they represent  

Activity Student-centered (1) 
vs. teacher-centered 
(0) 

Open-ended (1) vs. 
closed-ended (0) 

Authentic (1) vs. 
inauthentic (0) 

Competitive (1) vs. 
non-competitive (0) 

1. Vocab category 
game 

1 1 1 1 

2. Compare book 
houses 

0 0 0 0 

3. Verb drills 0 0 0 0 

4. Small-group 
conversation 

1 1 1 0 

5. Quiz game 1 0 1 1 

6. Restaurant skit 1 1 1 0 
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7. Full-class 
conversation 

0 1 0 0 

8. Sign-here 1 0 0 0 

9. Order sentences 0 0 0 0 

10. House hunt 1 1 1 0 

11. Word guess game 1 1 1 1 

12. Interview roomies 1 1 1 0 

13. Vocab match 0 0 0 0 

14. Culture lecture 0 0 0 0 

15. College PSA 1 1 1 0 

16. Verb game 1 0 0 1 

17. Write article 
summary 

1 0 0 0 

18. Interview natives 1 1 1 0 

19. Write blog 1 1 1 0 

20. Write book reading 
summary 

1 0 0 0 

 

1. Vocab category game (such as Scattergories or Apples to Apples). 

Description: In Scattergories, teams of students compete to generate the best and 

largest list of words that start with a given letter during a given amount of time. 

When time is up, everyone comes together to review their answers. Teams get 

points for each valid and unique answer (ones that no other team has on their list). 

In Apples to Apples, students decide which noun card in their hand best matches 

the adjective card that the judge has played. The person whose card the judge 

chooses takes the adjective card, and then a new judge begins a new round. At the 

end of the game, the person with the most adjective cards wins.  

Student-centered: while the teacher may have some role in directing these 

games, including Scattergories, in particular, in both cases, the students are more 

in control of the means of accomplishing the activity than the teacher is. This is 

because they can adopt many possible approaches to making a list (Scattergories) 

or making comparisons (Apples to Apples).  

Open-ended: in Scattergories, there are many possible words that students could 

include in their lists, and in Apples to Apples, there are as many responses to an 

adjective card as there are cards in the deck (749 in the standard party game). In 

short, there is no expected Scattergories list or Apples to Apples match. 

Authentic: even when these games are adapted to include certain vocabulary, 

these games remain primarily meaning-focused. There is no regurgitation, but 

instead the creation of original messages as the students compete to make the best 

lists or comparisons.  

Competitive: beating other teams is a stated objective of Scattergories, while 

beating the other players in the group is a stated objective of Apples to Apples.      
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2. Compare the features of houses shown in the textbook.  

Description: in this activity that the students will have seen in their textbooks, 

which typically includes full-class and small-group components, the students are 

asked to compare two or more houses based on given parameters. This activity 

was carefully designed to elicit specific comparison structures and vocabulary.  

Teacher-centered: even when the students do this activity in pairs or small 

groups, they have little control over the means of accomplishing it, as they are 

told exactly what to do and how to do it, including which structures they should 

use.   

Closed-ended: because the students are given the parameters to compare, and the 

activity was carefully designed to elicit certain comparison structures, there is a 

very limited quantity of correct or expected responses that could be listed on an 

answer key.   

Inauthentic: the primary purpose of the activity is to display knowledge of house 

vocabulary and comparison structures. There is little real information exchange, 

and the students are not asked to do anything beyond making comparisons.  

Non-competitive: comparing faster or more effectively is not a stated goal. 

 

3. Verb conjugation drills (i.e. write all the forms of a given verb or complete sentences 

with right form).  

Description: students complete repetition-based, mechanical verb practice 

activities. These are teacher-led, full-class activities.  

Teacher-centered: while doing this activity, be it in a full-class, small groups, or 

on their own, the students follow the teacher’s very specific instructions, which 

leave them little control over the means of accomplishing the activity. 

Closed-ended: there is likely only one—or at most a few—highly-predictable 

right answer/s. An answer key could easily be made. 

Inauthentic: this activity was primarily—if not exclusively—designed to display 

knowledge of verb forms. Meaningful language use carries far less importance. 

Non-competitive: there is no stated goal to do better than anyone else. 

  

4. Small-group discussion on weekend plans.  
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Description: students are presented with the general conversation prompt of their 

weekend plans, which they must discuss in a small group. 

Student-centered: the students have significant autonomy over the means of 

accomplishing the task via the questions they ask and the answers they give. 

Open-ended: there are many possible weekend activities. An answer key could 

not be made. 

Authentic: the purpose of the activity is for the students to communicate 

unscripted information about what they plan to do on the weekend.  

Non-competitive: no element of competition is specified. 

5. Trivia or quiz-style vocabulary game (such as Jeopardy, Kahoot or Quizlet Live).  

Description: adaptive-learning games where students have to answer questions 

quickly and correctly.  

Student-centered: students control the means of accomplishing the activity 

through their question selections (Jeopardy) or through their correct and incorrect 

answers (Kahoot or Quizlet Live), which lead to harder or easier questions. In 

other words, these games are very adaptable to student needs.   

Closed-ended: the questions are very specific, meaning that there is just one or a 

very limited number of correct answers to each question.   

Authentic: while playing these games, students tend to focus more on winning 

the game than on the structures involved. Also, meaningful communication occurs 

when these games are played in teams as teams strategize about their gameplay. 

Competitive: performing better than other students or teams is a stated goal. 

  

6. Act out a restaurant skit where you ask questions about menu items, order, and pay the 

bill.  

Description: groups of students are presented with general guidelines, including 

some tasks they are likely to complete in a restaurant, from which they must 

create a skit. The students are given no script, but are given some time to plan 

before being asked to perform their skits and improvise as necessary.  

Student-centered: students control the means of accomplishing the activity as 

they work in small groups to choose skit roles, decide what kind of restaurant they 

will have, and plan what they will do and say in the restaurant.  
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Open-ended: the students can come up with any kind of restaurant they want, 

order what they want, write the lines they want, and improvise as they please. 

There are unlimited possible skits (products).  

Authentic: this task was designed with the primary purpose of equipping students 

to communicate restaurant-related messages across information gaps. Displaying 

knowledge of structures is secondary.  

Non-competitive: creating a better restaurant skit is not a stated goal. 

 

 

7. Full-class discussion where the teacher asks individuals questions about their weekend 

plans.   

Description: a teacher-led activity where the teacher asks the class questions and 

chooses students to answer them. While the possible topics are many, common 

topics include weekend or break plans, as well as what students did over 

weekends or breaks. This activity often takes place at the beginning of a class 

before continuing with the rest of the lesson. The goal of the activity is normally 

to make constructive use of time as students are coming into class and to build 

rapport with students by demonstrating interest in their lives. 

Teacher-centered: the teacher controls the means of accomplishing the activity 

by asking the questions, choosing who will answer them, and deciding when to 

move on to a new response or question.  

Open-ended: while the teacher directs the conversation, the questions are usually 

asked in a way that allows for many possible answers. For example, there are 

many activities that students might do on the weekend.  

Authentic: this activity was designed with the primary purpose of communicating 

plans or past activities. It is primarily focused on making meaning.  

Non-competitive: beating others is not a stated goal. 

   

8. Classmate survey activity about their daily or habitual activities (such as “sign-here” or 

“find someone who”).  

Description: an activity where the students ask each other a list of “yes” or “no” 

questions to find a different person to say “yes” to each question. The questions 

are carefully written to reinforce the structures that the students are studying. 
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Student-centered: the students control the means of accomplishing the activity 

by deciding how to move around the room and whom to ask when. 

Closed-ended: the only possible responses to the questions are “yes” and “no.” 

Inauthentic: while students may exchange meaning and get to know each other 

through these activities, they were designed with structural practice rather than 

communication in mind.  

Non-competitive: there is no stated goal to obtain signatures faster than others. 

               

9. Put a list of sentences in order to form a restaurant dialog.  

Description: students are given a list of sentences that they must place in a 

logical order. These activities are common in the students’ textbooks. 

Teacher-centered: the fact that this activity is so tightly structured means that the 

teacher controls the means of accomplishing it, even if the students work 

independently or in small groups. 

Closed-ended: there is only one—or a very limited number—or logical way/s to 

order the sentences. An answer key could be made. 

Inauthentic: these activities are usually designed with the primary goal of 

practicing structures rather than communicating a meaningful message.  

Non-competitive: ordering the sentences better or faster is not a stated goal. 

  

10. Choose an appropriate house or apartment using a real estate website.  

Description: students must use a real estate website to weigh the pros and cons of 

available houses and select the house that is best for them. They must also support 

their decision. 

Student-centered: while the teacher may provide a general outline as a guide, the 

students control the means of accomplishing the activity because they can choose 

the houses they want to consider and the parameters that are important to them  

Open-ended: it would be extremely difficult to predict both the houses that the 

students would choose and why they would choose them. There are likely 

hundreds (if not thousands) of possible houses, and the reasons for choosing them 

could range from the most creative to the most mundane. 
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Authentic: the primary purpose of this activity is to communicate the message of 

what house you choose and why. Structures are involved, but they are secondary.  

Non-competitive: there is no stated purpose to choose a better house than others. 

  

11. Game where you describe a secret word for a partner to guess (such as Taboo or 20 

Questions)  

Description: in Taboo, players describe a secret word to their teammate/s while 

not using the forbidden words listed on the card. In 20 questions, one person 

chooses a word, often from a list or sheet of pictures, and this person’s 

teammate/s must ask questions to figure out what this word is. 

Student-centered: the students control the means of accomplishing the task in 

deciding how to organize their groups, which words to describe, and how to 

describe them.  

Open-ended: while there may be only one officially correct secret word, there are 

various plausible answers. The descriptions (or questions), which are limitless in 

their possibilities, could also be considered a product from the point of view of 

the describers (or questioners). All in all, this activity is open-ended.    

Authentic: the primary goal of this game is to communicate messages that will 

allow you or others to guess the secret word.   

 Competitive: guessing more words correctly than others is a stated goal. 

                   

12. Interview possible roommates.  

Description: students complete a general outline to decide if people are good 

roommates for them. After interviewing the possible candidates, they must decide 

who is the best fit and why. 

Student-centered: students self-monitor and work at their own pace in small 

groups. They have significant autonomy over the activity to manage its 

progression and ask the questions that they want to ask in the ways they want. 

Open-ended: the number of possible roommates is as numerous as the number of 

students in the class (or in a given student’s group). In addition, there is no way to 

predict exactly why students will choose the roommates they will choose. 
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Authentic: the main purpose of this activity is to find a roommate rather than to 

practice structures. It focuses on meaningful communication. 

Non-competitive: while students are asked to find the best roommate for them, 

this is not so much a competition as it is weighing the options and making an 

informed decision. 

 

 

                   

13. A written exercise where you match vocabulary words to their definitions.  

Description: students must pair a list of vocabulary words with their definitions. 

These activities are often completed individually or in small groups, but may also 

be completed in a full-class setting.  

Teacher-centered: even when completed individually or in small groups, the 

activity is so strictly defined that the students have little control over the means of 

accomplishing it. They have no choice but to do the activity as described.  

Closed-ended: there is likely only one correct definition listed for each word, and 

even if some of the definitions are debatable, there is likely to be only a very 

limited number of logical possibilities.  

Inauthentic: the primary purpose of this activity is to display structural 

knowledge, not to engage in communication across an information gap. 

Non-competitive: completing the activity better or faster is not a stated goal. 

                  

14. Teacher lectures on a cultural topic while students listen and take notes.  

Description: the teacher talks to the class about a topic related to target cultures. 

The primary purpose of this activity is to impart knowledge, and the students are 

not asked to engage with the information apart from taking notes.  

Teacher-centered: the teacher controls the content and progression of the lecture. 

The students have little say over how the lecture goes. 

Closed-ended: the activity does not have a real product apart from the imparted 

knowledge. Either the knowledge was imparted or it was not. While the teacher 
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may occasionally ask questions to measure student comprehension, these are 

questions with predetermined answers rather than analytical questions.  

Inauthentic: the purpose of this activity is to impart knowledge rather than to 

interact with it. While the students are likely to making meaning of the lecture, 

they are not truly engaging in meaningful communication as they remain passive 

agents in this activity.  Any questions the teacher may ask are comprehension 

questions meant to elicit displays of knowledge rather than to promote the 

completion of a meaningful task. 

Non-competitive: there is no stated goal to do anything better or faster. 

                  

15. Produce a public service announcement related to surviving college.   

Description: given only the general guidelines listed above, the students, be it 

individually or in small groups, are tasked with creating a public service 

announcement with tips for surviving college.  

Student-centered: the students are given only broad guidelines. This means that 

they have significant control over the means of accomplishing the activity and can 

do it in many unique and creative ways.  

Open-ended: there is no way to predict exactly what the PSAs will be like. There 

are many possible outcomes. 

Authentic: this activity focuses on communicating meaningful messages about 

surviving college. Structures are secondary to this purpose. 

Non-competitive: there is no competition as the activity is described here. 

                  

16. Verb conjugation game where you must be the fastest to come up with the correct 

verb form (i.e. Board Wars, Around the World or Trashketball).   

Description: while these games are known to be played in some classes at the 

university of the study, they are common games in K-12 language (and other) 

classes. In the most basic version of board wars, the students are divided into two 

teams. One member of each team is at the board at a time. The teacher gives a 

verb form for both to write, and the one who writes it first gets a point for their 

team. (Basic) Trashketball is just like this with the addition of one component: 

after answering correctly, a student may shoot a basket for an additional point. 

There is also another common variation (sometimes called Grudgeball), where 

teams, in place of earning points for their correct answers and made baskets, must 
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decide which team to take points away from. In Around the World, the goal is for 

the students to make their way around the classroom by correctly answering the 

teacher’s questions (in this case, verb conjugations). At any given time, two 

students are up to answer a question that the teacher gives them. The one who 

answers correctly and first continues while the other sits down. While the teacher 

asks the questions in these games, the questions are normally not predetermined. 

That is, the teacher generates the questions based on student answers, providing 

additional support or additional challenges as necessary.    

Student-centered: although the teacher asks the questions in these games, the 

questions are not predetermined. Instead, the teacher creates these questions as the 

game progresses while adapting to student needs as shown in their correct and 

incorrect answers. In other words, these are all adaptive activities.  

Closed-ended: there is only one or a very small number of correct answers. The 

outcomes are highly predictable. 

Inauthentic: the primary purpose of these games is to display knowledge of verb 

forms rather than to engage in meaningful communication. 

Competitive: performing better than other players or teams is a stated goal.       

 

17. Write a summary of a short news article or blog post.   

Description: students read a news article and summarize the important points.      

Student-centered: the students control the means of accomplishing the task as 

they self-pace and use their own unique writing styles. 

Closed-ended: while individual summaries are likely to vary somewhat, it is 

possible to come up with a general expected answer including the key points. 

Inauthentic: this activity was designed more to see if students can display their 

knowledge of what they read than to promote meaningful communication.  

Non-competitive: summarizing better or faster is not a stated goal.      

  

18. Use a list of (general) questions to interview native speakers about their personal 

customs.   

Description: students are given an outline of broad, general questions that they 

use to interview target-language speakers about their customs. 
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Student-centered: the students control the means of accomplishing the task as 

they perform it on their own outside of class, decide whom to interview, and what 

questions to ask. The students can take the interviews in many possible directions.  

Open-ended: given the diversity of target-language speaker experiences, and the 

fact that the students can customize this activity, there are at least millions of 

possible outcomes, and it would be impossible to make an answer key. 

Authentic: this activity focuses on communicating messages about customs 

across an information gap. Structures are secondary to these messages.   

Non-competitive: there is no stated goal to interview better than anyone else.       

19. Write a short blog post about a trip. 

Description: students write a few sentences to a few paragraphs (depending on 

their level) on an online platform to describe a real or theoretical trip.   

Student-centered: students control the means of accomplishing the task as they 

choose a topic that fits them, self-pace, and write about the events they choose in 

their own unique styles. 

Open-ended: the possible posts are limitless. The students could have traveled 

anywhere and done anything. 

Authentic: the goal of this activity is to communicate real, meaningful messages 

about what you did on a trip. Structures are secondary to this purpose. 

Non-competitive: there is no stated blog-writing competition.         

 

20. Write a summary of a cultural reading from your textbook.  

Description: students read a carefully-curated level-appropriate reading on a 

target cultural topic and summarize the main points.  

Student-centered: the students control the means of accomplishing the activity as 

they work at their own pace and choose how they summarize.  

Closed-ended: while individual summaries are likely to vary somewhat, it is 

possible to come up with a general expected summary outline.  

Inauthentic: the purpose of this activity is to display knowledge of factual 

content and possibly structures, too. 
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Non-competitive: summarizing better or faster is not a stated goal. 

                 

This categorization of activities allows for generalizations based on their 

characteristics, as in Zuniga & Rueb (2017), which is the only cited study to consider 

activities in this way. These generalizations would allow teachers to extrapolate that if 

students find a lot of flow in Activity A, they are also likely to find flow in Activity B, 

which displays similar characteristics. At no point in the study were the participants 

informed of the categories under consideration or of the classification of the activities 

that they were rating. 

Lastly, the participants answered two open-ended questions: one on their highest- 

and the other on their lowest-flow language class experiences. Instead of limiting 

themselves to their current classes, they were asked to consider all the language classes 

that they had ever taken. These questions were inspired by the most enjoyable language-

class experience question posed in Dewaele’s “The two faces of Janus” (2014), but 

significant modifications were made. Firstly, Dewaele’s question that asked respondents 

to describe their most enjoyable language-class experiences was expanded to also ask 

about when the participants felt most focused, in control, and challenged in a good way to 

account for all of the four key flow components. And secondly, while Dewaele only 

included a question about positive language-class experiences, this study also included a 

similarly-structured parallel question on negative experiences. Together, these two 

questions were designed to both provide an additional measure of flow and to allow 

otherwise unconsidered aspects of language-class flow experiences to be brought to light. 

The exact wording of the questions can be found in Appendix B. 
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Data analysis 

 

 The analysis consisted of three parts, one for each of the three research questions. 

While the first part of the analysis was exclusively quantitative, the other two analyses 

included both quantitative and qualitative elements. This data analysis section will be 

divided into three parts to reflect this division in the analysis, as will the results (IV) and 

the discussion (V).  

Research question 1: Activities and flow 

 

The quantitative data used in this analysis were obtained from the second and 

third parts of the online questionnaire (Appendix B), where the respondents rated a list of 

twenty activities on their overall flow and their flow components.  Before any statistical 

analysis was performed, missing values were removed and the data were skimmed for 

likely duplicate responses so that no participant would be counted more than once. While 

the prospective participants were told that they should only complete the questionnaire 

once—even if they were enrolled in more than one language class included in the study—

this extra precaution was taken just in case. This was done by scanning the qualitative 

items for identical responses. 

Flow was measured in two ways, which included both the directly-rated overall 

flow (Part 2 of the questionnaire) and the component-based deconstructed flow, which 

was calculated as the mean of an activity’s enjoyment, focus, control, and challenges 

scores (Part 3 of the questionnaire). Both had been used in prior studies, and both bring 

their own advantages and disadvantages. While deconstructed flow, based on the four key 

flow components whose importance has been documented in the literature (e.g. 
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Csíkszentmihályi, 1974, 1990; Egbert, 2003; Zuniga & Rueb, 2018), could be considered 

a more complete measure of flow, the overall flow measure is more holistic, as it is based 

on general memories of the experience, overall flow might better encapsulate the essence 

of the experience.  

Mean overall and deconstructed flow scores were calculated for each activity. 

While the mean overall flow scores were simply the means of each activity’s overall flow 

ratings, which the participants provided by rating how much flow they had remembered 

and activity to generate for them, the mean deconstructed flow scores were calculated by 

calculating each activity’s mean enjoyment, focus, control, and challenges scores and 

then averaging these together to obtain yet another mean. This mean was the activity’s 

deconstructed flow score. In both cases, standard deviations, skewness, and kurtosis were 

also calculated to account for the distribution of the data. A Shapiro-Wilk test was also 

performed for each to provide an additional measure of normality. The results of these 

measures suggested a normal distribution of data, and parametric tests were deemed 

justified (complete normality test results can be found in the results chapter).  

Once mean overall and deconstructed flow scores had been calculated for each of 

the twenty activities, and the distributions had been deemed to be normal, a linear 

regression was run to determine the relationship between the two flow measures. The 

linear regression produced a Pearson’s r value of 0.92 and an r2 value (effect size) of 0.84 

(adjusted r2=0.83, df=18, p=0.00). These values, which showed a strong relationship 

between the two flow measures, were judged sufficiently high to use just one flow 

measure for the remainder of the study. In light of this, and the normal distribution of the 

data, it was then decided that deconstructed flow would be used whenever possible due to 
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the fact that it is a more complete measure. That is, while deconstructed flow was 

calculated as the mean of each activity’s four flow component scores—enjoyment, focus, 

control, and challenges—overall flow was obtained via one direct measure of how much 

flow they participants remembered the activity to have generated for them. 

Research question 2: Categories and flow 

 

This analysis, which sought to determine how activity characteristics influence 

flow, consisted of both quantitative and qualitative components. Together, these analyses 

were designed to determine whether high- and low-flow activities were 

disproportionately student-centered or teacher-centered, open-ended or closed-ended, 

authentic or inauthentic, and competitive or non-competitive. They were also designed to 

establish relationships between category pairs. That is, is it more likely for a high-flow 

experience to be student-centered or open-ended?  

In the quantitative analysis, each of the twenty activities the students had rated 

was assigned to exactly one category in each of the four pairs (as shown in Table 1).  

Next, in order to test the internal consistency of the eight categories, Cronbach’s alpha 

was calculated for each based on each participant’s score for each activity in the category 

to obtain the following result: student-centered=0.77 (14 items), teacher-centered=0.65 (6 

items), open-ended=0.76 (10 items), closed-ended=0.71 (10 items), authentic=0.73 (10 

items), inauthentic=0.73 (10 items), competitive=0.79 (4 items), non-competitive=0.86 

(16 items). As the categories were judged to be internally consistent, they were retained 

for further analysis, and a deconstructed flow score was calculated for each participant 
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for each category. These scores were then used to obtain category means and standard 

deviations. 

Next, using the category flow means obtained in the previous step, a paired 

samples t test was run on each of the four contrasting category pairs (i.e. student-centered 

vs. teacher-centered) to see if the means were significantly different, and a Bonferroni 

adjustment for (four) multiple comparisons was made (p=0.05, adjusted p=0.0125). 

These comparisons were done only on mutually exclusive category pairs to assure that 

the same activities would not factor into both means (i.e. an activity can be both student-

centered and open-ended but not both student-centered and teacher-centered). Like the 

activities, the categories were also ranked from greatest to least deconstructed flow.  

Then, using the data from the last part of the questionnaire (Appendix B), a 

qualitative analysis was conducted to provide an additional perspective on the 

relationship between categories and flow. This analysis sought to account for such 

relationships by counting how often activities of each of the eight previously-considered 

categories appeared in the participants’ descriptions of high- and low-flow language-class 

experiences.  

While the preceding quantitative category analysis only allowed for comparisons 

within contrasting category pairs (i.e. student-centered vs. teacher-centered), this 

qualitative analysis also allowed for comparisons across category pairs (i.e. student-

centered vs. authentic). In this analysis, the activities described in the participants’ open-

ended responses were coded to the same categories that were used in the previous 

analysis in order to determine which categories were most likely to generate high- and 

low-flow experiences.  
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However, there were some responses that could not be coded in this way. These 

included seven missing high-flow responses and six missing low-flow responses, as well 

as others that fell into one of the following four groups:   

1. References to entire classes such as these from students of German: 

 “My entire senior year lol” (low-flow) 

 “AP German in general” (low-flow) 

 

2. References to the topic of the activity rather than to the activity itself: 

 “I like when we would learn about cultural things, like differences between 

France and the US. I found it really interesting.” (high-flow) 

 “Activities where we learn about Spanish-speaking cultures.” (high-flow)  

 

3. References to assessments and preparing for assessments that did not describe 

the structure of the assessment or review:  

 “Spanish 4 in HS, when studying for the midterm and finals” (high-flow)  

 “The tests I used to take” (high-flow, student of Spanish) 

 

4. References to aspects of the classroom experience other than activities: 

 “When the conversation flows, the instructor is not shy to correct errors, 

and the other students are on the same level (placement is a critical step 

here).” (high-flow, student of Spanish, Arabic, Italian, and French)  

 “A high school French teacher really did it for me. He was one of us, he 

was funny, he used physical activities to make students learn, he made 

jokes, he used the book only when appropriate, he used games, and he had 

very high energy.” (high-flow, student of French) 

 

However, five low-flow responses of being cold-called—or put on the spot—were 

deemed sufficiently detailed to categorize them as teacher-centered. This is because the 

teacher, in selecting unsuspecting volunteers, necessarily controls the accomplishment of 

the activity in these situations. Here are two examples in the participants’ exact words: 
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 “in my German 1001 class being put on the spot and not having any idea what the 

question was asking and having to answer it even though I had no idea what to 

say. I had to forma. sentence answer for a question I did not do and It was very 

discouraging.”  

 “I hate being put on the spot to answer questions. I raise my hand when I am 

comfortable I know the answer or when I have questions and am unsure of what 

the answer/ phrasing would be. But being required to answer a question I don't 

want to just to prove I know a grammar point is absolutely horrendous.” (student 

of Spanish and Japanese)  

  

 Next, the activities mentioned in the remaining responses were assigned to as 

many categories as possible. This was done using the same category definitions that had 

been used in the quantitative analysis. It should be noted that, as a result of the multi-part 

nature of the high-flow and low-flow questions (Appendix B), some participants wrote 

multi-part answers (and mentioned multiple activities) while others did not. All 

categorizable activities were included, even though that meant more than one activity 

from some participants.  

  These activities were coded using the category definitions included in the closed-

ended, quantitative part of this study. However, the fact that these open-ended responses 

were not written with categories in mind at times complicated categorization. While some 

activities, such as this one, could be assigned to four categories:  

“In my German IV class sophomore year, we had a fairytale unit, and we had an 

assignment to write our own fairytales which was challenging, interesting, and 

just a really fun activity! It was nice because we got to use the vocabulary and use 

the grammar, but it wasn't stressful, and we also really got to show who we were 

and our writing abilities.” (high-flow, student of German) 

 Student-centered: the student says that they could write their own 

fairytales and that they could “show who [they] were.” This shows that 

the students had a lot of creative freedom and control over the 

accomplishment of the task. 

 Open-ended: there are unlimited possible fairytales when the students are 

writing their “own fairytales.” 
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 Authentic: while the student does mention vocabulary and grammar, this 

response reflects that the primary purpose of this activity was not as much 

to display structural knowledge as it was to engage in meaningful 

communication through writing a fairytale. 

 Non-competitive: there is no indication that the students were in 

competition to write the best fairytale.  

 

Others, such as “German exchange students coming into our class in high school,” a 

high-flow experience from a different student of German, could be coded to less. This 

exchange student activity was coded to two categories: authentic, because it was deemed 

unlikely that exchange students would have been invited to talk about structures, and 

non-competitive, because it also seemed unlikely that there would have been a 

competitive element. There was insufficient information on the task and the means of 

completing it for a student-centered/teacher-centered or open-ended/closed-ended 

assignment to be made. 

  Every attempt was made to categorize activities as far as the data permitted, and 

logical inferences were made when possible. For example, if a participant mentioned 

watching a video or listening to a recording in class without providing further detail, it 

was assumed to be a teacher-centered activity. This decision was made because it was 

known that many teachers play videos and tell the students to listen/watch. In these cases, 

students are passive agents, and student feedback has little impact on the progression of 

the activity. However, this does not mean that listening activities have to be teacher-

centered, and they were categorized otherwise if the descriptions permitted. Likewise, if a 

participant mentioned a reading activity, and did not specifically state that they read 

aloud as a class, the activity was assumed student-centered as it was likely that the 

students had some leeway to self-pace their reading.  
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 After the category coding, the mentions of activities belonging to each category 

were counted to see which categories were most likely to generate high- and low-flow 

experiences, and a chi-square analysis was then performed to see if the differences 

between these counts were statistically significant.  

Research question 3: Components and flow  

 

Like the previous part of the analysis, this part also included both quantitative and 

qualitative components. The qualitative component used the same activity data that were 

used in the first part of the analysis. A multiple regression of the four flow components 

and overall flow was run, and Pearson’s r Correlations were calculated both between each 

flow component and overall flow and between each flow component and every other 

flow component. Collinearity diagnostics were also run to provide another perspective on 

the relationships between flow components, which according to the literature (e.g. 

Csíkszentmihályi, 1975, 1990, 2008), should be closely related to each other. 

While deconstructed flow was determined to be the more complete measure, 

given that it is based on four flow components rather than one direct rating, it was 

decided that overall flow should be used here due to its independence from the flow 

component ratings. That is, while the deconstructed flow ratings for each activity were 

based on that activity’s flow component ratings, overall flow was rated separately in a 

different part of the questionnaire.   

 To provide another perspective on the relationship between flow components and 

flow, a qualitative analysis was carried out to see which flow components most stood out 

during the participants’ high- and low-flow experiences. In this analysis, which used the 
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same data as the qualitative analysis of categories, each response was coded for up to four 

flow components depending on the information available. The next few paragraphs will 

briefly explain how these open-ended responses were coded for flow components 

(enjoyment, focus, control, positive challenges).  

 Enjoyment is the positive feeling of completing an intrinsically-rewarding activity 

(Csíkszentmihályi, 1975, 1990, 2008). While some enjoyable activities may be described 

as “fun,” enjoyment goes far beyond fun to include any activity seen as relevant for 

achieving one’s current and future language-related goals. That is, if students see the 

usefulness of an activity in advancing their goals, they are likely to enjoy it (Hertel & 

Dings, 2017, Norton & Toohey, 2011). 

In coding for enjoyment, words and phrases denoting an overall positive 

emotional experience (i.e. fun, interesting, favorite) or a sense of activity purpose (i.e. 

helps me learn, relevant, helpful) were considered signs of enjoyment. Likewise, words 

and phrases denoting the products of positive emotional experiences (i.e. humor, laugh) 

were also considered signs of enjoyment. On the reverse side, words and phrases 

denoting an overall negative emotional experience (i.e. dread, dislike, miserable), as well 

as those showing a perceived lack of activity purpose (i.e. arbitrary, not interesting, not 

related) were considered to be signs of a lack of enjoyment.  

The second flow component, focus, is a question of attention. When one is 

focused on an activity, one pays full attention to that activity and tunes out distractions. 

While an individual must perceive an activity as enjoyable or relevant in order to focus 

on it (Csíkszentmihályi, 1975, 1990, 2008), focus is not so much an emotional reaction to 
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an activity in the way that enjoyment is, but rather what happens when an activity is 

deemed enjoyable or relevant.  

Accordingly, those words and phrases that showed that full attention was paid to 

the activity at hand (i.e. concentration, immersive, time would fly by) were considered to 

be signs of focus, while those showing that attention was somewhere other than the 

activity at hand were considered to be signs of a lack of focus (i.e. attention isn’t 

captured, distracting, zone out). As Csíkszentmihályi emphasizes the power of games to 

focus attention due to the presence of clearly-defined rules and objectives, words and 

phrases that showed this attention-focusing aspect of games (i.e. win, competitive, be the 

quickest to X) were also coded as signs of focus.  

The third flow component, control, involves the level of autonomy a student has 

over the means of accomplishing an activity. If a student is able to make more decisions 

regarding the completion of an activity than the teacher, the student is in control. 

However, if the student is able to make less decisions over the completion of the activity 

than the teacher, the student is not in control. Activities coded as student-centered in the 

previous analysis were not automatically coded for control. Instead, they were coded for 

control only if the participants saw their autonomy and specifically mentioned it. 

Accordingly, mentions of opportunities to self-pace, choose a topic, or complete 

the task creatively (i.e. any direction I wanted, use imagination, show off who we are) 

were considered to be evidence of control. This means that responses indicating that the 

task was very closed-ended, or that the teacher wanted it completed in a very specific 

way with little room for creativity, were coded as signs of a lack of control (i.e. no 

margin for error or variability, right or wrong, in a specific way).  
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The last flow component, positive challenges, relates to the balance between an 

individual’s skills and the level of challenges associated with the activity. In order for an 

activity to be flow-generating, it must be challenging (but not so challenging as to induce 

anxiety) and also accessible (but not so easy as to induce boredom). According to 

Csíkszentmihályi (1975, 1990, 2008), anxiety and boredom are both antithetical to flow.  

Therefore, those responses indicating that the participant found the activity 

challenging (but not overwhelming), and accessible (but not easy) were coded as signs of 

positive challenges (i.e. forced to do the best I can, very good level, just right). On the 

other hand, those that indicated that the participant found the challenges either 

unattainable (i.e. anxious, overwhelmed, anxiety-filled experience) or lacking (bored, 

concepts I have already mastered, extremely easy) were coded for a lack of positive 

challenges. While it is true that a certain level of anxiety can motivate some to succeed, 

as Csíkszentmihályi emphasizes that anxiety is antithetical to flow, all responses 

referencing stress or nervousness were considered to be signs of a lack of positive 

challenges, or in other words, of challenges that were beyond the participant’s skill level. 

To sum up these categories, enjoyment refers to a sense of rewards from doing a 

purposeful activity, focus refers to where attention is directed, control refers to one’s 

autonomy over the means of completing a task, and challenges refers to the balance 

between one’s skills and the activity’s difficulty. Now that these categories have been 

defined, and some examples have been provided, a couple of complete responses will be 

considered, and explanations of why these responses were coded as they were will be 

given. The participants’ experiences were only coded for those flow components that the 

participants specifically invoked. 
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First, the primary researcher coded the entire set independently. Then, a random 

sample that included 20% of the high-flow experiences and 20% of the low-flow 

experiences was generated to be coded by the same colleague who had categorized the 

activities included in the quantitative analysis. After a brief tutorial on the coding 

scheme, this colleague coded the 20% sample independently, arriving at 87.34% 

agreement.  This rate was considered acceptable, given the high degree of inference 

required for some of the coding categories, as well as Saldaña’s (2016: 37) and Bernard’s 

(2018: 477-480) suggestions that overall inter-coder agreement should reach at least 

80%.  All disagreements were then resolved to arrive at 100% agreement on each 

activity’s category assignments. 

Table 2 provides a sampling of the words and phrases coded to each component. 

Following this table, a couple of participant responses will be presented, and the rationale 

for how these responses were coded will also be provided. 

Table 2: A sampling of the words and phrases coded to four flow components 

Component Evidence of presence Evidence of lack 

Enjoyment like 
kept wanting more 
helped me learn 

do not like/dislike 
dread 
don’t find interesting 

Focus engaging 
be the first to… 
forget I was in a classroom 

distracting 
have trouble focusing 
my attention isn’t captured 

Control have freedom to… 
our own… 
there isn’t a right answer 

no margin for error 
right or wrong 
forced to… 

Challenges very good level 
just right 
pushed me 

stressful 
bored 
overwhelmed 
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The response copied below is a particularly well-written high-flow response from 

a student of Spanish. Evidence of flow components is italicized and the flow component 

is identified in (parentheses).  

In my professional Spanish class, I was doing all of the aforementioned when we 

were split into groups to play different games depending on which station you 

were in at the time. The games included things like Taboo and charades and 

Pictionary. It was engaging (focus) and I was enjoying (enjoyment) myself 

because I like (enjoyment) games and it can be beneficial to my learning 

(enjoyment) when there is a competitive (focus) nature to an activity. It was also 

enjoyable (enjoyment) because it wasn't in front of the whole class, rather a 

smaller group of peers - maybe four total. This is helpful because I am shy and it 

is difficult to speak in front of a lot of people especially when under pressure, so 

this helps me gain more confidence in this area in that I can practice in a way that 

is still comfortable (control). I was focused (focus) on the activity because I 

wanted to win (focus). I felt in control (control) because the game was moving at 

our own pace (control) and I knew all the instructions to the game. I felt like the 

challenges were attainable and reasonable (challenges). They still pushed me 

(challenges) to think on the spot in Spanish, but it was not with crazy vocabulary 

or something that would have been too difficult (challenges). It also helped me 

learn (enjoyment). 

 

The words coded for enjoyment show a positive emotional reaction to activity 

goals. That is, the participant finds the activity fun, sees purpose in the activity, or both. 

In this case, “enjoying” and “like”, definitely denote a positive reaction—likely fun—

while others, such as “beneficial to my learning” and “helped me learn” show a sense of 

purpose or usefulness. Either way, they are all signs of positive emotional reactions that 

can be coded for enjoyment.  

 The words coded for focus show where attention is. In the case of a high-flow 

experience, this means on the activity. “Competitive” and “wanted to win” show that the 

participant was focused on game-related goals, while “engaging” shows that the activity 
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captured her attention. Naturally, “focused,” a direct derivative of the word “focus,” was 

also coded to focus.  

The words and phrases that were coded for control demonstrate that the 

participant had control over the means of accomplishing the task. Here, the participant 

mentions that she can “move at [her] own pace” and “practice in a way that is still 

comfortable,” both of which suggest that the student can make the activity her own.  

Lastly, the words and phrases coded to challenges show that the activity pushed 

the participant without overwhelming her. In other words, they showed that the activity 

was well-aligned to her skill level. The participant directly says that she was “pushed,” 

and that the challenges were “attainable and reasonable.” She also that the activity “was 

not…something that would have been too difficult.” In other words, it was neither too 

easy nor too hard but just right given her skills.  

As can be seen, this carefully written response shows evidence of a presence of all 

four flow components. However, this was not the case with all responses. Below is a 

response that only contained evidence of three flow components. This high-flow response 

from a student of French, who describes a positive experience in a past Chinese class, 

shows enjoyment, focus, and challenges. This does not mean that control was not present 

but that there was not enough evidence to code for it. The same colors have been used as 

before:  

In my Mandarin class, we were playing Charades of some sorts where our teacher 

gave me a word and I had to act it out for the class to guess. It was really fun 

(enjoyment) and exciting (enjoyment) because everyone was so engaged (focus) 

and it was also funny (enjoyment) to see people acting out things as fast as they 

could (focus). We were reviewing vocabulary while having fun and I learned 

(enjoyment) a couple words from it because I could only speak more 
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conversationally and I didn't know what the characters to corresponding terms 

were, but I could match the sound to how it was spelled phonetically (challenges). 

 

In this case, all three mentions of enjoyment—that is “fun,” “funny,” and 

“exciting”—denote a positive emotional reaction in the form of fun. However, as the 

participant said she “learned a couple words”, it could also be said that she found it 

useful. “Engaged” was coded for focus since it shows that attention is focused on the 

game, while “as fast as they could” was also coded for focus for a similar reason: like 

“wanted to win” and “competitive” in the first participant response, it shows 

concentration on game-related goals. The last part of the activity description, beginning 

in “because I could only speak…,” was coded for challenges because it showed that the 

student was pushed (“I didn’t know…”) but was not overwhelmed (“I could match…”).  

After coding the responses in this way, the mentions of evidence of each flow 

component were counted to show which flow components learners most often associated 

with their high- and low-flow experiences. Lastly, a chi-square analysis was performed to 

determine the statistical significance of the count differences between flow components. 

Summary  

 

 Given the small size and limited scope of existing SLA flow studies, this study 

was designed to include a larger and more diverse participant pool that is representative 

of a university’s foreign language enrollments, as well as to provide multiple perspectives 

on language-class flow. While there have been studies on activity flow, there have been 

extremely few on category flow, and none on the relative importance of flow components 

in predicting flow. This study includes both quantitative and qualitative perspectives, 
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including multiple perspectives on the same data, to determine which activities and 

categories of language-class activities generate the most flow, as well as what flow 

components are most predictive of language-class flow experiences. In order to consider 

the broadest range of experiences possible, this study examines lifetime language-class 

experiences rather than limiting itself to immediate class activities. 

This mixed-methods study was structured around three research questions. To 

answer the first question about which activities generate the most language-class flow, 

the participants were asked to rate a series of twenty language-class activities on both 

overall flow and four flow components (enjoyment, focus, control, and challenges). The 

scores for the four flow components for each activity were then averaged together to 

obtain that activity’s deconstructed flow score, and a linear regression was then run to 

confirm that the overall and deconstructed flow scores were closely related to each other. 

Given the strong relationship between the two, it was decided that the more complete 

deconstructed flow score would be used for the remainder of the study—except for in 

RQ3—given that it was based on four flow components rather than just one direct rating.  

The second question of which categories of activities generate the most flow was 

answered from two perspectives: one quantitative and the other qualitative. In the 

quantitative analysis, a mean deconstructed flow score was calculated for each participant 

for each of the eight categories included in the study. Then, the participant mean scores 

were averaged together to obtain a mean for each category, and a paired samples t test 

was run on each of the four contrasting category pairs to measure the significance of the 

contrasts between opposing categories. In the qualitative analysis, the activities that the 

participants mentioned in describing in their highest- and lowest-flow language-class 
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experiences were coded to as many of the eight categories as the data permitted, and the 

mentions of each category were totaled to provide another perspective on the contrasts 

between categories. A chi-square analysis was then run to measure the statistical 

significance of these contrasts.  

The final research question of which flow components are most predictive of flow 

experiences was also answered from both quantitative and qualitative perspectives. In the 

quantitative analysis, a linear regression was run between each of the twenty activity’s 

mean overall flow scores and four mean flow component scores. Here, overall flow was 

used because the component scores were not used to calculate it. In the qualitative 

analysis, the participants’ high- and low-flow experiences were coded for mentions of a 

presence or lack of the four flow components to determine which components the 

participants most associated with their high- and low- flow experiences. These mentions 

were then totaled, and a chi-square analysis was run to account for the statistical 

significance of the contrasts between them.   

Taken together, the answers to these three research questions should provide 

teachers and SLA researchers with a broader perspective on language-class flow. This 

should include not only a better understanding of twenty specific activities, but also a 

more complete perspective on how categories influence flow, and how well each of the 

four flow components predicts flow experiences. Given that no known prior study has 

considered the relative weight of flow components, herein lies perhaps this study’s 

greatest possible contribution.  
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS 

Overview 

 

 The results here are organized according to the three research questions. 

However, despite this apparent separation, references will be made to other sections, and 

the results will then be summarized at the end to provide a more complete perspective.  

Research question 1: Activities and flow 

 

These results of this analysis are based on the first part of the questionnaire 

(Appendix B). Before the data were analyzed, four missing single answers were removed 

from the overall flow data and twelve missing values (=flow component scores) were 

removed from the deconstructed flow data. The data were also skimmed for likely 

duplicate responses produced by submitting the questionnaire twice, so that no participant 

would be counted more than once. No duplicate responses were found, and it was 

determined that there were eighty-two unique participants in this study (n=82).  

The linear regression that was run to determine the relationship between each 

activity’s mean overall and deconstructed flow scores, shown below in Figure 1, 

produced a Pearson’s r Correlation of 0.92 and an effect size (r2) of 0.84 (adjusted 

r2=0.83, df=18, p=0.00). This means that the two flow measures are closely related. 
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If a normal distribution has a skewness statistic between +/- 1, the skewness 

statistics of –0.19 for overall flow and -0.39 for deconstructed flow, both with a standard 

error of 0.06, reflect that the scores are normally distributed. On the other hand, if the 

same benchmark of normality is used for kurtosis, the kurtosis statistics of -1.11 for 

overall flow and -0.68 for overall flow, both with a standard error of 0.12, reflect that the 

overall flow distribution is slightly flatter (platykurtic) than normal, while the height of 

the deconstructed flow distribution is normal. A third normality measure, the Shapiro-

Wilk Test, was also used. For overall flow, W=0.87 (p=0.00), while for deconstructed 

flow, W=0.96 (p=0.00). According to this measure, the data are not normally distributed.  

In light of its strong relationship with overall flow and its lower kurtosis statistic, 

the deconstructed flow measure, considered to be a more complete measure given that it 

was based on four flow component scores rather than one direct rating, was used for the 

remainder of the study wherever possible. As two out of three normality tests reflected a 

normal distribution, and the sample was relatively large (n=82), parametric tests were 

considered justified. 
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Figure 1: Activity deconstructed flow vs. activity overall flow 

The twenty activities were then ranked from most to least deconstructed flow, as 

shown in Figure 2. All activity means and standard deviations can be found in Table 3, 

where the activities are listed in the order in which they appeared in the survey. As every 

activity except for the quiz game (#5) obtained a minimum score of 1 and a maximum 

score of 4, these scores have been omitted. The quiz game, for its part, obtained a 

minimum score of 1.25 and a maximum score of 4. This means that, despite the strong 

tendencies for some activities go generate more flow than others, all activities generate a 

lot of flow for some and little flow for others. This is in line with the hypothesis that 

individual differences would be present as a result of the participants’ unique experiences 

and skill sets (Csíkszentmihályi, 1975, 1990). 
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Table 3: Descriptive statistics of deconstructed flow of activities 

Activity  Mean deconstructed flow score Standard deviation 

1. Vocab category game 3.18 0.78 

2. Compare book houses 2.42 0.82 

3. Verb drills 3.12 0.68 

4. Small-group conversation 2.94 0.84 

5. Quiz game 3.41 0.66 

6. Restaurant skit 2.91 0.80 

7. Full-class conversation 2.63 0.83 

8. Sign-here 2.42 0.76 

9. Order sentences 2.67 0.84 

10. House hunt 2.70 0.85 

11. Word guess game 3.35 0.68 

12. Interview roommates 2.86 0.71 

13. Vocab match 3.12 0.79 

14. Culture lecture 2.47 0.89 

15. College PSA 2.49 0.83 

16. Verb game 3.16 0.79 

17. Write article summary 2.52 0.86 

18. Interview natives 2.94 0.68 

19. Write blog 2.97 0.76 

20. Write book reading summary 2.39 0.79 

  

As can be seen in Figure 2, the top activities for deconstructed flow included: quiz 

game (3.41), word guess game (3.35), vocab category game (3.18), verb game (3.16), and 

vocab match and verb drills (both 3.12). All of the top four activities for deconstructed 

flow were coded as competitive, a category hypothesized to be good for flow, while the 

two that tied for fifth place—the vocab match and the verb drills—were not. In fact, the 

vocab match and verb drills—which were coded as teacher-centered, closed-ended, 

inauthentic, and non-competitive—were not coded to any of the four categories predicted 

to be good for flow.  

 On the other hand, the activities at the low end of the combined flow ranking 

included: write book reading summary (2.39), sign-here and compare book houses (2.42), 

culture lecture (2.47), college PSA (2.49), and write article summary (2.52).  All of these 
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activities were classified as non-competitive, and all but one (the college PSA) were 

classified as closed-ended and inauthentic. This is unsurprising as all none of these three 

categories were predicted to be good for flow.  

Further evidence of these individual differences comes from the standard 

deviations shown in Table 3. Theoretically speaking, an activity on whose flow all 

participants agreed would receive a standard deviation of 0. However, as can be seen in 

Table 3, no activity received a standard deviation of 0 or even one close to 0. Instead, all 

standard deviations fell in a relatively small range from 0.66 (#5 quiz game) to 0.89 (#14 

culture lecture). This means that individual participants’ overall flow scores varied 

noticeably for all twenty activities. That said, at the culture lecture (0.89), the house hunt 

(0.85) and order sentences (0.84) obtained the most varied scores, while the quiz game 

(0.66), verb drills (0.68), and interview roommates (0.71) obtained the least varied. It is 

perhaps worth noting that two of the three activities that showed the least variation, the 

quiz game and the verb drills, also ranked at the top of the deconstructed flow ranking.  

Research question 2: Categories and flow  

 

 The quantitative and qualitative data offer multiple perspectives on this question. 

In the quantitative portion, each participant’s (n=82) mean category deconstructed flow 

scores were averaged together to obtain the category mean deconstructed flow scores 

shown below in Figure 3. Means and standard deviations were also calculated. These can 

be found in Table 4, along with each category’s Cronbach’s alpha.  Once all activities 

had been categorized, each category’s mean deconstructed flow was calculated as the 
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mean of its enjoyment, focus, control and challenges scores, as were descriptive statistics 

(Table 4). In Figure 3, the categories are ranked from most to least deconstructed flow.  

 

Figure 3: Mean deconstructed flow of categories 

 

Table 4: Descriptive statistics of deconstructed flow of categories 

Category Mean Standard deviation Cronbach’s alpha 

Student-centered 2.87 0.39 0.77 

Teacher-centered 2.74 0.49 0.65 

Open-ended 2.90 0.44 0.76 

Closed-ended 2.77 0.42 0.71 

Authentic 2.98 0.41 0.73 

Inauthentic 2.69 0.44 0.73 

Competitive 3.28 0.57 0.79 

Non-competitive 2.72 0.56 0.86 

 

 As can be seen in Figure 3, competitive activities generated more flow than any 

other category (mean=3.28). This is unsurprising given that the four competitive games 

included in this study were the top four activities in the ranking of activity flow (Figure 

2). Competitive activities were distantly followed by the three other categories predicted 
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mean deconstructed flow scores were clustered somewhat closely together at 2.98, 2.90, 

and 2.87. Closed-ended (2.77), teacher-centered (2.74), non-competitive (2.72), and 

inauthentic (2.69)—their means all clustered closely together—followed.  

 The four paired samples t tests (Table 5) showed these differences to be 

statistically significant. This can be seen in the raw p values of 0.00 and 0.01, as well as 

in the confidence intervals, none of which include 0. The same also holds true when 

considering the Bonferroni-adjusted p value of 0.0125. Based on these results, it can be 

said with 95% certainty (alpha=0.05) that student-centered, open-ended, authentic, and 

competitive activities generate more flow than their opposites. However, as shown by 

their larger mean differences, higher Cohen’s d’s, and lower p values, the contrasts 

between competitive and non-competitive and authentic and inauthentic activities are 

more meaningful than the others. In addition, the competitive vs. non-competitive 

contrast had a noticeably higher standard deviation (0.76) than the other three (0.41, 0.42, 

0.43). This means that these categories obtained more varied flow scores than the others 

did. 

Table 5: Deconstructed flow of categories paired samples t test results 

Category 
Pair 

Difference 
Between 
Category 

Means 

Pooled 
Est. Pop. 

Std. 
Deviation 

Lower 
Bound 
(95%) 

Upper 
Bound 
(95%) 

t df p Cohen’s 
d 

Student-
centered 

vs. teacher-
centered 

0.14 0.43 0.04 0.23 2.83 80 0.01* 0.33 

Open-
ended vs. 

closed 
ended 

0.13 0.42 0.04 0.22 2.76 80 0.01* 0.31 

Authentic 
vs. 

inauthentic 

0.29 0.41 0.20 0.38 6.32 80 0.00* 0.71 
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Competitive 
vs. non-

competitive 

0.56 0.76 0.40 0.73 6.69 80 0.00* 0.74 

*Statistically significant at the 0.05 alpha level 

The deconstructed flow descriptive statistics in Table 4 confirm this division over 

competitive and non-competitive activities, as these two categories obtained higher 

standard deviations (0.57 and 0.56, respectively) than the others. However, all of the 

category deconstructed flow standard deviations were lower than all of the activity 

deconstructed flow standard deviations shown in Table 3. This suggests that activity 

characteristics can indeed be used to predict flow.  

 The qualitative data provide an additional perspective on the question of whether 

this is indeed the case and also allow for comparisons between unpaired categories. 

Separate analyses were carried out for the highest- and lowest-flow experiences. The 

eighty-two participants provided 122 categorizable descriptions of high-flow activities 

and 103 categorizable descriptions of low-flow activities. For the high-flow analysis, 

there were 7 missing responses and 17 non-categorizable responses that were removed. 

This is because they were either too vague or focused on components of the classroom 

experience that were not activities. Likewise, for the low-flow analysis, 6 missing 

responses and 30 uncategorizable responses were excluded. While the uncategorizable 

non-activity responses, which included references to classroom environment, error 

correction strategies, or target-language use, could be of interest in future studies, they lie 

outside the reach of this study, and the data are insufficient to draw meaningful 

conclusions other than that these factors may influence flow.  

 There was, however, one exception to this exclusion of non-activity responses. 

Five descriptions of “being put on the spot” by a teacher who called on unprepared 
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learners to respond were coded as teacher-centered due to the fact that the teacher, rather 

than the student, was necessarily in control in this situation. However, as no further 

details were provided, these responses could not be assigned to any of the other 

categories considered in this study. 

 The remaining 122 high-flow activities and 103 low-flow activities were assigned 

to one, two, three, or four categories based on the available information. This was done 

using the same category definitions that were used to categorize the twenty activities 

included in the closed-ended part of the questionnaire. Table 6 below shows the 

percentage of highest- and lowest- flow experiences that showed activities representing 

each of the eight categories, as well as the number of categorizable and uncategorizable 

responses that were obtained for each category pair. This uncategorizable count includes 

missing responses, non-activities, and overly vague activities. There were 24 overly 

vague high-flow activities and 30 overly vague low-flow activities. In this case, “overly 

vague” means that the description of the activity did not provide sufficient detail for it to 

be assigned to any of the categories shown in Table 6.  

Table 6: Characteristics (categories) of high- and low-flow experiences 

Category High-flow  Low-flow 

Student-centered 105/146 (71.92%) 35/139 (25.18%) 

Teacher-centered 12/146 (8.22%) 61/139 (43.88%) 

Uncategorizable 29/146 (19.86%) 43/139 (30.94%) 

Open-ended 77/146 (52.74%) 19/139 (13.67%) 

Closed-ended 28/146 (19.18%) 66/139 (47.48%) 

Uncategorizable 41/146 (28.08%) 54/139 (38.85%) 

Authentic 90/146 (61.64%) 20/139 (14.39%) 

Inauthentic 23/146 (15.75%) 70/139 (50.36%) 

Uncategorizable 33/146 (22.60%) 49/139 (35.25%) 

Competitive 26/146 (17.80%) 2/139 (1.44%) 
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Non-competitive 92/146 (63.01%) 94/139 (67.63%) 

Uncategorizable 28/146 (19.19%) 43/139 (30.94%) 

 

In Table 6, thick lines separate category pairs, while shading divides the separate 

but complementary high-flow and low-flow analyses. This is because the percentages 

were calculated within a given analysis and category pair (i.e. student-centered vs. 

teacher-centered for high flow). The chi-square test that was run on this data produced 

the following result: χ2=200.37, df=7, p=0.00. This p value of less than 0.05 means that 

there is a 95% chance that the differences in how many times categories appeared in the 

high- and low-flow counts are statistically significant.  

As can be seen in Table 6, student-centered, open-ended, and authentic activities 

are both far more likely to be cited as high flow, and far less likely to be cited as low 

flow, than those exhibiting the reverse characteristics. Similarly, teacher-centered, 

closed-ended, and inauthentic activities were noticeably more likely to be mentioned as 

low-flow than their opposites.  

However, the situation of competitive vs. non-competitive activities was a bit 

more complicated: while non-competitive activities were about 3.5 times more likely than 

competitive activities (63.01% vs. 17.80%) to be cited as high-flow, non-competitive 

activities were also nearly fifty times more likely to be cited as low-flow (67.63% vs. 

1.44%). 

This can be interpreted to mean that, while many high-flow experiences do not 

involve competitive activities, competitive activities are also unlikely to create a low-

flow experience. Only 1.44% of low-flow experiences (that is, two experiences) included 
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a competitive activity. However, these two competitive low-flow activities are far less 

that the twenty-six competitive high-flow activities that were cited. More precisely, for 

every one participant who cited a competitive activity as a lowest flow experience, 

thirteen cited a competitive activity as a highest flow experience. 

While the fact that competitive activities are unlikely to generate a low-flow 

experience coincides with what was found in the quantitative analysis (Figure 3), the high 

percentage of non-competitive high-flow activities (63.01%) does not. When the results 

of both the quantitative and qualitative analysis are taken together, it can be concluded 

that competitive activities are likely to generate flow, but they are not always the most 

likely activities to be recalled when thinking of a highest-flow experience.   

Accordingly, one might wonder what causes competitive activities to be high-

flow—or perhaps more precisely, what causes them to be recalled as a highest flow 

experience. Three participants’ responses, all of which have been copied verbatim below, 

provide some insight on this question. Some keywords have been bolded:  

My most focus-inducing language class experience would have to be playing 

Jeopardy in my Intermediate Italian 1 class. There was something about 

competing with and against my peers that helps me focus more on the activity 

at hand. (student of Italian) 

 

I remember one time in my SPAN 1002 lab where the class as a whole need some 

assistance on the preterite [past tense] endings and stem changes, because I guess 

we were just not getting the concept. Instead of just referring to the textbook with 

all the charts with the verb tense we did team activities with each other (such as 

Board Wars for example). I remember thinking that day was a really good day 

because as a team we worked together and that helped facilitate discussion 

amongst us in order to pin point the issues that we were having. We were 

working together to win the game but also the team aspect made an 

environment where we could as questions and get things wrong without 

feeling alone. (student of French and Spanish) 
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In my professional Spanish class, I was doing all of the aforementioned when we 

were split into groups to play different games depending on which station you 

were in at the time. The games included things like Taboo and charades and 

Pictionary. It was engaging and I was enjoying myself because I like games and it 

can be beneficial to my learning when there is a competitive nature to an activity. 

It was also enjoyable because it wasn't in front of the whole class, rather a 

smaller group of peers - maybe four total. This is helpful because I am shy 

and it is difficult to speak in front of a lot of people especially when under 

pressure, so this helps me gain more confidence in this area in that I can practice 

in a way that is still comfortable. I was focused on the activity because I wanted 

to win. I felt in control because the game was moving at our own pace and I knew 

all the instructions to the game. I felt like the challenges were attainable and 

reasonable. They still pushed me to think on the spot in Spanish, but it was not 

with crazy vocabulary or something that would have been too difficult. It also 

helped me learn. (student of Spanish) 
 

 In the first response, a student of Italian says that he found flow while “competing 

with and against [his] peers.” This suggests that, although comparing one’s performance 

is a stated goal of a competitive activity, there must be a sense of community for this to 

work. That is, students must feel like the competition is “friendly” and that, at the end of 

the day, they are all on the same team.  

 The second response from a student of French and Spanish supports this assertion 

given that the participant repeatedly emphasizes teamwork in her response. She also 

notes that this spirit of friendly competition and teamwork allowed her to make mistakes 

without feeling alone. In other words, she felt like she and her teammates were working 

together to achieve a common game-related goal, and that everyone, including the other 

team/s, was working together to achieve a common language-learning goal. This link 

between a sense of community while playing a game and flow makes sense given that the 

two participants who cited competitive low-flow experiences both emphasized that being 

singled out was what made the experience a negative one. 
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 The third response corroborates the claim that players must not feel a sense of 

community for a competitive game to generate flow. In this response, a student, who 

describes herself as “shy,” says that games like Taboo, charades, and Pictionary 

generated a lot of flow for her because she did not feel put on the spot. When these 

responses are taken together, it appears that two conditions must be met for games to 

generate flow: 1) there must be a sense of community and 2) the players must not believe 

that they will be ridiculed if they make a mistake.  On the other hand, it appears that the 

two participants who cited competitive low-flow experiences did not feel this sense of 

community and believed that they were being singled out.  

While the situation of competitive activities was complicated, the situation of 

student-centered activities was much clearer. In the high-flow analysis, 71.92% of 

codable responses showed student-centered activities while only 8.22% showed teacher-

centered activities. This 71.92% was the highest percentage in the high-flow analysis, 

which suggests that, for an activity to be among a student’s highest-flow experiences, it is 

most important that it be student-centered. Accordingly, while the contrast between 

student-centered and teacher-centered activities was a bit less striking in the low-flow 

analysis, teacher-centered activities (43.88%) were still noticeably more likely to 

generate a low-flow experience than student-centered activities (25.18%).  

Authentic was the next most likely category to produce a high-flow experience, as 

shown by the fact that 61.64% of high-flow activities were authentic, while only 15.75% 

were inauthentic. Similarly, after non-competitive (67.63%), low-flow experiences were 

most likely to be inauthentic (50.36%).  
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Open-ended vs. closed-ended was the next most important category pair for both 

high- and low-flow experiences, as shown by the fact that 52.74% of high-flow 

experiences involved open-ended activities and 47.48% of low-flow experiences involved 

closed-ended activities. These strong contrasts between authentic and open-ended 

activities and their opposites support the claim that it is useful for a high-flow activity to 

be not only student-centered but at least one of these (or competitive) as well.  

However, despite the strong tendency for student-centered, open-ended, authentic, 

and competitive activities to generate more flow than their opposites (as was 

hypothesized to be the case), the results of this qualitative analysis also provided further 

evidence of the individual differences that the analysis conducted in response to RQ1 

showed to exist. This can be seen by the fact that all eight categories appeared in both the 

high- and low-flow analyses. In other words, while most students find flow in student-

centered, open-ended, authentic, and competitive activities, others find flow in teacher-

centered, closed-ended, inauthentic, and non-competitive activities.  

Research question 3: Components and flow  

 

 This analysis, consisting of both quantitative and qualitative components, was 

conducted to determine how flow components (enjoyment, focus, control, challenges) 

were related to flow but also how flow components were related to each other. In the 

quantitative measure, a multiple regression was run using each activity’s mean flow 

component scores and mean overall flow score. While overall flow (obtained from one 

direct rating) may be a less complete measure than deconstructed flow (obtained by 

averaging four flow component scores) it makes sense to use it here because of its 
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independence from the flow component scores to which it was compared. Figure 4 below 

shows a scatter plot of this regression:  

 

Figure 4: Four flow components vs. overall flow 

 As demonstrated by the Pearson’s r values, shown in Table 9, enjoyment (0.91) is 

the component that is most highly correlated to flow. However, it is closely followed by 

focus and challenges with r values of 0.89 and 0.84, respectively. Control, the fourth flow 

component, comes in a distant last place among the four components with an r value of 

0.68. However, as shown in Pearson’s r Correlation table below (Table 7), the correlations 

between all four components and overall flow are statistically significant at the 0.05 level:  

Table 7: Pearson’s r Correlations between four flow components and overall flow 

y = 1.2102x - 0.6342
R² = 0.8339 (ENJOYMENT)

y = 0.9802x + 0.237
R² = 0.7952 (FOCUS)

y = 0.6081x + 1.2389
R² = 0.4551 (CONTROL)

y = 0.7224x + 1.0517
R² = 0.7053 (CHALLENGES)
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 Overall flow Enjoyment Focus Control Challenges 

Overall flow 1 0.91* 0.89* 0.68* 0.84* 

Enjoyment 0.91* 1 0.90* 0.69* 0.80* 

Focus 0.89* 0.90* 1 0.65* 0.89* 

Control 0.68* 0.69* 0.65* 1 0.75* 

Challenges 0.84* 0.80* 0.89* 0.75* 1 

*Statistically significant at the 0.05 alpha level 

This analysis also showed flow components to be closely related to each other, 

including enjoyment and focus (r=0.90) and focus and challenges (r=0.89), in particular. 

However, all flow component pairs obtained Pearson’s r values of at least 0.60. 

Theoretically speaking, these strong relationships make sense, as enjoyment, focus, 

control, and challenges have been posited to work together to generate flow. A weak 

relationship between flow components, on the other hand, would be surprising, as it would 

suggest that these are not the flow components they were thought to be. 

In order to obtain another perspective on the relationships between the four flow 

components, a collinearity analysis was run to generate the following results shown in 

Table 8 below:  

Table 8: Collinearity diagnostics of flow components vs. overall flow 

Dimension Eigenvalue Condition 
Index 

Constant Enjoyment 
VP 

Focus VP Control VP Challenges 
VP 

1 4.98 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

2 0.02 18.16 0.22 0.13 0.01 0.01 0.00 

3 0.00 34.71 0.27 0.00 0.05 0.67 0.00 

4 0.00 43.51 0.50 0.55 0.11 0.00 0.15 

5 0.00 82.90 0.02 0.32 0.83 0.33 0.85 

 

These collinearity diagnostics (Table 8) show the Eigenvalues for all four flow 

components—that is, dimensions 2, 3, 4 and 5—to be close to zero. This suggests that there 

is multicollinearity, or flow components that are correlated with each other, as do the high 

condition indices that range from 18.16 for enjoyment to 82.90 for challenges. This 
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supports the claims of highly-correlated flow components that came out of the Pearson’s r 

Correlations. The variance proportions, which shed more light on which components may 

be collinear, suggest that challenges and focus (0.83) and focus and control (0.67) are most 

likely to be collinear. While this claim that challenges and focus are likely to be collinear 

is also supported by their high Pearson’s r value (0.89), the claim that focus and control are 

as well is less supported by their moderate Pearson’s r value of 0.65. This r value, however, 

is very close to the variance proportion of 0.67.  

 A qualitative analysis was also conducted to provide an additional perspective. The 

eighty-two participants’ descriptions of high- and low-flow experiences were scanned for 

evidence of a presence or a lack of flow components. As with the qualitative analysis of 

categories, some responses were too vague to be coded for any components, and, in 

addition to the 7 missing high flow responses and 6 missing low-flow responses that had 

also been removed from the category analysis, 14 overly vague high-flow responses and 7 

overly vague low-flow responses were removed from this analysis. The results of the 

component coding can be found in Table 9 below:  

Table 9: Mentions of presence or lack of flow components in class experiences 

Component 
High-flow responses with a 

presence of component 
Low-flow responses with a 

lack of component 

Enjoyment 71/146 (48.63%) 55/139 (39.57%) 

# of responses not coded for 
enjoyment 75/146 (51.37%) 84/139 (60.43%) 

Focus 49/146 (33.56%) 40/139 (28.78%) 

# of responses not coded for focus 97/146 (66.44%) 99/139 (71.22%) 

Control 58/146 (39.73%) 50/139 (35.97%) 

# of responses not coded for control 88/146 (60.27%) 89/139 (64.03%) 

Challenges 52/146 (35.62%) 81/139 (58.27%) 

# of responses not coded for 
challenges 94/146 (64.38%) 58/139 (41.73%) 
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A chi-square test was then run to determine the statistical significance of these 

associations. This test produced the following result: 2 =9.82, df=3, p=0.02. This p value 

of less than 0.05 means that there is at least a 95% chance that the differences in how 

many times categories appeared in the high- and low-flow counts are statistically 

significant.    

Accordingly, it can be concluded that students are most likely to remember 

enjoyment as a feature of their high-flow experiences. Among these experiences, there 

were 71 mentions of enjoyment, followed somewhat distantly by 58 mentions of control. 

Challenges and focus were ranked relatively closely behind that at 52 and 49 mentions, 

respectively. This is generally consistent with the regression analysis of the four flow 

components and overall flow (Table 9), which found overall flow to be more highly 

correlated to enjoyment than to any other component. However, while the regression 

analysis showed control to be the component that was the least strongly linked to flow, it 

was the second most mentioned component in high-flow experiences in the qualitative 

data, albeit far behind enjoyment.  

 The low-flow experiences tell a slightly different story, yet one that is still largely 

consistent with the regression analysis. While a lack of positive challenges, which 

included both overwhelming and insufficient challenges, was mentioned far more than a 

lack of any other component (81 mentions) in describing low-flow experiences, a lack of 

enjoyment came in a distant second place (55 mentions), followed by a lack of control 

and focus with 50 and 40 mentions, respectively. While not the most mentioned 
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component, enjoyment was still the second most mentioned component, and control, 

which the regression analysis showed to be least correlated to flow, ranked third out of 

four. Interestingly, focus was the least mentioned component in both the high- and low-

flow analyses.  

 Taken together, these findings suggest that enjoyment and challenges are the most 

important flow components. Given that no known study has sought to create a hierarchy 

of flow components, these findings are new and interesting.   

Summary of results 

 

 This study sought to determine which activities and categories of activities 

generated the most flow, as well as which flow components were most predictive of flow 

experiences. The results of the quantitative, activity-based analysis showed competitive 

and student-centered games to particularly favor flow, while it found teacher-centered, 

closed-ended, and inauthentic lecture and traditional textbook activities to hinder flow. 

These results support the hypothesis that competitive and student-centered activities favor 

flow, while teacher-centered, closed-ended, and inauthentic activities do not. 

 The quantitative analysis of category flow, conducted by assigning the 

participants’ deconstructed activity flow scores to categories and calculating the mean 

deconstructed flow scores for each category, also supported the hypothesis, showing 

competitive, authentic, open-ended, and student-centered activities to generate 

significantly more flow than their opposites (non-competitive, inauthentic, closed-ended, 

and teacher-centered). 
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The qualitative analysis of category flow, conducted by assigning the activities 

mentioned when describing high- and low-flow experiences to the same categories that 

were used in the quantitative analysis, produced consistent results while also shedding 

more light on the relative importance of categories. In addition to showing that student-

centered, open-ended, and authentic activities were more likely to generate high-flow 

experiences than their opposites, it also revealed that teacher-centered, closed-ended, 

inauthentic, and non-competitive activities were more likely to generate low-flow 

experiences than their opposites. While most high-flow experiences did not involve 

competitive activities, competitive activities were extremely unlikely to generate low-

flow experiences. Furthermore, it was shown that competitive activities were only likely 

to be beneficial for flow if there was a sense of community among players and no one felt 

singled out. 

 In order to determine which flow components were most predictive of flow, a 

multiple regression of each activity’s flow component scores and overall flow was run. 

Overall flow, while a less complete measure than deconstructed flow, was used here due 

to its independence from the component scores. This analysis revealed enjoyment to be 

most correlated to (overall) flow, followed closely by focus and challenges. It also 

revealed all four components to be correlated to flow and each other at a moderate level 

or better, suggesting that there are relationships between these components and flow. The 

qualitative analysis of flow components revealed enjoyment to be most connected to 

high-flow experiences and a lack of positive challenges to low-flow experiences. Taken 

together, these results suggest that, while enjoyment and challenges are most predictive 

of flow, enjoyment, focus, control, and challenges are all important flow components.  
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 While the trends seen in this study were strong, individual differences were also 

present (as hypothesized). Each of the twenty activities that the participants rated, with 

one small exception, received deconstructed flow scores of both 1 and 4 (on a scale of 1-

4). Likewise, every activity had a standard deviation that was far enough from 0 to 

suggest that there was noticeable score variation. Additional evidence of individual 

differences came from the fact that every category of activity was mentioned among both 

high- and low-flow experiences.  Stated more concretely, not all students find flow in the 

same activities or categories of activities. 
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CHAPTER 5 

DISCUSSION 

Overview 

 

 This chapter will seek to explain why the results are as they are. It will also 

explore their implications for language teaching and SLA research. Like the previous two 

chapters, this discussion will be organized by research question. As the theoretical and 

pedagogical implications are inextricably linked in this study, both will be considered 

together as each of the three research questions is addressed.  However, a specifically 

practical (pedagogical) discussion will appear in a later section.    

Research question 1: Activities and flow 

 

Although the tendencies for activities assigned to the same categories to behave 

similarly are strong, the results of the activity-based analysis suggest that categories alone 

are insufficient for understanding language-class flow. In some cases, activities belonging 

to the same category behave very differently. In fact, this can be seen in every category 

except competitive, whose four activities all appeared together at the top of the activity-

based deconstructed flow ranking. As it seems, these four competitive activities were 

more similar to each other than activities belong to other categories were to other 

activities in those categories. This corroborates Zuniga’s and Rueb’s (2018) discovery 

that games/competitive activities were the clear flow leaders. 

Perhaps the most striking case of activities within the same category behaving 

differently can be found among student-centered activities, which consisted of activities 

that were ranked anywhere from first (quiz game) to last (write book reading summary) 
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for deconstructed flow. However, the difference between the first and last activity is 

relatively easy to rationalize given the fact that these two activities only shared two out of 

four categories. That is, while the quiz game was considered to be student-centered, 

closed-ended, authentic, and competitive, the book reading summary was considered to 

be student-centered, closed-ended, inauthentic, and non-competitive. As quiz game 

belonged to three categories predicted to be good for flow, and the book reading 

summary only belonged to one (student-centered), it makes sense that the quiz game 

would generate significantly more flow.  

This suggests that it is important to consider the sum of categories to which an 

activity belongs, and that the more flow-generating categories to which an activity 

belongs, the more likely this activity is to generate flow. This generally holds true when 

looking across Figure 2: while the word guess game (4 flow-generating categories) 

ranked second, sign-here (1 flow-generating category) ranked 19th, and while blog 

writing (3 flow-generating categories) ranked 7th, writing a book reading summary 

ranked 20th out of 20 activities.  

Accordingly, when activities belonged to the same number of flow-generating 

categories, they tended to behave similarly. For example, the blog writing and native 

speaker interview, which ranked 7th and 8th, were assigned to all the same categories, as 

were the book reading summary and sign-here activity, which ranked 19th and 20th.  

However, while activities belonging to the same categories more often behaved 

similarly than not, there were some notable exceptions. For example, the college public 

service announcement (PSA), which ranked 16th, was assigned to all the same categories 

as blog writing and the native speaker interview, which ranked 7th and 8th, respectively. 
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Given that all three of these activities were categorized as student-centered, open-ended, 

and authentic, it appears that something other than categories might explain these flow 

differences. 

Perhaps the most plausible and generalizable explanation of these differences is 

how relevant the participants perceived these activities to be to their current and future 

goals for language learning. SLA research has considered the link between perceived 

relevance and learning, and has shown that, if students see a clear connection between 

what they are doing in class and their own personal goals (or their future selves), they are 

likely to find flow and learn (e.g. Dörnyei, 2009; Hertel & Dings, 2017; Norton & 

Toohey, 2011).  

However, if they do not believe what they are doing to be useful, they are unlikely 

to find flow in it or learn. This is because flow cannot be found without a clear picture 

and acceptance of an activity’s goals (Csíkszentmihályi, 1975, 1990). As one might 

expect, given students’ different backgrounds and goals, not all students will find the 

same activities relevant. This coincides with Csíkszentmihályi’s (1975, 1990) assertion 

that not all people find flow in the same activities, as well as with the activity flow data, 

where every activity received individual deconstructed flow scores ranging from 1 (or 

1.25) to 4 (out of 4).    

If the activities mentioned above are considered through this lens of relevance, it 

appears that the participants collectively found blog writing to be more useful or relevant 

than they did PSA making. While information on participants’ goals was not collected, 

this makes sense, given the widespread use of social media and blogs among college 

students. Likewise, speaking to native speakers is also an activity that research has shown 
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to align well with many students’ language-learning goals, as well as one that has been 

shown to stimulate positive emotions and flow (e.g. Aubrey, 2017; Egbert, 2003). As 

such, it seems logical that interviewing native speakers would also generate a lot of flow. 

On the other hand, it is reasonable to assume that most university students do not 

make PSAs now and will not make them in the future. Accordingly, if the participants do 

not make PSAs now, and do not believe they will do so one day, they are unlikely to see 

the usefulness of this activity. However, it should be noted that the college PSA, like 

every activity in the study, received deconstructed flow scores ranging across the flow 

scale, meaning that, although the PSA ranked low among the twenty activities, some 

participants found a lot of flow in it.  

It also appears that the flow difference between the vocab match and the book 

reading summary can be explained through the lens of relevance. While the data that 

were collected make it difficult to definitively answer why the participants (collectively) 

found the vocab match to be more relevant—and thus more flow-generating—than the 

book reading summary, some hypotheses can be made based on other research about 

students’ language-learning goals.  

 Through their online surveys, Hertel and Dings (2017) found that most university 

students seek to acquire “practical” language skills (including speaking skills, in 

particular), and that students tend to believe that building their vocabulary and grammar 

are necessary in doing so. In other words, they value skills that will help them to become 

the future selves they envision for themselves (Dörnyei, 2009; Norton & Toohey, 2011) 

and they believe that practicing vocabulary are an important part of their skills 

acquisition along with practicing more meaningful tasks (DeKeyser, 2007; Shintani & 
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Ellis, 2014; Suzuki, Nakata & DeKeyser, 2019). In light of this, it seems reasonable that 

students would find vocabulary practice useful. This could also be extended to the verb 

drills, which ranked right behind the vocab match, and like it, were not assigned to any 

flow-generating categories.  

On the other hand, it appears that the participants may have seen a less clear 

connection between summarizing a textbook cultural reading and developing the practical 

language skills that they seek to develop. In other words, they may not believe that this 

summarization activity aligns with their identities as language learners (Douglas Fir 

Group, 2016) or believe that it is useful in helping them become their future selves 

(Dörnyei, 2009; Norton & Toohey, 2011). 

This is in line with Hertel & Dings’ (2017) results, where current university 

students rated literature and culture classes less useful than language-focused classes. It is 

also in line with Bloemert et al.’s (2017) results, which found that Dutch secondary 

students of English as a foreign language tend to value literature as a vehicle for learning 

structures in context but tend not to see the value of studying literature for its own sake. 

From these survey-based studies, it can be concluded that, for literature and culture 

teaching to be particularly effective, the teacher must make direct connections to the 

broader purpose of language learning. However, this is not the approach that the 

participants’ textbooks usually take. Instead, they present literature and cultural readings 

in a way that emphasizes understanding the literary form and the specific facts contained 

in the texts far more than the development of broadly-applicable language skills 

(Bloemert et al., 2017). Given this reality, it makes sense that summarizing a textbook 

cultural reading would generate little flow. 
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Another related factor that could help to explain the low ranking of this activity is 

the content of the reading. Not only do many of the participants’ textbook literature and 

culture activities fail to make strong connections to the overarching goal of language 

learning, but they also present content that is likely to be far outside of students’ 

experiences without taking concrete steps to make it more relatable. This means that such 

an activity may not fall within SCT’s ZPD, which requires that there be a perfect balance 

between the novel and the known accompanied by adequate mediation (van Lier, 1996; 

Vygotsky, 1978). Such a ZPD-based analysis could also be applied to the low-rating of 

the PSA: perhaps the tasks is too foreign to the learners or perhaps it is too open-ended, 

making it difficult for the learners to know how to proceed in completing it. 

 However, the participants’ high-flow responses suggest that the problem is not 

the concept of learning about culture. These responses reflect that learning about culture 

can be a high-flow experience when certain conditions are met: it must fall within the 

students’ ZPDs and the students must see its value in helping them to become their future 

selves (Dörnyei, 2009; Norton & Toohey, 2011). Here is an example of a high-flow 

experience from a student of Spanish that used movies to both teach language and render 

target culture accessible:  

In my Spanish IB SL 2 class, we watched 3 movies in Spanish that came with a 

question packet that we filled out throughout the movie. I really enjoyed those 

weeks because, we got to watch a movie, but also because it helps to hear other 

people speak Spanish versus just your professor. Also, the question packets 

really helped me follow along with the movie. The movie also related to topics 

we were learning about in class which made them easy to relate back to. 
  

While the response does not specify what the film or class content was, it does show that 

the participant saw a clear connection between the movie and something else in her life. 
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Because of this, she was able to connect with the movie. When the participant mentions 

hearing others speak Spanish in these movies, she also invokes their language-learning 

value for helping her to develop her listening comprehension skills. This attention to 

language features could also be considered to be the “noticing”—or attention—that SLA 

research has suggested is necessary for language acquisition to occur (Robinson, 1995, 

1997; Robinson, Mackey, Gass & Schmidt, 2012; Schmidt, 1990).  

Here is a high-flow experience from a different student of Spanish that used 

movies to render target cultures accessible and to help students to develop broadly-

applicable language skills: 

Most of the events that come to mind are from my Spanish class senior year of 

high school. It was a Spanish film class and we watched movies such as El 

laberinto del fauno, La historia Official, and Mar adentro. We would watch the 

movies and have discussions and debate's throughout. The debate's were always 

the best because they were on hot topics portrayed in the movies such as 

euthanasia (Mar Adentro) and domestic abuse (La historia Oficial). The 

debates would always get really heated and the teacher would simply observe and 

sometimes offer input or food for thought, he would not correct little mistakes or 

interrupt in order to not break the flow of the discussion. We had a technology 

incorporation amendment within my class so we were all allowed to have our 

phones out to translate words we didn't know. There's nothing worse than having 

a great point or thought and not being able to complete it because you don't know 

the word for something. Since we could look up a word (or phrase) to complete 

our thoughts, The debate's were always fluent and passionate and really helped to 

expand our vocabulary, comprehension and fluency. The time would really fly 

and by the time the bell rang we'd still be seated debating (or full on arguing) in 

Spanish! 

 

While the movies and the cultures they represented may have been unfamiliar, the 

themes of euthanasia and domestic abuse were not. This means that the activities struck 

the balance between the novel and the known that van Lier (1996) posits. The fact that 

the participant had an awareness of these topics helped her to connect with what she was 
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watching, and the teacher promoted engagement with the movies in a way that fostered 

language development. As the participant says, the debates “really helped to 

expand…vocabulary, comprehension, and fluency.” As the participant explains, this was 

because the students were permitted to look up words as necessary, and, given the 

structure of the debate, they gained both speaking and listening practice. As shown by 

Hertel & Dings’s (2017) study, students value speaking and listening practice very 

highly, and this participant’s response supports their claim. Furthermore, SLA research 

suggests that practice, especially when seen as useful, is necessary for language 

acquisition to occur (DeKeyser, 2007; Suzuki, Nakata & DeKeyser, 2019). 

In sum, these two cases show how studying culture can be made a high-flow 

experience by connecting it to student experiences and using it as a vehicle to teach 

broadly-applicable language skills. They also show how students can engage with a text 

in a more open-ended and authentic way. While both are examples of activities based on 

films, these principles are very applicable to reading activities such as those that the 

participants were accustomed to seeing in their university classes. Although these often 

involve content that lies far outside student experiences, the teacher can design 

introduction and extension activities that connect the text to what students know to give 

them more of a framework for interpreting and interacting with it. Likewise, the teacher 

can create opportunities for the students to engage with the vocabulary and grammar that 

the text contains so that they may recognize and apply these structures in other contexts.   

While relevance is likely to be at the core of the disparate rankings of similarly 

categorized activities, there is at least one other theoretical explanation that has been 

considered in other studies: task frequency. While research has shown task-repetition to 
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be beneficial for flow and learning—particularly when the procedure remains the same 

but the content changes (e.g. Azkarai, Kopinska & Agirre, 2019; Payant & Zuniga & 

Rueb, 2019)—there are limits. That is, while task repetition allows students to feel more 

in control once they already understand how the tasks works, over-using a task can 

negatively impact flow. This is because the over-use of a task is likely to bring few new 

challenges and boredom. Boredom is incompatible with flow and learning (van Lier, 

1996).  

While the present study did not collect information on task frequency, some 

information is nonetheless known, thanks to informal conversations with the instructors. 

For example, it is known that the established basic- and intermediate-level Spanish 

curricula include many sign-here and textbook reading summary activities and their 

variations. In fact, there are so many sign-here and similar activities in the textbook and 

accompanying workbook that some instructors do these activities nearly every day.  

Given this high frequency, it is reasonable to suspect that these activities have 

ceased to provide students with new challenges, and, as a result, generate little flow. It is 

also highly possible that the students’ perceptions of the activity’s relevance to their goals 

for language learning are again at play. Three open-ended responses, all from students of 

Spanish, reflect this possibility. All three said they found the activity pointless and 

believed they learned little from it. Furthermore, the fact that students of Spanish 

constitute 63.41% of the sample (Appendix A) means that these Spanish-class events 

likely had a strong effect on the study’s results. On the other hand, highly-ranked games, 

often played no more than a handful of times in a course (if at all) are seen as novel, and 

as a result, continue to provide the new challenges that are necessary for flow to occur.  
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In summary, while categories do explain a lot of activity flow, the activity-based 

analysis has shown that these categories do not explain everything. This is because there 

are characteristics of activities that categories do not capture, including differences in 

(perceived) relevance and frequency. However, as the current study did not collect the 

data that would be necessary to fully study the impact of relevance and frequency on 

flow, further study in these areas is warranted.   

Research question 2: Categories and flow 

 

 Although categories alone may not suffice to predict the amount of flow that an 

activity will generate, they do predict much of it. As both the quantitative and qualitative 

analyses have shown, student-centered, open-ended, authentic, and competitive activities 

generate more flow than their opposites (Figure 3, Table 4), and these differences are 

statistically significant at the 0.05 level (Table 5). Furthermore, the 95% inter-rater 

agreement showed that the category coding scheme was consistently applied, and the 

Cronbach’s alpha values suggest that the survey items coded as belonging to these 

categories patterned together.  

 Apart from Zuniga and Rueb (2018), prior studies on SLA flow did not include 

categories of activities, but instead looked at either a single activity or a small set of 

uncategorized activities. Without categories, it is difficult to draw conclusions regarding 

activities not included in the studies. This study expanded on Zuniga’s and Rueb’s (2018) 

work, where many categories were found to be statistically insignificant, in an attempt to 

find the most essential categories for predicting language-class flow. The high ranking of 

games in the quantitative analysis corroborates Zuniga’s and Rueb’s (2018) findings, 
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while the higher ranking of student-centered, open-ended, and authentic activities is also 

consistent with their and other results (e.g. Aubrey, 2017; Dewaele & MacIntyre, 2014; 

Egbert, 2003; Turbee, 1999). Although Zuniga and Rueb (2018) did not include these 

latter three categories in their activity coding, they did refer to them to explain the high 

ranking of games/competitive activities. 

 Although 95% interrater reliability was achieved in coding the survey items, it 

was not always easy to categorize activities. This was due to the continuity of the 

categories and the possible variations of activities. When coding the list of twenty 

activities, questions arose within the student-centered vs. teacher-centered pair, in 

particular. 

In fact, all the disagreements—that is, four out of a possible eighty—came in this 

category. While the first coder initially categorized compare book houses, verb drills, 

order sentences, and vocab match as student-centered, the second coder categorized them 

all as teacher-centered. After explaining their perspectives to each other, it was 

determined that, although the students may or may not work independently, the fact that 

they have very little control over these highly-structured activities, and, as a result, very 

few opportunities to be creative, renders them teacher-centered.  

While both the quantitative and qualitative results generally supported the 

hypothesis, the continuous nature of categories—and of the student-centered and teacher-

centered categories, in particular—could help to explain why the difference between 

teacher-centered (43.88%) and student-centered activities (25.18%) was not as striking as 

some of the others. That said, the open-ended responses make a strong case for the flow-

generating power of student-centered activities, as 71.92% of the activities mentioned in 
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high-flow responses were coded as student-centered. The high ranking of student-

centered activities makes sense from both SCT and cognitive perspectives: when the 

students have control over the accomplishment of an activity, it is more likely to evoke 

experiences within their ZPDs (van Lier, 1996), and make it fit their visions of their 

future selves so that it will be attention-grabbing enough to generate flow and hopefully 

learning (Dörnyei, 2009; Douglas Fir Group, 2016; Fredrickson, 2001; Norton & Toohey, 

2011; Phelps, 2006).  

The continuous nature of categories may help to explain why the vocab match and 

verb drills, which were not coded to any categories predicted to favor flow, ranked highly 

in 5th and 6th place. That is, while neither of these activities was coded to any category 

predicted to be good for flow, perhaps they were not as far from the flow-generating 

categories as the coding may initially suggest. Perhaps they were seen as competitive 

games, even though that was not the interpretation that the researcher had in mind while 

creating the survey.   

However, while the continuity of categories may pose problems for research, it 

could be considered an advantage for teaching, as it allows teachers to modify activities 

to make them fit categories that are better for flow, as Zuniga and Rueb (2018) proposed. 

For example, many of the activities that were coded as non-competitive in this study—

and perhaps most or even all—could be “gamified”—or made into a game—by adding an 

element of good-natured competition. For example, the somewhat low-ranked house hunt 

(ranked 12th), could be gamified either by asking students to play the role of real estate 

agents selling their houses to buyers in the least time or for the best price; or 

alternatively, by asking students to find the best house within a given budget on a real-
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estate site, and to share their findings with their peers, who will decide how they did. At 

the same time, this activity has also been made more open-ended by allowing the students 

to choose which house they like most, and more authentic by giving it the purpose of 

making and defending a decision.  

Following this line of thought, perhaps the PSA was seen as irrelevant beyond 

repair, or perhaps adding an element of friendly competition could move it up the list. For 

example, the students could be told that their university is holding a contest to make the 

best PSA on surviving college. In this contest, groups of 3-4 friends must make PSAs and 

then present them to the study body (their class), who will comment on the PSAs and 

vote for the best one. In voting, the student body (class) should consider how informative, 

interesting, and creative the PSAs are. In both cases, an element of competition can be 

added.  

On another note, the fact that the PSA and house hunt both ranked relatively low, 

despite being assigned to three out of a possible four flow-generating categories, casts 

doubt on the hypothesis of summative categories—that is, that more flow-generating 

categories means more flow—and suggests that there may be a hierarchy of categories. 

As the competitive activities all placed at the top of the activity ranking, and competitive 

activities were (by far) the least likely to cause a low-flow experience, it appears that 

competitive was the most consistent activity category associated with flow. On the flip 

side, given that student-centered activities ranked both at the very top and the very 

bottom of the activity deconstructed flow ranking, and that the contrast between student-

centered and teacher-centered activities was smaller than other contrasts in the low-flow 

analysis, it appears that student-centered, while generally more flow-generating than 
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teacher-centered, was the least consistent category associated with flow. This is because, 

while a large majority of flow-generating activities are student-centered, few of them are 

student-centered alone. Instead, most are student-centered in combination with at least 

one other flow-generating category. This tendency can be seen in both the quantitative 

and qualitative results.  

While the high ranking of competitive activities in the quantitative analysis 

suggests that games are good for flow, and the open-ended responses that mention games 

corroborate this claim, this does not mean that all activities should be gamified. While 

only two participants cited a lowest-flow experience that involved a game (specifically, 

Jeopardy and an unidentified vocabulary game)—in comparison with 26 who cited games 

as their highest-flow experiences—this shows that there are some students who do not 

find flow in games. This may be because the element of competition makes them feel that 

they are being put on the spot or set up to fail. As alluded to in the results chapter, in 

order for games to generate flow, it is important that there is a sense of community and 

that students feel comfortable making mistakes. From social theoretical perspective, it is 

important that there be a welcoming community of practice, where peripheral 

participation is legitimized, and students know that little is at stake if they lose the game 

(Lave & Wenger, 1991).  

While practically speaking, it often makes sense to follow the flow of the majority 

and to gamify, it is also important to keep in mind that some students find no flow in 

games and to provide other opportunities for flow so that every student may learn. 

Furthermore, as the frequency principle, discussed in relation with sign-here suggests, 

even the most flow-generating activities are likely to stop generating flow if they are 
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overused. This is because overuse leads to boredom by no longer balancing the novel and 

the known (van Lier, 1996), and this leads to antiflow. Accordingly, it seems fair to say 

that teachers should gamify sparingly while also taking care to include some activities 

that generate flow for each student (Csíkszentmihályi, 1975, 1990; Egbert, 2003; Zuniga 

& Rueb, 2018).   

In sum, while categories do explain most of the differences in activity flow, and 

(generally) allow teachers to anticipate which other activities will generate flow for their 

students, there are some caveats that must be remembered. Firstly, categories are 

continuous rather than discrete. This means that, while an activity is likely to be more 

student-centered than teacher-centered, for example, it will not necessarily be 100% 

student-centered. After all, the teacher does have some role in most classroom activities, 

and an activity’s implementation is likely to vary from one context to the next. Secondly, 

categories, or at least the categories included in this study, do not explain all activity 

flow. As has been explained in the discussion of the first research question, it appears that 

this is most likely due to some combination of perceived relevance and activity 

frequency, which will have to be investigated in future studies. Lastly, individual learner 

differences are important. While most students find flow in activities that are student-

centered, open-ended, authentic, and especially competitive, not all students find flow in 

these. This is unsurprising given that students have different skills and interests, and it is 

very consistent with flow theory (Csíkszentmihályi, 1975, 1990, 2008).  
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Research question 3: Components and flow  

 

 In the same way that this study showed there to be a hierarchy of categories in 

which competitiveness was most powerful and student-centeredness was least powerful, 

this study also showed there to be a hierarchy of flow components.  

This discovery is perhaps this study’s greatest contribution. While other studies 

had considered individual activities, and one had considered categories (Zuniga & Rueb, 

2018), no previous study had considered the relative weight of flow components. 

Furthermore, although Csíkszentmihályi (1975) first proposed flow as “a theoretical 

model for enjoyment,” this claim had never been empirically tested in an SLA context.  

Interestingly, the results of this study support Csíkszentmihályi’s (1975) 

description of flow as “a theoretical model for enjoyment” and suggest that teachers 

should pay special attention to enjoyment in order to optimize learning through flow. To 

wit, the quantitative results showed enjoyment to be the component that best predicted 

flow experiences (r=0.91) (Table 7) and the qualitative results also supported this 

claim—at least in the case of high-flow experiences (Table 9). On the other hand, a poor 

challenges-skills balance was shown to be most predictive of low-flow experiences.  

 The fact that enjoyment appears to be the most important flow component begs 

the question of what enjoyment is and where it comes from. Within the context of flow, 

Csíkszentmihályi (1975) defines enjoyment as a feeling of satisfaction stemming from 

the completion of an intrinsically rewarding activity. Yet, he does not delve much deeper 

into why one would find an activity intrinsically rewarding. Is it because the activity is 

fun? Or is it because the activity is useful for achieving current and/or future goals? Or 
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perhaps it is a combination of both or even something else altogether? While both are 

positive emotions that have been shown to favor learning, they are not synonymous 

(Fredrickson, 2001).  

 Although the quantitative results do not allow for much insight into why activities 

were perceived to be enjoyable—as the participants were simply asked “How enjoyable 

do you find this activity?”—the qualitative results, provide some clues, suggesting that 

both fun and perceived relevance are at play. However, it should be noted that, as the 

level of detail the participants provided in their responses varied greatly, only limited 

conclusions on this question of why can be drawn.  

That said, the fact that both fun and relevance are at play—though not necessarily 

at the same time—makes sense. Firstly, it is reasonable to think that learners would find 

intrinsic rewards in (or enjoy) the activities that they find fun, and as a result focus on 

them and find flow. After all, as Csíkszentmiháhlyi (1975, 1990, 2008) mentions, 

everyone likes to pursue what they deem pleasurable. At the same time, it is reasonable to 

believe that learners would recognize the usefulness of unfun activities that they believe 

will help them to reach their language goals, and, given this clear purpose, find intrinsic 

rewards in completing them. As previously alluded, this could help to explain the high 

deconstructed flow ratings of the vocab match and verb drills (Figure 2), neither of which 

was assigned to any categories expected to be good for flow (Table 1). As it seems, 

regardless of whether learners like an activity—or find it fun—it is likely to generate 

flow if they find it useful. A useful activity can be fun but does not have to be.  

 However, it is important to note that, while enjoyment may have been the 

component that best predicted flow (r=0.91), focus (r=0.89) and challenges (r=0.84) 
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followed close behind, while control (r=0.68) showed a correlation that was still strong 

enough to suggest an important relationship between the two (Table 7). These generally 

strong correlations suggest that enjoyment, focus, control, and challenges could be the 

flow components that they had been theorized to be, and the fact that the flow 

components also showed relatively high correlations to each other also suggests that they 

are highly related to each other as components of a single, multifaceted construct. After 

all, if flow is indeed created by the interaction of enjoyment, focus, control, and 

challenges, as Csíkszentmihályi (1975, 1990) theorized it to be, these variables should 

not be fully independent as they all interact to produce flow. Yet, as the question of fun 

and relevance suggests, the four flow components that were considered in this study, 

while seemingly correlated to each other and to flow, may not be the only relevant flow 

components. For example, perhaps enjoyment should be broken in two: enjoyment (or 

fun) and relevance.  

Limitations and directions for further study 

 

 While this study makes important contributions to SLA research, it also has some 

limitations. Firstly, the sample size and composition are certainly of note. While the 

participant pool of this study was larger and more linguistically-diverse than in other 

studies, and its distribution across languages was roughly proportional to what is seen in 

the university’s and country’s modern language enrollments, it was still not as broad or 

deep as it could have been. While existing research (Dewaele & MacIntyre, 2014) 

suggests that there are no significant differences in flow experiences across language 

groups, it would still be interesting to have a larger and more linguistically balanced 

sample that would allow for comparisons across languages.  
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 One limitation of this study is that the sample size, while larger than what some 

other studies used, was not as large as hoped. While there are many possible reasons, 

perhaps the most likely was the administration of the survey. The researcher visited all 

third- and fourth-semester French, German, Italian, and Spanish classes to explain the 

study and distribute a link to the Google Form so that the students might complete it 

outside of class. This was a conscious decision to both respect instructors’ class time and 

allow students to complete the study at their own pace. However, it is extremely likely 

that the fact that it was upon the students to complete the study on their own time led to a 

far lower response rate than what might have been obtained if they had completed it in 

class. 

It is also likely that this recruitment and data collection approach led to a 

participant pool that is not fully representative of the university’s language learners’ 

experiences, even if it does represent the languages studied. That is, as life got busy, and 

most students do not want extra homework, the most invested students—or at least those 

who were most motivated to complete the survey—were likely those who participated. 

However, the experiences of these students do not necessarily represent those of the 

general language learner population, and a complete study on language-class flow should 

include data on all kinds of students, including those who are unlikely to take 20-30 

minutes of their own time to complete an online survey. In fact, the responses of these 

students are perhaps even more crucial as these may be the students for whom the 

language-class experience most stands to be improved.  

One can easily speculate how the results would have been different if the sample 

were more representative, as would have been the case if full, intact classes of each of the 
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languages had participated. Maybe such a sample would have shown student-centered, 

open-ended, authentic, and competitive activities to stand out even more? That is, 

perhaps a student who likes (or at least does not mind) filling out online surveys is a 

student who finds flow in repetitive activities like verb drills, while a student who tends 

to avoid filling out surveys does not find flow in verb drills at all? In all events, it would 

be worthwhile to perform a similar study with intact classes, and it might also be 

worthwhile to have the participants complete the same questionnaire at different points in 

the semester to help mitigate the effects of current circumstances (i.e. the students’ 

moods) on the responses. 

As the participants complete the survey outside of class, one can also wonder how 

much they understood when rating activities. While the possibility of including an “I 

don’t know what this activity is” option was considered during the design phase, it was 

not included in the end so that the participants would be forced to decide. In addition, it 

was deemed unnecessary due to the fact that the activities were chosen in accordance 

with what the students were known to have done in class.  

Nonetheless, it is likely that this led to students rating activities that they did not 

understand very well. known to have done in class. It is also possible that, despite the 

practical definitions and examples were provided, the participants did not fully 

understand flow. While the current data make it impossible to know how much the 

participants understood, it is likely that, if the participants had completed the 

questionnaire in class, which would have provided them with an easy opportunity to ask 

clarification questions, there would be less ill-informed responses than there may be now. 
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Interviews could also be a valuable addition to future flow studies, as they would allow 

for further explanation and clarification. 

The fact that this study was performed on lifetime flow experiences—rather than 

on immediate class experiences as other studies had been—is both a strength and a 

limitation. While this was a conscious decision, inspired by Deweaele & MacIntyre 

(2014), to not limit students to what could possibly be done in class during the period of 

the study, it is true that this approach does come with its own limitations. That is, if the 

students have never done an activity (i.e. maybe they skipped a previous level where the 

activity is frequent), it is possible that they will not be able to imagine it vividly enough 

to provide an informed rating. Likewise, it is also possible that the participants may have 

understood the description but did not fully remember the experience of an activity that 

they had completed long ago. Perhaps a future study could be performed on one or a few 

classes throughout the semester or school year, during which the students, immediately 

after completing an activity or a lesson, would complete an extremely brief questionnaire 

on their experience before leaving class.  

As for the qualitative portion, the questions were structured as they were 

(Appendix B) to both emphasize the most memorable experiences and to make the study 

less time-consuming for the participants. However, it could also be useful to include 

separate questions to assess participants’ best and worst experiences with each flow 

component. While this may not allow for a qualitative analysis of which flow 

components most predict flow, because the participants would have to talk about all 

components equally, it would provide for more data that could be used to analyze how 
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students describe their flow experiences, as well as more insight into the activities that 

generate flow and why activities are or are not enjoyable, focus-inducing, etc.  

While this study was unique in its combination of direct and indirect, quantitative 

and qualitative flow measures, it would, no doubt, be interesting to measure flow in yet 

other ways. Perhaps teachers and students could complete the same questionnaire after 

completing an activity (Tardy & Snyder, 2004), and perhaps a researcher (or multiple) 

could either observe or record the classes to provide yet an additional perspective? While, 

logistically speaking, a study like this would likely include a more limited participant 

pool, it would also provide a more complete picture of flow in the participants’ current 

language class(es). If such a study were to be performed, it would be ideal for the studied 

class(es) to include a wide variety of activities, including both the most common 

activities, as well as other more innovative activities.   

As was discovered during the qualitative analysis, the included flow components 

and categories could also be limitations to this study. As it appears that an activity’s 

perceived relevance is extremely important in determining how much flow it will 

generate—perhaps more important than any of the categories to which it belongs—it 

could be worthwhile to have participants rate relevance along with the four flow 

components that they rated in this study. That said, it should be remembered that an 

activity is not inherently relevant or not. Instead, activity relevance depends both on the 

experiences and goals of the students and the way in which the activity is implemented.  

 As activity relevance varies based on the implementation of the activity, so do 

other activity characteristics. Even in a given context, an activity is not necessarily 100% 

student-centered or 100% teacher-centered, for example, but instead tends to lean more 
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toward one than toward the other. In light of this, it might also be interesting to structure 

the study to better account for the continuity of the categories, and perhaps the activities 

could be selected in a way that would allow task/activity modality to be considered as 

well. From a statistical perspective, it would also be worthwhile to make sure all the 

categories are as evenly represented as possible.  

In addition to considering relevance, future studies could also examine the other 

non-activity components of the classroom experience. While the questions were not 

written with these factors in mind, some qualitative responses suggested that target-

language (and L1) use, error correction strategies, and overall classroom environment 

could also have an important impact on flow. This is consistent with the findings of other 

studies that did not consider flow but did consider the impact of these factors on student 

emotions and learning more generally (e.g. Broeckelman-Post et al., 2016; Bucholz & 

Sheffler, 2009; Burden, 2000; Dallimore et al., 2012; Dorman et al., 2006; Levy & 

Bookin, 2014; McMillan & Rivers, 2011; Svidko, 2017, Zhu & Wang, 2019). Activity 

frequency, which has been explored in relationship to flow (e.g. Payant & Zuniga & 

Rueb, 2019) could also be further explored to gain a deeper understanding of how an 

activity can be reused without negatively impacting flow. 

Another area that this study does not directly explore is the link between flow and 

learning. While studies have linked flow to higher learning output (e.g. Hong et al., 

2017), this is still an underexplored area. Also, as the Hong et al. study focused on form-

focused, computer-mediated language learning—that is, a computer game for learning 

Chinese characters—the findings may or not be fully representative of what would 

happen in a task- or action-based classroom setting. Given the lack of classroom-based 
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studies on flow and learning, this would be a very worthy area of exploration. Ideally, a 

study in this area would include multiple perspectives on both flow and learning.  

Lastly, due to the reality that learners face a different set of circumstances each 

time they are in class, it would be interesting to conduct a study where the same learners 

rate the flow of the same activities at different times. Such a study on how flow varies by 

time and space would be the first of its kind, and would allow for a deeper understanding 

of flow and the factors that affect it. Ideally, this study would also include a measure of 

the conditions that might lead learners to react to activities differently at different times. 

Practical summary and implications 

 

As the primary goal of SLA research is to inform language teaching and learning, 

and flow has immense potential to boost language-learning success, this study would be 

remiss to not include a section on its pedagogical implications. Research has shown that 

flow creates conditions that are favorable to learning, including interest (e.g. Dörnyei, 

2009; Fredrickson, 2001; Norton & Toohey, 2011), focused attention (e.g. Robinson, 

1995, 1997; Robinson, Mackey & Gass, 2012), control over the activity (e.g. Csizér & 

Piniel, 2016; van Lier, 1996), and an adequate challenges-skills balance (e.g. van Lier, 

1996; Vygotsky, 1978). While the specific link between learning and flow stands to be 

further explored, at least one study (Hong et al., 2017) has connected flow to learning. In 

light of this research, this section will explain concretely how teachers can create 

language-class flow. 

First and foremost, given the importance of individual differences in flow 

experiences, and students’ varied ZPDs, it is important for teachers to know their students 
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and to recognize their learning needs. This process should start at the beginning of the 

course, when teachers might ask their adolescent or adult students to complete an 

entrance questionnaire on their language-learning backgrounds and goals. Perhaps this 

questionnaire could ask them to describe their highest- and lowest-flow language-class 

experiences in much the same way as the qualitative portion of this study (Appendix B). 

Depending on how long the teacher wants the questionnaire to be, it might also be helpful 

to have the students rate a list of activities, as was done in this study.  

At the same time, it should be remembered that, while such a questionnaire is 

likely to provide some clues of how to generate flow, the amount of flow an activity 

generates for a given learner varies by time and place. For this reason, it is important to 

account for the specific conditions that learners face on a given day when choosing 

activities. This is because cognition and learning are emotionally mediated (e.g. Douglas 

Fir Group, 2016; Fredrickson, 2001; Niedenthal et al, 2005; Phelps, 2006) 

In the case that the learners are too young to reflect on flow in the way described, 

perhaps they could be presented with simplified questions like “What was your best 

language-class experience?” and “What was your worst language-class experience?” If 

the learners are too young to answer written questions, perhaps a simple oral discussion 

on what they like and what they do not like could be used instead. No matter the context, 

it is useful to gain insight on students’ positive and negative class experiences in order to 

best meet their needs. 

It is also recommended for this dialogue to continue through the end of the course 

to make sure that the course is working as well as it can. The teacher should continue to 

study students’ reactions to activities via observation, conversation, and additional 
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questionnaires, and using the data collected, should reflect on teaching practices and 

make the necessary modifications. At the same time, the positive and collaborative 

environment that this dialogue is likely to generate has been shown to make the students 

feel valued and respected. As research has shown, this is important for learning success 

(Bucholz & Sheffler, 2009; Dorman et al., 2006). 

When considering student feedback, teachers should try to determine which 

activities are most often mentioned as high-flow and low-flow and then attempt to 

discern what these activities have in common. As this and other studies would suggest, it 

is likely that most of the highest-flow activities will be some combination of student-

centered, open-ended, authentic, and/or competitive.  While the eight categories 

considered in this study are a useful starting point for describing activities, it should be 

remembered that categories are somewhat fluid and that other categorizations are 

certainly possible. For this reason, teachers should not hesitate to categorize creatively 

and to find common denominators across activities, whatever they may be. 

Once teachers know what kinds of activities tend to be high- and low-flow for 

their students, they can get to work planning a curriculum, units, and lessons. First and 

foremost, the curriculum and all its component units and lessons should be relevant to 

students as relevance to identities and language-learning goals has been shown to be 

strongly linked to flow and learning success (Dörnyei, 2009; Douglas Fir Group, 2016; 

Norton & Toohey, 2011). Once relevant topics have been chosen for the course, units, 

and individual lessons, coherently sequenced activities should be designed to fill them. 

These activities should be designed with relevance in mind, and ideally, they should 

include as many flow-generating characteristics as possible. As shown by this study, 
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competitive activities tend to be the most powerful, and for student-centered activities to 

generate a lot of flow, it is generally desirable for them to also be authentic, open-ended 

and/or competitive.  

While student-centered, open-ended, authentic, and competitive activities tend to 

generate the most flow, every class is different, and in order to generate as much flow as 

possible throughout the school year or semester, teachers should rely on the data sources 

mentioned previously, was well as on their own observations of students completing 

activities.  

As research has shown that teacher and student perceptions of flow experiences 

align well (Tardy & Snyder, 2004), teachers should trust their intuition, and as they 

observe, and collect data in other ways, they should pay particular attention to enjoyment 

and challenges, as the present study has shown these flow components to be most 

strongly predictive of flow experiences. Furthermore, they are the components that 

teachers can best address through their activity choices, and if these components are 

addressed, the other two, closely intertwined with these, should come. As anxiety and 

boredom are incompatible with flow, teachers must make sure that students are interested 

in what they are doing and that they are challenged without being overwhelmed.  

Although teachers’ curriculum-design and lesson-plan time is limited, and it 

makes the most practical sense to focus on those activities that will generate the most 

flow for the most students, it is also important to recognize that no activity is likely to 

generate flow for all and to address the needs of the minority. In order to address every 

student’s needs, teachers should be sure to incorporate some of the activities that generate 

flow for the minority, while carefully explaining making sure that the class understands 
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their learning value. As flow theory shows that a clear sense of purpose and goals is 

necessary for flow to occur, such a discussion will hopefully allow those students who 

may not typically find flow in these activities to find them more purposeful. Likewise, it 

would be useful to address the purpose of even those activities predicted to be generally 

high flow for the same reason. In short, there should be something for everyone. 

Given that flow theory is not currently well-known among teachers, and that, 

despite its practicality, can sometimes appear rather abstract, teachers may find 

themselves asking how to make the competitive, authentic, student-centered, and open-

ended activities that research has shown to be good for flow.  Some broadly applicable 

tips, useful across languages and levels, will be given here. Many of these could even be 

extended beyond the language classroom to other subjects.  

The activity-based analysis in this study showed the four competitive games to 

generate more flow than the sixteen other activities. This suggests that games, when 

implemented under the right conditions, are likely to be strong generators. For games to 

generate flow, there must be a nurturing and collaborative classroom environment where 

students feel a sense of community and are comfortable making mistakes. At the same 

time, team games can help to reinforce this sense of community as teams work together 

to accomplish shared goals. However, despite the many positive qualities of games, it 

should be considered that, even under the best conditions, no game is likely to generate 

flow for all learners.   

While by no means an exhaustive list, some vocabulary games appropriate for 

most topics and most levels include Apples to Apples, Scattergories, Taboo, 

Dobble/Spot-It, Password, Pyramid, bingo, memory, Scrabble, Boggle, flyswatter, and 
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around the world. Some of these—like flyswatter, memory, and around the world—can 

be applied to verbs, too. Card, dice, and board games are also great for practicing verbs, 

as is the team game board wars. While there are many variations on board wars, all of 

them involve being the first to (correctly) write a verb form in order to get points for your 

team. 

While all of these are normally considered games, it is also possible to gamify 

many activities that would not otherwise be considered as such. Essentially, if students 

are somehow competing against each other, some other external force (like a timer), or 

even themselves, an activity becomes a game, and is more likely to generate flow. 

Teachers can gamify drills by timing them and/or making them a team activity to see who 

can get the most right, while they can gamify open-ended activities by having a 

competition to see who can do it best. For example, who can plan the best trip, create the 

best wardrobe, or prepare the best dish? So that all students remain involved and focused, 

those who are not presenting at a given time could complete an outline or rubric, and a 

discussion about what the students thought of what they saw/heard could follow each 

presentation. After all have presented, there will be a vote, in which all students will have 

to cast their votes and be ready to explain them, be it orally or in writing.  

However, despite the possible benefits of using friendly competition from time to 

time, it is best not to make the class an ongoing competition. Otherwise, it is highly 

possible that some students, including those who tend to compete less well than others, in 

particular, might feel isolated. While competition can be a powerful unifier, it can also be 

a powerful divider. For this reason, special care must be taken to make sure that no 
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students feel excluded, and that at the end of the day, they all believe that they are in this 

together as one learning community (Lave & Wenger, 1991).  

Making language-class activities more authentic is also likely to create more flow. 

According to this study, an authentic activity is one designed with the primary purpose of 

communicating a real message across an information gap. It is an activity that focuses 

more on meaning that it does on vocabulary or grammar. However, this does not preclude 

the use of inauthentic, form-focused activities provided that students see them as relevant 

and they help achieve the overarching goal of preparing students to complete real-world 

tasks or actions. In fact, if form-focused activities are gamified, they can actually 

generate a lot of flow, as shown by the verb game, when these conditions are met. 

Theoretical questions aside, how might teachers make activities more authentic or 

meaningful? Activities based on real-world situations—such as going shopping, signing-

up for classes, or planning a trip—are authentic because of their focus on promoting 

meaningful communication. Yet, many common textbook and workbook activities can 

also be made more relevant and authentic by requiring that a decision be made at the end, 

or that the students apply and extend what they have done. For example, a course 

workbook might include an interview about daily routine. This activity could easily be 

made more purposeful and authentic by asking the students to talk to two, three, or even 

four classmates and to then decide who would be the best roommate and why. 

 Another low-prep way to relevant and authentic activities is to have 

conversations—be they small-group or full-class—on topics the students are likely to 

find relevant. In basic levels, they could be as simple as favorite foods and restaurants, 

while in advanced levels, they could be on current events that the students know and find 
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relevant. In reality, the possibilities are limitless, and any level-appropriate topic is valid 

so long as the students can relate to it and will have something to say. If an activity is 

focused on meaningful communication—that is, communicating a real message—it is 

authentic, and provided that the students see it as relevant, it is likely to generate flow 

(Csíkszentmihályi, 1975, 1990; Egbert, 2003; Payant & Zuniga & Rueb, 2019). 

Student-centered activities are those where the students have autonomy over their 

completion of the activity rather than being fully directed by the teacher. In this way, 

students can speed-up and slow-down as necessary, and they can also simplify the 

activity, give themselves additional challenges, or even be creative. Provided there is 

some opportunity for students to make the activity their own, most small-group and pair 

activities could be considered student-centered. All students may be working on the same 

activity, or there may be different groups working on different activities, as is the case 

with learning centers. Like any activity, student-centered activities must be relevant, and 

given the reduced teacher oversight, it is also extra important that the students have a 

clear sense of what they are supposed to do, as well as a way to measure their progress. 

Otherwise, it is likely that they will lose focus, and as a result, find little flow. In order to 

keep students on track, the teacher should be sure to give clear and concise instructions 

and to model the activity as possible. While the students are working alone or in small 

groups, the teacher should circulate to check on student progress and to answer any 

questions they may have.  

The last category of activities shown to be good for flow is open-ended activities. 

In these activities, there is more than one or a few predefined responses, meaning that it is 

would be difficult to predict exactly what the outcome will be. Open-ended activities 
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could include making videos or skits, writing compositions (or stories, or blogs, or 

journal entries), and having conversations. In any case, the topics must be relatable, and 

the instructions must be clear enough that the students know what they are supposed to 

do while still allowing the students some freedom to do the activity in a way that is 

appropriate for them.  

Aside from the previously-mentioned, highly open-ended activities, many 

common textbook and workbook activities can be rendered more open-ended by making 

very simple changes. For example, instead of presenting students with a complete list of 

fully-formed questions to ask each other in an interview, they could be presented with a 

list of topics instead. Or instead of having the students do an information gap activity 

where they are merely asking their classmates to read something that is already written, 

this information could be reduced to a few basic words, or even pictures, so that the 

students have to negotiate meaning. Likewise, listening- and reading-comprehension 

activities can be rendered more open-ended by asking students to complete an outline or 

react rather than having them answer true/false or multiple-choice questions. 

It should be noted that this is by no means an exhaustive list of activities that 

would be predicted to generate flow, but the hope is that it will help teachers to begin 

thinking of high-flow activities. The other parts of this study provide many more 

examples of high- (and low-) flow activities, yet teachers should not feel restricted to 

these, and should instead feel empowered to express their creativity, to try something 

new to ward off boredom, and to adapt to their students and environment. Students tend 

to appreciate this, and it has been shown that, when the teacher is experiencing flow, the 

students tend to experience flow as well. In other words, flow is contagious. 
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While further research is necessary in this area, it is also important to pay 

attention to other factors that this study has suggested to be linked to flow. These include 

creating a welcoming and nurturing classroom environment, being judicious in correcting 

errors, and finding an appropriate target-language/L1 balance to promote maximum 

opportunities for meaningful language use while also considering student emotions (e.g. 

Broeckelman-Post et al., 2016; Bucholz & Sheffler, 2009; Burden, 2000; Dallimore et al., 

2012; Dorman et al., 2006; Levy & Bookin, 2014; McMillan & Rivers, 2011; Svidko, 

2017, Zhu & Wang, 2019). 

As can be seen, while the definition of flow as being fully focused on an activity 

that is at once relevant, enjoyable, challenging, and accessible may sound simple, flow is 

actually quite complex. This is not only because of the non-activity, environmental 

factors that are at play, but also because different students may react to the same situation 

in very different ways. Yet, despite flow’s complexity, it is it is well worth the attention 

due to its potential to create conditions that favor language learning. At the same time, 

teachers should not assume that an activity that they would predict to generate flow and 

learning will necessarily do so.  

 In designing these activities, it is important for teachers to ask themselves if the 

activities will help to achieve the targeted language-learning goals. Otherwise, the 

students may not learn what they were supposed to. For example, a flow-generating verb 

conjugation game may help students to memorize verb conjugations, but it will not help 

students to complete real-world tasks unless perhaps it is coupled with more meaningful 

practice that makes students use verb forms in a natural context (DeKeyser, 2007; 

Shintani & Ellis, 2014; Suzuki, Nakata & DeKeyser, 2019). 
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In addition, it is important to remember that, as shown by this study, activities 

predicted to generate flow (such as the PSA) may not always generate flow. This could 

be because the activity was poorly designed or because the students’ needs were misread 

(i.e. the teacher thought the students would find it more interesting or challenging than 

they did). It could also be because the students are experiencing too much foreign 

language class anxiety or other negative feelings not related to language learning for flow 

to occur (Dewaele & MacIntyre, 2014; Czimmermann & Piniel, 2016). In light of this, 

teachers should try their best to adapt and address these needs, while remembering that 

there is much that lies outside of their control.  

In sum, in order to create flow, teachers must know their students’ unique needs 

so that they can choose activities that are relevant and flow-generating for them. While 

these tend to be competitive, authentic, student-centered, and open-ended activities, and 

this study showed these trends to be strong, not all students find flow in the same 

activities, and this must be kept in mind in order to make sure that all find flow. 

Likewise, special attention must be paid to creating a welcoming and nurturing classroom 

environment and addressing other non-activity factors that may influence flow.  
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSION  

 

All told, this study makes significant contributions to the limited body of SLA 

flow research and carries significant implications for language teaching and learning. 

While the activity-based analysis showed that competitive activities (games) tend to 

generate more flow than other activities, the category-based qualitative analysis showed 

that, although competitive activities are less likely to generate a low-flow experience than 

other categories, most high-flow experiences are not competitive. However, the large 

majority of these positive experiences were student-centered, meaning that the students 

had more control than the teacher over the means of accomplishing an activity and thus 

the ability to adapt it to their visions of their identities (Dörnyei, 2009; Douglas Fir 

Group, 2016; Norton and Toohey, 2011) and ZPDs (van Lier, 1996; Vygotsky, 1978). 

However, the highest-flow experiences tended not to be student-centered alone, 

and the quantitative results, via the low-ranked summary and sign-here activities, also 

corroborated this claim. Rather, the highest-flow experiences tended to be student-

centered while also being open-ended (many possible outcomes) and/or authentic 

(focused on meaningful communication across an information gap). This suggests that 

just one characteristic of a high-flow activity is often not enough for an activity to 

generate a lot of flow, and that, generally speaking, the more high-flow characteristics an 

activity possesses, the more likely it will create flow.  

However, there are some activities whose flow cannot be predicted by their 

categories, including verb drills, which were assigned to no flow-generating categories, 

but nonetheless elicited high flow scores. Students are unique individuals, and it is 
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possible for students to find flow in activities that lack characteristics that would be 

predicted to be good for flow if they believe these activities will help them to develop in 

to the future selves that they envision (Dörnyei, 2009; Norton & Toohey, 2011). 

As it seems, perceptions of relevance may be even more important than activity 

characteristics in predicting flow experiences, and it appears that the participants may 

have collectively rated verb drills, as well as and the similar vocab match, highly because 

they found them relevant to their language-related goals. Yet, as this study did not set out 

to answer this question of relevance, further study in this area is warranted.  

Not only did this study bring to light the likely importance of relevance and task 

frequency, but the qualitative results also suggested that additional non-activity factors 

may influence flow experiences. These included classroom environment, error correction 

strategies, and target-language-L1 balance. Such factors, however, lie outside the scope 

of the research questions and will have to be examined in future studies. 

Yet, aside from confirming the hypothesis that student-centered, open-ended, 

authentic, and/or competitive activities are more likely to generate flow than those 

exhibiting the reverse characteristics, and suggesting that some of these categories are 

more important than others, this study also attempted to establish a hierarchy of flow 

components. As no previous study had done so, this is perhaps this study’s greatest 

contribution to SLA research. The results revealed that, while all flow components are 

related to flow, enjoyment is the most strongly related, and that the skills-challenges 

balance is extremely important in predicting flow experiences.  
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All told, this study has significant implications for language teaching and 

learning. As enjoyment and challenges were shown to be the flow components most 

connected to flow, in order to optimize learning through flow, teachers would do well to 

pay attention to their students’ enjoyment and skills-challenges balances. They should 

make sure that their students find activities useful, and that they are adequately 

challenged without becoming overwhelmed.  

While individual learner differences exist—and should certainly be considered 

when choosing language-class activities—the trends are strong. In general, students find 

the most flow in activities whose means of accomplishment they can control (student-

centered), activities with many possible outcomes (open-ended), activities focused on 

communicating a real message across an information gap (authentic), and competitive 

games. As it appears, the more of these characteristics an activity possesses, the better. 

Yet, perhaps even more importantly, students must see an activity as relevant to their 

current or future goals for language learning if they are to find flow in it. 

Lastly, it should be remembered that, while flow creates conditions that are 

conducive to learning (e.g. Dörnyei, 2009; Douglas Fir Group, 2016; Norton & Toohey, 

2011; Robinson, Mackey & Gass, 2012; van Lier, 1996; Vygotsky, 1978), designing 

activities that are supposed to generate flow is no guarantee of flow or learning. Firstly, 

the students must enter flow as predicted, and secondly, the activities must be well 

designed to help students meet the targeted learning objectives. Otherwise, there will be 

no learning (or at least not the right learning).   
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APPENDICES 

Appendix A: Language backgrounds of study participants 

Student-chosen alias Current foreign language 
enrollment(s) 

Previously-studied 
foreign language(s) 

Family language(s) other 

than English 

Hannah Italian Chinese N/A 

Jay Spanish German, Latin N/A 

Morgan Spanish French N/A 

Jac Spanish N/A N/A 

Lauren Spanish Italian N/A 

Ryan French N/A N/A 

Bri German N/A German 

Kosha German Spanish Gujarati 

Adam Spanish, Arabic Italian, 
French 

Greek, Russian, German Hebrew 

Kate German N/A N/A 

Eva German N/A N/A 

Andreana Spanish Greek Greek 

Nick Spanish N/A N/A 

G German French N/A 

Sydney Spanish N/A N/A 

M Spanish, Japanese N/A Khmer 

Tori German French, Spanish N/A 

Lauryn Spanish German N/A 

Taylor Spanish Latin, French N/A 

Bob Spanish N/A N/A 

Bri Spanish N/A Spanish 

Yen Spanish EFL*, Japanese, 
Vietnamese 

Mandarin, Taiwanese 

Angela Spanish N/A N/A 

Sarah French N/A N/A 

John Italian N/A Tagalog 

H.L. Spanish N/A N/A 

Ambaro Spanish N/A N/A 

J French N/A N/A 

Tori French N/A N/A 

Shah French N/A Farsi 

Erica French N/A N/A 

Lytice French, Spanish N/A N/A 

Camille French N/A N/A 

Cat French, Italian N/A Spanish 

Andrea French EFL*, Arabic Portuguese, Spanish 

Casey French Spanish, Mandarin Mandarin 

Adia French Korean N/A 

Juli French Spanish N/A 

Mitzi German N/A N/A 

Vito French Spanish N/A 

(none given) German N/A N/A 

Olivia Italian Spanish, German N/A 

Kathy Italian Spanish N/A 

Mica Italian N/A Portuguese 

Kev French N/A N/A 

Hazel French N/A N/A 
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Pedro Spanish Latin, German, Italian, 
French, Ancient Greek, 
Biblical Hebrew 

N/A 

Tabbi Spanish Chinese N/A 

Muhib Spanish N/A Pashto 

Kelly Spanish N/A N/A 

ZR Spanish French N/A 

Emmi Spanish Italian, Latin N/A 

noodlehead123 Spanish Italian, German, Latin, 
French 

Albanian 

Michaela Spanish Latin N/A 

Sarah Spanish N/A N/A 

Maura Spanish Latin N/A 

Beth Spanish N/A N/A 

Saloni Spanish N/A Gujarati 

Avery Spanish Sign Language N/A 

Ben Spanish N/A Malayalam 

student Spanish N/A N/A 

(none given) Spanish Arabic N/A 

Townley Spanish N/A N/A 

Olivia Spanish N/A N/A 

Ke Spanish N/A N/A 

Raissa Spanish (Quranic) Arabic Comorian, French 

Brianna Spanish Italian N/A 

K Spanish N/A N/A 

Ashley Spanish N/A N/A 

Angel Spanish N/A Spanish 

Ry Spanish N/A N/A 

EEG Spanish French N/A 

holly Spanish N/A N/A 

Eileen Spanish N/A N/A 

Liv Spanish N/A N/A 

Graduate Spanish N/A N/A 

Brooke Spanish N/A N/A 

TCS Spanish N/A N/A 

Spanishlover1000 Spanish N/A N/A 

Alina3 Spanish Italian, Portuguese N/A 

T Spanish N/A N/A 

Jo Spanish Sign language N/A 

*EFL=English as a foreign language 

Summary:  

-Number of participants for each of the four languages included in the study (out of 82 total participants): 

-French: 17 (=20.73%) 

-German: 8 (=9.76%) 

-Italian: 5 (=6.10%) 

-Spanish: 52 (=63.41%) 

-Number of participants currently enrolled in multiple languages: 4 (=4.89%) 

-Number of participants having previously studied additional languages: 33 (=40.24%) 

-Number of participants using a language other than English at home: 19 (=23.17%) 
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Appendix B: Google Form questionnaire 

Part 1: Language Profile 

Please tell us about you and your language-learning background. 

 

1. Your alias (nickname) for this study: __________________________________ 

2. In what language course(s) are you currently enrolled?  

 FREN 1003 

 FREN 2001 

 GER 1003 

 GER 2001 

 ITAL 2001 

 ITAL 2002 

 ITAL 2041 

 SPAN 1003 

 SPAN 2001 

 SPAN 2002 

 SPAN 2096 

 SPAN 3501 

3. Briefly describe your experience studying the language(s) you mentioned, including when, 

where, and how.  

 

4. What sort of opportunities have you had to use the language(s) you’re studying outside of 

class?  

 

5. Please name any language(s) you know or have studied other than English and the language(s) 

you’re currently taking at school. Please also briefly describe your experience with these 

languages, including when, where, and how you learned them.  

  

Part 2: Activities that get me “in the zone” 

Please read the following quotations about flow, which is often termed as being “in the zone.” 

Then, while thinking about what you will have read, you will be asked to rate a list of possible 

language class activities on how much flow they cause for you. These ratings will be on a scale of 

1 to 4, where 1 means “very little flow”, and 4 means “a lot of flow.” If you have never done the 

activity, try your best to imagine it. You will be able to re-read the flow descriptions as much as 

you need. 
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“The metaphor of ‘flow’ is one that many people have used to describe the sense of effortless 

action they feel in moments that stand out as the best in their lives. Athletes refer to it as ‘being in 

the zone,’ religious mystics as ‘being in ecstasy,’ artists and musicians as ‘aesthetic rapture.’ 

Athletes, mystics, and artists do very different things when they reach flow, yet their descriptions 

of the experience are remarkably similar.”  

                                --psychologist Mihályi Csíkszentmihályi on flow  

“You’re right in the work, you lose your sense of time, you’re completely enraptured, you’re 

completely caught up in what you are doing…when you are working on something and you are 

working well, you have the feeling that there’s no other way of saying what you’re saying.”  

                                -a poet describing a flow experience 

“When you’re climbing, you’re not aware of other problematic life situations. It becomes a world 

unto its own, significant only to itself. It’s a concentration thing. Once you’re in the situation, it’s 

incredibly real, and you’re very much in charge of it. It becomes your total world.” 

                                -a climber describing a flow experience 

  

1. Vocab category game (such as Scattergories or Apples to Apples).         

                How much flow does this activity cause for you? 

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

                  

2. Compare the features of houses shown in the textbook. 

How much flow does this activity cause for you? 

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

 

3. Verb conjugation drills (i.e. write all the forms of a given verb or complete sentences with right 

form). 

How much flow does this activity cause for you? 

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

 

4. Small-group discussion on weekend plans. 

How much flow does this activity cause for you? 

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 
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5. Trivia or quiz-style vocabulary game (such as Jeopardy, Kahoot or Quizlet Live). 

How much flow does this activity cause for you? 

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

 

6. Act out a restaurant skit where you ask questions about menu items, order, and pay the bill. 

How much flow does this activity cause for you? 

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

 

7. Full-class discussion where the teacher asks individuals questions about their weekend plans.  

How much flow does this activity cause for you? 

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

  

8. Classmate survey activity about their daily or habitual activities (such as “sign-here” or “find 

someone who”). 

                How much flow does this activity cause for you? 

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

 

9. Put a list of sentences in order to form a restaurant dialog. 

                How much flow does this activity cause for you? 

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

 

10. Choose an appropriate house or apartment using a real estate website. 

                How much flow does this activity cause for you? 

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

 

11. Game where you describe a secret word for a partner to guess (such as Taboo or 20 

Questions) 

                How much flow does this activity cause for you? 

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 
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12. Interview possible roommates. 

                How much flow does this activity cause for you? 

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

  

13. A written exercise where you match vocabulary words to their definitions. 

                How much flow does this activity cause for you? 

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

 

14. Teacher lectures on a cultural topic while students listen and take notes. 

                How much flow does this activity cause for you? 

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

 

15. Produce a public service announcement related to surviving college.  

                How much flow does this activity cause for you? 

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

 

16. Verb conjugation game where you must be the fastest to come up with the correct verb form 

(i.e. Board Wars, Around the World or Trashketball).  

                How much flow does this activity cause for you? 

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

 

17. Write a summary of a short news article or blog post. 

                How much flow does this activity cause for you? 

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

                  

18. Use a list of (general) questions to interview native speakers about their personal customs.  

                How much flow does this activity cause for you? 

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 
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19. Write a short blog post about a trip.  

                How much flow does this activity cause for you? 

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

20. Write a summary of a cultural reading from your textbook. 

                How much flow does this activity cause for you? 

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

 

Part 3: Describing language-class activities 

You will be shown a list of activities that could be done in language classes. If you have not done 

these activities in your language classes, try your best to imagine what they might be like. You 

will be asked to rate each on four characteristics: 1) how enjoyable you find it, 2) how much you 

find yourself able to focus on it, 3) how much this activity allows you to use your own language 

or be creative, and 4) how well this activity aligns with your abilities. These ratings will all be on 

a scale of 1-4, where 1 is “very little” and 4 is a “very much”. If you do not know what the 

activity is, and cannot imagine it, be sure to mark “I don’t know what this activity is”.   

  

1. Vocab category game (such as Scattergories or Apples to Apples).         

                a. How enjoyable do you find this activity? 

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

                b. When doing this activity, how focused on the activity do you tend to be? 

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

                c. When doing this activity, how much control do you have?   

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

                d. How much would you say that this activity provides good and attainable challenges?  

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

  

2. Compare the features of houses shown in the textbook. 

                a. How enjoyable do you find this activity? 

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

                b. When doing this activity, how focused on the activity do you tend to be? 

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 
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   c. When doing this activity, how much control do you have?   

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

                d. How much would you say that this activity provides good and attainable challenges?  

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

  

3. Verb conjugation drills (i.e. write all the forms of a given verb or complete sentences with right 

form). 

                a. How enjoyable do you find this activity? 

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

                b. When doing this activity, how focused on the activity do you tend to be? 

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

                c. When doing this activity, how much control do you have?   

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

                d. How much would you say that this activity provides good and attainable challenges?  

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

               

4. Small-group discussion on weekend plans.       

                a. How enjoyable do you find this activity? 

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

                b. When doing this activity, how focused on the activity do you tend to be? 

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

                c. When doing this activity, how much control do you have?   

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

                d. How much would you say that this activity provides good and attainable challenges?  

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

   

5. Trivia or quiz-style vocabulary game (such as Jeopardy, Kahoot or Quizlet Live). 

                a. How enjoyable do you find this activity? 

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 
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    b. When doing this activity, how focused on the activity do you tend to be? 

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

                c. When doing this activity, how much control do you have?   

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

                d. How much would you say that this activity provides good and attainable challenges?  

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

  

 

6. Act out a restaurant skit where you ask questions about menu items, order, and pay the bill. 

                a. How enjoyable do you find this activity? 

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

                b. When doing this activity, how focused on the activity do you tend to be? 

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

                c. When doing this activity, how much control do you have?   

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

                d. How much would you say that this activity provides good and attainable challenges?  

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

  

7. Full-class discussion where the teacher asks individuals questions about their weekend plans.  

                a. How enjoyable do you find this activity? 

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

                b. When doing this activity, how focused on the activity do you tend to be? 

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

                c. When doing this activity, how much control do you have?   

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

                d. How much would you say that this activity provides good and attainable challenges?  

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 
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8. Classmate survey activity about their daily or habitual activities (such as “sign-here” or “find 

someone who”).  

                a. How enjoyable do you find this activity? 

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

                b. When doing this activity, how focused on the activity do you tend to be? 

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

                c. When doing this activity, how much control do you have?   

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

                d. How much would you say that this activity provides good and attainable challenges?  

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

  

9. Put a list of sentences in order to form a restaurant dialog.        

                a. How enjoyable do you find this activity? 

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

                b. When doing this activity, how focused on the activity do you tend to be? 

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

                c. When doing this activity, how much control do you have?   

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

                d. How much would you say that this activity provides good and attainable challenges?  

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

   

10. Choose an appropriate house or apartment using a real estate website.  

                a. How enjoyable do you find this activity? 

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

                b. When doing this activity, how focused on the activity do you tend to be? 

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

                c. When doing this activity, how much control do you have?   

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

                d. How much would you say that this activity provides good and attainable challenges?  

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 
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11. Game where you describe a secret word for a partner to guess (such as Taboo or 20 

Questions) 

                a. How enjoyable do you find this activity? 

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

                b. When doing this activity, how focused on the activity do you tend to be? 

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

                c. When doing this activity, how much control do you have?   

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

                d. How much would you say that this activity provides good and attainable challenges?  

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

   

12. Interview possible roommates.           

                a. How enjoyable do you find this activity? 

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

                b. When doing this activity, how focused on the activity do you tend to be? 

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

                c. When doing this activity, how much control do you have?   

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

                d. How much would you say that this activity provides good and attainable challenges?  

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

  

13. A written exercise where you match vocabulary words to their definitions. 

                a. How enjoyable do you find this activity? 

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

                b. When doing this activity, how focused on the activity do you tend to be? 

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

                c. When doing this activity, how much control do you have?   

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 
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    d. How much would you say that this activity provides good and attainable challenges?  

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

  

14. Teacher lectures on a cultural topic while students listen and take notes. 

                a. How enjoyable do you find this activity? 

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

                b. When doing this activity, how focused on the activity do you tend to be? 

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

                c. When doing this activity, how much control do you have?   

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

                d. How much would you say that this activity provides good and attainable challenges?  

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

   

15. Produce a public service announcement related to surviving college.  

                a. How enjoyable do you find this activity? 

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

                b. When doing this activity, how focused on the activity do you tend to be? 

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

                c. When doing this activity, how much control do you have?   

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

                d. How much would you say that this activity provides good and attainable challenges?  

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

  

16. Verb conjugation game where you must be the fastest to come up with the correct verb form 

(i.e. Board Wars, Around the World or Trashketball).  

                a. How enjoyable do you find this activity? 

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

                b. When doing this activity, how focused on the activity do you tend to be? 

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 
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   c. When doing this activity, how much control do you have?   

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

                d. How much would you say that this activity provides good and attainable challenges?  

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

   

17. Write a summary of a short news article or blog post. 

                a. How enjoyable do you find this activity? 

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

                b. When doing this activity, how focused on the activity do you tend to be? 

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

                c. When doing this activity, how much control do you have?   

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

                d. How much would you say that this activity provides good and attainable challenges?  

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

  

18. Use a list of (general) questions to interview native speakers about their personal customs.  

                a. How enjoyable do you find this activity? 

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

                b. When doing this activity, how focused on the activity do you tend to be? 

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

                c. When doing this activity, how much control do you have?   

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

                d. How much would you say that this activity provides good and attainable challenges?  

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

   

19. Write a short blog post about a trip.  

                a. How enjoyable do you find this activity? 

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

                b. When doing this activity, how focused on the activity do you tend to be? 

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 
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                c. When doing this activity, how much control do you have?   

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

                d. How much would you say that this activity provides good and attainable challenges?  

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

   

20. Write a summary of a cultural reading from  your textbook.  

                a. How enjoyable do you find this activity? 

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

                b. When doing this activity, how focused on the activity do you tend to be? 

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

                c. When doing this activity, how much control do you have?   

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

                d. How much would you say that this activity provides good and attainable challenges?  

                                very little             1              2              3              4             a lot 

  

Part 4: Stand-out language-class experiences 

The following open-ended questions will allow you to reflect more holistically on your foreign 

language (FL) learning experience. Please answer honestly. 

 

1. Describe on specific event or episode in your FL class where you were at the same time: a) 

enjoying yourself, b) highly focused on the activity, c) feeling in control, and d) working toward 

attainable challenges. Please be sure to specify which language class this was. 

 

 

2. Describe one specific event or episode in your FL class where you were at the same time: a) 

wanting the activity to end, b) unfocused, c) feeling you ad little control over the activity, and d) 

bored. Please be sure to specify which language class this was. 

 

 

3. Is there anything else you would like to add about your best and worst language-class 

experiences?  

 


